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STATEMENT OF AIMS
Labour Focus on Eastern Europe
is a completely independent jour-
nal whose editorial collective
includes various trends of social-
ist and Marxist opinion. Our
purpose is to provide comprehen-
sive analysis of trends and events
in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe, documentation of oppo-
sition movements in those
societies, and a forum for the
developing dialogue between
radical democratic and socialist
forces East and West.
We are opposed to the "libera-
tion" of Eastern Europe by
Western capitalism and the ex-
ploitation of the victims of
repression in these societies for
the Cold War propaganda of
those who prop up racist and
fascist dictatorships in other pafis
of the world. We believe that the
division of Europe can only be
overcome by a coilrmon move-
ment for socialism and democra-
cy. We support the sEuggles for
working class, democratic and
national rights in the USSR and
Eastern Europe and call on the
labour movements of the West to
extend their internationalist soli-
darity to them.
Signed articles do not necessari-

ly represent editorid views, nor
does publication of a document
from Eastern Europe imply our
agreement with its contents.
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LOOKING AHEAD
7fi he year 1989 promises to be the most momentous in the

I history of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe for a
I very long time. Up to now, the changes brought about

by Gorbachev's perestroika and its ramifications beyond the
frontiers of the USSR have been gradual, largely atmospheric
and in the main been kept well within the control of the CPSU
Ieadership. But all the while, the pressures and conflicts have
been building up and much of the General Secretary's
reformism has increasingly assumed the appearance of
nervous crisis management.

There is, above all, the explosive issue of the restless
non-Russian nationalities. The terrible tragedy of the Arme-
nian earthquake has temporarily taken the spotlight off
Nagorno-Karabakh, but the signs are that in the long term,
the disaster (and its inept handling by the Soviet authorities)
may have deepened the sense of injustice among Armenians.
The decision to put Nagorno-Karabakh under de facto direct
rule from Moscow seems to have come much too late to stem
the tide of Armenian nationalism. Too Iate or not, however,
it is the failure of the Gorbachev leadership to apply
consistently democratic criteria to the issue which has
deepened the widespread mistrust of Moscow's intentions.

But Armenia is not, of course, the only serious national
question confronting Gorbachev. Indeed, the list seems to be
Iengthening all the time: first Estonia, Latvia, Lithuanial then
Byelorussia, Georgia and Moldavia; and next the Ukraine?
Unless the CPSU leadership can come up with a nationalities
policy firmly based on the principles of equality and
democracy, it is inevitable that one or more of these
flashpoints will set into motion a dynamic which could
seriously threaten either the integrity of the Soviet state or the
survival of the Gorbachev leadership - or both. Neither the
break-up of the Soviet Union nor the replacement of
Gorbachev by some authoritarian, Great Russian alternative
is, of course, a development to be desired by socialists, but this
should not tempt us to take a stance against the justified
demands articulated by the national movements in the various
Soviet republics - on the contrary, it is only by championing
the causes of democracy and self-determination against the
bureaucratic wavering in the Kremlin that we can help avoid
those dangers. Beginning with the next issue, I-abour Focus on
Eastern Europe will carry a series of articles analysing in
depth the various national questions in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe and their implications for the cause of
socialism.

Beyond the frontiers of the USSR, the signs are that the
relative calm in Eastern Europe which has marked the first
years of Gorbachev's leadership is coming to an end. The
unrest in Czechoslovakia signals the failure of the attempt by
Husak's successors to restrict the meaning of prestavba to
drives for increased economic efficiency, and Provda's hostile
coverage of the demonstrations in Prague's Wenceslas Square
betray the nervous edginess in Moscow over any destabilisa-
tion of any of its East European allies. For contrary to some
unrealistic expectations, the CPSU leadership has not shown

any great zeal in exporting democratisation: the ripple effect
of Krushchev's de-Stalinisation in 1956 is still an unsettling
memory for many Soviet reformers. Yet it may not be possible
for Gorbachev to live much longer with the Jakeses and
Honeckers if their attempts to hold the line against the
increasing pressures from below drives them into ever more
glaring contradiction with the letter and spirit of CPSU policy.
The effective suppression of the German-language Soviet
magazine Sputnik by the GDR authorities and the internation-
al embarrassment caused by the baton charges, arrests and
trials in Prague in the run-up to the Moscow Human Rights
conference may force Gorbachev into a more aggressive
interventionism into the internal affairs of the fraternal
parties.

Poland, too, is entering into a new stage. Both the party and
the opposition appear deeply split over Jaruzelski's desperate
attempt to forge some kind of new deal with the Catholic
hierarchy and those sections of Soli.darnosc and the intellectual
opposition most closely aligned with the bishops. The big
question is whether Walesa can deliver his side of the bargain:
a new upsurge of working class militancy against the austerity
drive behind all the economic reform rhetoric could bypass
the old Solidarnosc guard and blow away the carefully
constructed house of cards around the General's ttnational

reconciliationtt .

1989 could indeed be the year of the working class in the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. From Armenia to
Yugoslavia, from Poland to Romania, it has been the power
of workers' strike action that has shaken the establishment
more than any number of dissident manifestos. As the
economic reforms begin to bite, more workers are going to be
driven into resistance to attempts to solve the crisis at the
expense of their living standards and social welfarel and as

the intellectual ferment and bureaucratic liberalism loosen the
straighjacket of repressive atomisation and confidence is
gained through the taste of action, new political currents with
a genuine mass base will emerge.

Finally, 1989 also sees a new admlnistration in the United
States. The connection between the inauguration of George
Bush and the build-up of explosive pressures in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe may not be immediately obvious.
But already the new strong man in the White House, Chief
of Staff Baker, has announced his determination to curb
Gorbymania in the West. Washington is not going to help
Gorbachev out of any political and economic crises, it will try
to exploit them in its drive to weaken the Warsaw Pact and
reassert its hegemony oyer Western Europe. The coincidence
of crisis in the East and American pressure from the West,
demands increased vigilance of the West European Left if it
is not unwittingly to play into the hands of various unsavoury
political forces in Washington or Moscow, London or Bonn.
More than eyer, it will need to start seizing the political
initiative in Western Europe, and to build links with Eastern
Europe, in the rurl-up to the new decade.

Giinter Minnerup
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S@VIET UNION]l

Introduction
The period leading up to the 19th Party
Conference (June 28 - July 1, 1988) was one
of increased public political activity for the
independent left groups in the USSR. In
Moscow, the independent groups issues a
"Public Mandate to the Party Conference",
which was a set of alternative theses drawn
up at two one-day conferences held in early
June. The "Mandate" details a prograrnme of
political reform far more radical than any-
thing proposed at the Party Conference: the
removal of the Communist Party from all
governmental functions and the ffansfer of
power to the Soviets; the election of Soviets
tluough genuinely free elections, rather than
placing them under Communist Party hrtelage
as outlined at the Conference; the right of
independent political associations to put
forward candidates and alternative platforns
at elections; open access for the independent
groups to the media and the right to set up
independent publications; broader rights for
national minorities; and the inmoduction of
political democracy in the management of
enterprises, with power invested in democra-
tically-elected Councils of Labour Co1lec-
tives.

At the same time the independent socialist
groups took steps to establish a united front
organisation, known as the "Popular Front",
which, as Boris Kagarlitskii describes in his
interview, has not only brought together
already-existing groups, but has actually
begun to set up branches where members
affiliate directly to the Popular Front.

The summer also saw a sharp increase in
popular protest. The mass demonsfrations,
meetings, and strikes in Armeni4 Nagorno-
Karabakh, turd Azerbaijan over the issue of
whether or not Nagorno-Karabakh would be
transferred from Azerbaijan to Armenia, were
the most dramatic example. However ques-
tionable may be the respective nationalist
demands of the Armenians or Azerbaijanis,
the fact is that a very large section of people
have learned an important lesson in the
politics of m.oss struggle, a lesson which
other sections of the Soviet population - ?rd,
most importantly, the working class - will
hopefully be quick to absorb and turn to their
own advantage. But these were not the only
signs of mass protest. Demonstrations and

protest meetings took place in cities across

the USSR over the arbitrary and authoritarian
way in which local and regional Party
committees selected delegates to the Party
Conference. h addition to the protests cited
by Boris Kagarlitskii, 7,000 people held a
semi-spontaneous demonstration and protest
meeting in Omsk, a large indusuial town of
about half a million people in Western
Siberia. In many- of these protests the
demonstrators were "bought off' fairly easily,
with promises from local Party bosses to use
more democratic procedures next time. But
this does not take away the fact that people
throughout the USSR are getting used to
voicing their discontent through mass meet-
irgr and demonstrations, and even strikes,
rather than as isolated, powerless individuals.

The Soviet authorities, at both local and
national level, were uncertain how to handle
such protests. In Moscow, following the
protests of the Crimean Tartars in Red
Square last winter, the Executive Committee
of the Moscow City Soviet had issued a set
of "Temporary Regulations", officially ban-
ning demonstrations in the city. However,
when the independent groups began holding
public demonstrations outside the lzvestia
building, adjacent to Pushkin Square, at the
end of Muy, the police did not at first
intervene. The groups and the police reached
an informal agreement that the demonstra-
tions could take place for one hour on
Saturday afternooru, followed by informal
discussions in the square. For three weeks the
police honoured this agreement. Then on
Saturday, L8 June, they attempted to break up
the demonstration, not on the grounds that it
was illegal according to the "Temporary
Regulations", but on the grounds that the
Regulations forbade placards and banners!
Over successive Saturdays police harassment
of the demonstrations became heavier, with
several arrests, until the independent groups
decided to cut their losses by ransforming
the protests into "public discussions", which
were not illegal (and where no banners or
placards were displayed).

The crackdown in Moscow was at least
partly the result of a political conflict
between the independent groups and the head
of the Moscow City Soviet, Saikov. On
Friday, L7 June, Saikov, who is a noted

,POWERTO 
THE SOVIETS'

ilIIEANS SEP ARATING TH EIW
FROilII THE PARTY"

lnterview with Boris Kagarlitskii
hardliner, held a "pre-Conference" meeting at
which he did not accept discussions from the
floor. Several members of the left groups
were in the audience and uied to raise
various points, but Saikov's only response
was to denounce them as "anarchists" and
have some of them ejected by the police. The
next day the police, who are under Saikov's
jurisdiction, began harassing the Pushkin
Square demonstrations. This is not, however,
the total explanation. "Temporary Regula-
tions" banning demonstrations began crop-
ping up in cities across the USSR. In Minsh
the capital of Byelorussia, the Regulations
were permanent. Finally, at the end of the
summer the Soviet government issued nation-
wide restrictions, formally banning "anti-
Soviet" demonstrations. The use of the term
"anti-Soviet" gives local political authorities
a wide leeway for deciding which protests
they will harass and which they will tolerate.

One things is certain" however. The Soviet
authorities, at least up until now, have been
far more cautious in their treatment of tmly
m.ass protests, such as the strikes in Armenia
and Nagorno-Karabakh, than in their hand-
ling of small protests by the left-wing groups,
whom the authorities see as having only a

limited social base. h this there is a lesson.
The left groups in the USSR must have as

their long-range project the development of
broad, organic contacts with Soviet workers,
who themselves are showing sigru - albeit
haphazardly and sporadically - of re-approp-
riating the taditions of mass struggle.

Vic Graham

There have been tltree major arcnts for the
independent groups during the run-up to the
l9th Party Confereltce. Thcre was first the
petition campaign and thc demonstraioru in
Pushkin Square, secondly the meetings of the
Sth of Juru artd the l2th of lune to draft a
com.rnon appeal to the Party Conference, and
thirdly there has been the attempt to form the
Popular Front. People in the West are
unlilrcly to lcnor4, much about any of tlase
darclopments. I would lil@ to talcc them each
in turn. First, let's tal<c the demonstrations
in Pushkin Square.

Probably we will not begin with the

4 LABoUR Focus oN EASTERN EURopE



demonstrations in Pushkin Square, because
that happened after the drafting of the Public
Mandate. Well you know, there was a lot of
enthusiasm in this society about the Party
Conference, especially after the criticism in
Pravda of the Stalinist article of Nina
Andreyeva in March, which was considered
to be a kind of manifesto for the Stalinist
reaction. People were quite sure that that was
not unprep&rd, that that was probably the
first step towards normalisation. So after thal
when Pravda began to criticise Nina
Andreyeva as being a kind of real political
danger against which the Party must mobilise
itself, and so or, people, especially intellec-
tuals, of course liberal intellectu*, became
very huppy and there was a lot of enthu-
siasm, even a kind of euphoria, before the
Party Conference, so that people were quite
sure that the Party Conference would be a big
step forward for perestroika - although the
people on the left, for example, the left-wing
groups, the socialist, mamist groups, were
very skeptical about that. But anyway, tlte
general mood wiu very enthusiastic. furd
finally, the people wanted to see who would
be the delegates for the conference and the
draft proposals for the conference. When the
draft proposals were published, people were
quite disappointed, because th"y were very
general, without any concrete details about
the democratic changes and so or, and that
produced a lot of protests. And then there
were also the so-called elections to the
Conference, which were not elections but
rather selections because delegates were not
elected by Party members but rather selected
by the Party district and more generally by
the Party oblast committee. So those two
disappointments against all that euphoric
background were very important in producing
a lot of grass roots activism - not only in
Moscow, but also in Sakhalin, Astrakhan,
Sverdlovsk, Kuibyshev, and so on. There
were demonstrations in Kuibyshev - about
30,000 people went to the sEeets to protest
against the names they read in the list of
delegates, because these people were well-
known bureaucrats and Stalinists in the city,
and all the population knew them as being
quite anti-perestroika. In Sakhalinsk there
were strikes agairut the local Party leadership
during the preparation of the Party Confer-
ence. Also in Astrakhan there were demon-
strations and protests. There were a lot of
small events like that in different parts of the
counfry. In Sverdlovsk the workers wanted to
adopt Yeltsin as their delegate to the Party
Conference. There were big meetings of
workers in enterprises. So people became
active.

In Moscow people were less active and
they had more illusions so there wffi, of
course, some struggle to get some popular
liberal figures like Afanasyev to the Party
Conference. For example, once he was
dropped by the P*ty authorities at the district
level, there were small student revolts at the
Historical-Archival Institute (the institute
which trains archivists and which Afanasyev

heads, V.G.) and at some other places where
students asked the authorities to place
Afanasyev on the so-called central list. And
that was finally done, although it didn't
change anything in the real process of
decision-making.

Anyway, in Moscow the groups were
mostly concentrating on criticising the Theses
(the Central Committee Theses for the Party
Conference, V.G.). To criticise the Theses, to
make some kind of alternative, there were
two meetings in June, organised, by the way,
officially. It seerns that there were some
official liberals who were also disappointed
by the Theses and probably thought that the
Theses did not do enough to satisfy their own
views and positions, so they gave a hall to
the left-wing groups for that criticism. They
were interested in getting some criticism
from the left, probably to push the very
conservative wing and to gain some conces-
sions from it.

And finally the so-caIled alternative theses,

or Public Mandate, were where people tried
to make concrete demands on changing the
electoral system, on changing the legal
system, and changing the laws which for
example, discriminate against minorities,
abolishing Clause 5 on documents, where
you must write down your nationaliry. We
say this is quite discriminatory, because if
somebody knows your nationality he can
discriminate against you on the basis of this
knowledg". If you're simply a citizen, why
should anybody be interested in your nation-
ality? It's your own identiry problem, nothing
more. So we ask to have this Clause 5

abolished from all documents, to prevent the
authorities from forcing people obligatorily to
tell their nationality, their national identity.

And so there were a lot of concrete
proposals of different kinds: to change the
educational systems, to have free elections to

BORIS KAGARLITSKII

the local Soviets; there was a problem that
we must first elect local Soviets democratic-
ally and then have the Congress of Soviets
in the best revolutionary tradition. A11 that
was in our documen! prepared at that time.
And finally, there was an idea that the
prepared drafg the alternative Theses, wurs

good enough to become a kind of basis for
a new political organisation of the left,
uniting most of the lefrwing groups who
signed the Thdses. We already had a

Federation of the Socialist Clubs, which was
an important step towards the unity of the
left. But we wanted to have broader unity
and to have some kind of mass organisation
speaking for the people and to the people. So

there appeared the idea that we must
transform the Federation into a kind of
Popular Front. At the same time there was

also the sinration where people are beginning
to speak to a wider audience, because there
was a lot of agitation among people. So the
idea was that we must now not only discuss
our positions in samizdat, and not only ask
the official press to publish some pieces or
our documents, because we were absolutely
dependent on the official press and dependeirt
on our own technical backwardness, because
we were not able to compete with the official
press. So the only way to make our ideas
known to the people was simply to go to the
streets. That was the reason for the demon-
strations. Those were demorutrations just
informing people about preparations for the
creation of the Popular Front. There was an

organising committee formed, and it began to
popularise itself by organising demonstra-
tions and picket lines and so orr.

There wffi, of course, some pressure on the
organising committee. It seems that the
militia was quite confuse4 because on the
one hand, they were not told that we were
criminals and anti-Soviets, and they were not
told that we must be repressed; on the other
hand, they were not told that we were so

good as to be defended, so they were quite
confused. They did not know whether to
disperse those demonstrations orn on the
contrary, to defend them.

Thc police first started to harass and break
up the demonstrations on the 18th June, niru
days before the Party Conference. Why do
you think this happened, and who do you
think was respotlsible fo, tlw decision
suddenly to enforce the so-called Temporary
Regulations in Moscow?

It seems that all the major factions of
officialdom considered ttrat the left-wing
groups had gone too far. I think thaq on the
one hand, the conservatives were quite angry,
and it seems that the liberal groups were a

bit embarrassed, considering that the left was
breaking the rules, because they had wanted
the left to be their loyal supporters. Radical,
yes; critical, yes; but loya1 supporters. Here
it seems that the left-wing groups were taking
their own initiatives, were trying to establish
new regulations as a fait accompli, without
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prior permission as we say in Russian. That
was unacceptable even for the liberal groups
in the bureaucracy because we were not
consulting about our decisions with anybody.
We became too independent for their taste.

One group probably wanted to destroy us, the
other group was a little bit angry about us,

so they were not very interested in defending
us. There was a period of real pressure on
the groups, some people were detained, they
were released.

How rnany people?

First we had 12 people detained on June 18,

later there were more, but all have been
released. But, on the other han{ I must stress

that this cannot be treated seriously as a kind
of repression, but rather as a kind of pressure.
Because we know what happened when the
authorities really wanted to repress somebody
in this country. It's not the case. They simply
wanted to show us the limits, and especially
before the Party Conference. It means that
the liberals and conservatives finally reached
some kind of agreement, some kind of deal.
They didn't want the left any longer to
intervene and to break their compromise.

Let's move on to the issue of the Popular
Front. You've described the main aims of the
alliarrce. Now the basic docuntent laying out
the aims of the alliance and the conditions

for joining the Popular Front still hasn't
reached its ftnal form or been approved. In
fact, there have been a lot af differences
am.ong the indcpendent groups over the
docum"ent and the finure of the Popular
Front. Can you explain as objectively as you
can, sirrce obviorxly your own political
organisation has irs own views, wha the
major disagreemcnts have been about?

Well it's very easy to explain. I think the
major disagreements were not political but
psychological, although they were immedi-
ately transformed into a kind of political
disagreement. The political disagreement on
the surface wa.s that some groups, either
so-called democratic groups - not socialisr
democratic, but simply democratic groups
said we want to get rid of the word
"socialism" from all the draft documents.
Unexpectedly they were supported by the
anarchist-populist groups like Obshchina,
which supported the idea of eliminating the
word "socialism". I ttrink the major reason
was psychological, because both of those
groups were really afraid of us creating a
kind of homogenous and more organised
Front. A Front, which is not a loose
federation of separate groups, in which
everybody has their own political platform,
but a kind of real united organisation - maybe
not in the Leninist terms, of course, and of
course not cenualist, but more united and
more efficient. Those groups were not
prepared to work in such a united organisa-
tion. They wanted to preserve not only their
aulonomy, which is guaranteed by the
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documents, but also it seeilrs a kind of
independence in political decision-making at
all levels. For them the united front as a real
united front was unacceptable, and they
wanted to turn it into a loose federation.
That's why the anarcho-populists realigned
with th:e so-called "liberal right" of the left,
so to spealq the groups which are democratic
but not socialist.

How rnany organisations are now in the
Popular Front?

In Moscow, twenty-two rrow. But the number
is changing almost every day and is growhg,
because there were eighteen organisations
which originally formed the united front, the
Popular Front. Then five of them left because
of the disagreement over socialism, and now
we have twenty-two. So it means that in
Moscow nine new groups have joined. But
the most interesting thing is that there are
already a few branches of the Popular Front,
meaning they are not joining any group in
particular but they are joining the Popular

Front and establishing united branches of the
Popular Front, which I think is our major
perspective. It is more important than pulling
the groups together, because if you want a

real united organisation you finally have to
drop most of that trash about separate groups.
You can have those groups merely as either
functional organisations inside the Front or
tendencies of opiniorS some kind of political
tendencies, but not as separate groupings.
That's why it's very important that people
are forming united branches.

How would voting talce place in that
situation, because in Moscov, votes at
Popular front meetings take place by organ-
isation, each organisation having oru vote?

But united branches will have their own
votes also. I only wanted to say that the
groups which have left the organising
committee immediately began to establish
their relations with the authorities, although
the Popular Front is also trying to get some
kind of legal relations with the authorities.
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decision. Malyutin responded: Okay, it is the
easiest adminisfrative decision, I think that
despotism is always the easiest administrative
decision ever possible. So I think this is the
price, and I think the price is too high for
that slogan, because if you want to give real
power to the soviets you must separate them
from the paffy, not vice versa. I think that
Yeltsin gained a lot of support both among
the people and in the party rank-and-fiIe just
because he was courageous enough to say
openly that he disagrees with those proposals
which were, by the way, not even in the

ffi;r. 
They were quite unprepared in that

Before going on to the Yeltsin affair, just one

further question on the conference. Did
anything sr all positive comc out of the
conference from the point of vi*t, of the aims
of the independent groups?

I think there was an important step forwards
towards legal reform, which is important.
You can't say that we'Il have a state based
on law immediately after having those
reforms implemented. I am not sure about
that. But it seems that it is a step forward
anyway, because at last we'll have an attempt
to make laws less conftadictory, which will
create fewer possibilities for despotism of the
local bureaucrats. Although, nevertheless, it
won't eliminate the despotism at all; it will
continue to exist, though under different
conditions.

Let's now go back to Boris Yeltsin. His
speech received quite a bit of attention, not
just in the Western media but here in the
USSft as well. It wcts one of the main topics
of conversation amongst politically interested
people, at least here in Moscow and I assurne
elsewhere. There was also the speech of
BaWanov, the editor of Znanrya. His speech
was also hard-hitting and received a very
hostile reception from the delegates.lnfact,
on sqeral occasions Gorbachev had to
intervene to restore order and to plead with
the delegates to let Baklanw finish. Now,
what were the main criticisms levied by
Yeltsin and Baklanov, and what was the
political significance of thc attack against
thern?

I'd like to add Abalkin's speech to this list.
I think there were three important speeches.
Leonid Abalkin, academician- from the Insti-
tute of Economics. That was a very important
speech saying that the original concept of
economic perestroika is not working and that
we must rethink the concept of perestroika.
By the wa1l, more generally about Abalkin.
He is considered to be a sort of Scandina-
vian-style social democrat, which is, by
Soviet standards, far to the left of mainstream
reformist thinking which is quite monetarist
in its mainskeam image. And that's why
Abalkin is very often criticised for going too
far to the left on this point, to that damned
social-democratic experience, while we must

But those groups were immediately trying
to establish relations with different branches
of officialdom, which were quite angry about
the creation of the Popular Front, so they
were trying to be rewarded for leaving the
Popular Front.

Let's m.ove on to the Party Conference.
Socialists in the West will obviously want to
lcnow how independent socialists here in the
USSR vi*,ed tlte Conference. First, whnt
was your general impression of what hap-
pened at the Conference?

First of all, I think it was very interesting as

a political discussion. For the first time we
saw a kind of open political discussion on
TV between out leaders. So, from the point
of view of political education, showing who
is who in the party, the conference was
important. But I think that was its major
importance.

In terms of what you just said, wha was the
political signfficance of the conference in
terms of showing possible dffirences within
tlw leadership of the Communist Party?

WeIl, we always knew about those differ-
ences, but those were rumours and now we
can judge ourselves how serious they are. By
the wa], it seems that sometimes the
differences are exaggerated. The liberals are
sometimes less liberal than we supposed, and
the conservatives are sometimes less conser-
vative than we supposed. So, for some people
it was a disillusionment. They thought that
the differences were wider.

Boris Yeltsin in his speech sharply criticised
th,e proposal to malce Party First Secretaries
the heads of the local Soviets. Now, I want
to come back to the so-called Yeksin Affair
later in the intervimt. Right now I want jrrst

to take up Yeltsin's point on this particular
issue. Was this proposal simply a product of
stoppy thinking by Gorbachet,, or perhaps a
political compromise between dffirent fac-
tions in the party leadership, or does it ltcve
a rnore dangerous political signtficance?

First of all I am quite sure that it is a result
of a political compromise, because such
things can't be invented in a few days. It
seems that it is a very high and dangerous
price paid by the liberals for their slogan
"Power to the Soviets". The conseryatives
said "Okay, let's give power to the Soviets,
but let's fuse the Prrty with the Soviets
then". And by the way it was Mironenko,
First Secretary of the Komsomol, who made
it quite clear. He said during his discussion
with people from the Popular Front organis-
ing committee, including Malyutin. When
Malyutin began to criticise that idea of fusing
party and soviet power, Mironenko answered:
Well, the real power is that of the party. If
you want to give the soviets real power you
must simply fuse them with the power
because this is the easiest adminisffative

follow the American experience. People
speak quite openly: when they have discus-
sions amongst scholars, most of the scholars
always operate with American Reaganomics
and the Thatcherite experience as an example
of a good reshaping of a country, of what
must be done with our perestroika. As a good
example of peresEoika we have the Thatcher-
ite economy in Britain. And Abalkin is
always critical of that and that's why he's a
complete outsider in rnainstream establish-
ment economic thinking. He was also wildly
attacked by different delegates just for saying
that we must think about the limits of
democratisation under the one-party system,
and about the limits of the current project of
economic reform.

Baklanov's case was more specific because
one of the reasons he was so angrily
intemrpted was his publication in Moscow
News, where he announced from the very
beginning, before the Conference, that he
would speak critically of the Conference. So
the audience was very angry to see him on
the platform, from the very beginning, even
before he began to speak. That was the major
psychological reason, I think, for that
sinradon; while some people also explain that
he is Jewish and he was probably one of the
only two Jews who were able to speak during
the conference. But you can neither prove or
disprove this fact because you can't go to
speak to each of the delegates at the
conference asking "Do you like him as a Jew
or not?" But it seems that Baklanov simply
became a kind of hate figure for the
conservative mafia in Moscow, for being
Jewish, open-minded, aggressive. And that
was not because of his speech but because of
his personality.

And Yeltsin, well that's the most important
figure because Yeltsin is having a lot of
pcpular sympathy and is becoming a kind of
popular hero. Although he's always severely
criticised, the more he's criticised the more
popular support he gets, because people like
those who a^re defending the ftuth, even
against the current. So he's a kind of
against-the-current figure, and for Russian
political psychology it's very important to
have such a figure. He's a kind of
mythological hero already, he's a kind of
lover of the truth.

a
Is this reputation deseryed politically, in
terms of his political ideas?

I thirik that Yeltsin doesn't have any kind of
political project or political concept. He has
a lot of progressive political ideas and he's
quite honest. He's probably one of the most
honest people in the hierarchy, the establish-
ment. So it seems that he deserves this
reputation by his honesty, although I don't
think there is some kind of "Yeltsinism", or
anything like that. You can speak of
Trotskyism, or maybe even Gorbachevism,
but not about Yeltsinism. Although it seems
that there is a kind of liberal, left-wing
populism in his ideas, even a radical
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left-wing populism.

At the conference he very strongly attaclccd
party privileges and the attacl<s on the press.

Yes, that's the major point. He's for justice,
for more equality. While most of the
perestroika liberals want to have more social
differentiation, Yeltsin, or the contrsrl, says

that we must have less social differentiation,
more justice and more equality and more
freedom at the same time. So that makes him
popular.

His erumies, of course, accuse him of being
very authoritarian, while he w(N the Party
Secretary in Moscow. /s this true?

Well, it seems that he is authoritarian, but

you see the whole style of party work under
Brezhnev, Andropov and later was quite
authoritarian. So he's the product of that
epoch. He's one of the best products of this
epoch.

And one last question. What do you see

coming out of the party conference in terms
of political and economic changes in the
Soviet Union, and wha will be the main
tasl<s in tlv inmcdiate future fo, the
independent groups?

I think that to some extent the Popular Front
will be the best by-product of the party
conference, if it manages to survive. But I
think in any case that the funrre of the
country is not decided by the party confer-
ence or conferences in principle. ft's the

power struggle inside of the bureaucracy and
inside the society which will determine the
funrre of the counfty. And I think that it's
very important to prevent the power struggle
from being limited to the bureaucratic
establishment. One of their major privileges
is the privilege of political decision-making.
So one of the major points for the popular
left-wing movement is to finish with this
specific political privilege and to make
political decision-making a case for the
people.

The iruerviewer for Labour Focus, on 18 July
1988, was Vic Graham.
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Yerevan at the end of August this year. A month has passed since the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet mwrmecd &c
"Armenian and Azerbaijani Suprerne Soviets' resolution on the question of Nagorno-Karab,*h" - after whieh the mass smikes

(though not meetinp) wm called off, So what is happening now in Affnenia?

NTKOLAT OSA

HEPOHT
FHOM

AffiWENIA
A 1/ o, won't find answers to this in the

Y press or on television, only from
I first-hand accounts - frorn people

living in Yerevan and other Armenian cities,
frorn members of "Karabakh" (officiatr lead-
ers, as usual, were not available) and frorn
"Dadzib&o", posted up in Yerevan's "Hyde
Park". These telI us things that have not
appeared in the national press, but which
everyone knows about in Armenia. So far, no
CIne has refuted them, but if anyone can
disprove any of the facts described here, they
should do so publicly, since most Annenians
accept them.

I'11 begin with the crux of the problem.

The problem of Nagorno'Karahakh
From a legal standpoint, the problem' in
Armenia is this:

Nagorno-Karabalh is an autonomous re-
gion, with legally constituted boundaries and
under the confrol of the Azerbaijani Soviet
Socialist Republic (SSR). The vast rnajority
of its population {75Vo) is of a different
ethnic group from the main Azerbaijani SSR
nationality. According to the 1979 census,
there are 160,000 people in Nagorno-
Karabakh, of whom 7 6Vo are Armenian.
Under article 70 of the Soviet Constitution,
which guarantees the right of nations to
self-determination, the population of a region
has the right to decide which Repubtric shall
govern it (this guarantee is standard interna-
tional law, and is recognised by the USSR in
many international agreements). Secondly, if,
as in this c&se, the region decides to
withdraw from control by Azerbaijan, this
does not contravene Article 78 of the
Constitution, since it does not affect the
boundarjes of Azerbaijan. However, the
USSR Supreme Soviet's interpretation of
Article 78 would mearl there are two
mutually conffadictory articles in the Consti-
tution ' making it unviabtre.

This needs to be pointed o,ut, if only
because the entire official press, as well as

the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet (in the
best Brezhnevite tradition) keep silent about
Article 70 while continually quoting Article

78. Their failure to confront the problem
seems to indicate not that we are moving
towards a state based on the rule of law (as

the Parry pronniSes us) but that they want to
preserve the stahls quo at all costs. They are
a&aid of any challenge to it, albeit legal in
case they cannot deal wittrr the consequences.

It is interesting that the national press
report of the USSR Supreme Soviet rneeting
does not mention the arguments used by the
Presidium of the Armenian Supreme Soviet
PresidenL Voskanyaq and the Nagor,no-
Karabakh Dismict Committee First Secretary,
Pogosyan" Since, in trying [o find a legal
solution to the Nagorno-Karabakh problem,
fhese cornrades used the very szmre futic1e 70
that the press themselves keep quoting. A
more dignified sotrution woutrd have been for
the USSR Supreme Soviet to have acknow-
tredged the peoptre of Nagomo-Karabaktl's
right to self-detennination, at the same time
asking thern (and I mean ask) to wait at least
one to two years before exercising that right,
in order to repair all the darnage of the past.
I think this request wotild have been rnet, as

is clear from the Nagorno-Karabakh Regional
Executive Cornmittee decision of 24 August
ending the second stage of the str,uggle. This
second stage began on 20th February, the
first on 5th July 192L We know why the first
stage lasted so long, but now six months
have passed and the second stage needs to be
discussed and analysed. After a]1, under
democratic conditions (real, and not just
talked about) everything could be decided in
a few weeks, which would help central
government a great deal both potritically and
economically.

How did the problern of Nagomo-Kara-
bakh arise?

Historical b,ackground
The history of Nagorao-Karabakh is outlined
in a historical account published by the
Armenian Academy of Science for the lgttl
Party Conference. It was planned to distribute
this to everyone at the Conference, but the
Armenian Cornmunist Party treadership
vetoed it.

Tsarism w&s not bothe,red about national
interests or ritsh.tr. As a result, all the,

territories of the Caucasus were divided up
into five districts @ubernias), reg,mdless of
national boundaries a*d structiures" Nagorno-
Karabakh was rnore or less incolporated into
the Elizavetplski gubernia.

After the \917 revolution,, &ld the forr,na-
tion of bourgeois govemrnents in the Cau.
casus, the Mussavat regirne in Azerbaijari
ried to setze Nagorno-Karabakh, but nnet
with arrned resistance from the population"
"Karab,akh and Zangeztr do not recognise tl,re,

Azerbaijani regitrne", Kirov wrote to Ixnin ffir
3rd June 1919"

In Apritr 1,920; after fte victory af Soviet
p-ower in Azerbaijao, GN. Nmirnanov
(Chairman of the Azerbaijani Committee of
People's Soviets) tried to include Karabakh,
in the new Repubtric, but w&s shaqptry

opposed by l-enin and Chicherin, who
prefemed occupation of the region by Sovie.t
Russian troops to handing it ov-er ts
Azerbaijan. A resonudon o,f the Potrithrro of
the Russian Cornrntrr'rist Party (Botrsheviks)
Central Cornmittee (on 7th July 1920) stated
that the disputed territory w&$ temporaritry
occupied by Russian trooB$ tlCI prevent
inter-regional bloodshed, and that its control
would be decided by a joint commission
under Russian chai anship-, "to be guided
by the ethnic cornposition and wishes of the
poptrtration".

Soviet power was estabtrished in Armenia
on 29th Nove:nber \92A, and on Ist
Decembe,x the Azerbaija"i Revolutionary
Co'mmittee declared it was wirhdrawing frorn
the territoriatr dispute with Armenia" Howev-
er, six months later, Narimanov defied this
decision and demanded Nagomo-Karabakh
be controlled by Azerbaijan. As a result, on
4th JuIy 1921, a plenum of the Caucasim
Bureau of the RCP G) Cenratr Connmirtee
was convened, at, which a rnajority voted for
Nagorno-Karabaktr to remain under Am.re-
nian control. Narinrarlov then dernanded the
issue be referred back to the RCP (B) Central
Comrnittee. This was agreed, but next day,
on 5th July, under pressure from Stalin and
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without any discussion, the Bureau decided
to place Nagorno-Karabakh under Azerbai-
jani control. So the issue was never re-
examined by the RCP (B) Cenfral Commit-
tee. On 16th July the Armenian CP Central
Committee passed a resolution rejecting the
Caucasian Bureau's decision.

These are the roots of the present crisis.

Who benelits lrom delaying a

decision?
At a meeting of the USSR Supreme Soviet,
M.S'. Gorbachev suggested that comrpt clans
in Armenia and Azerbaijan had an interest in
exploiting the sinration around Nagorno-
Karabakh. But he produced no evidence in
support. Armenians agree with the gist of this
(though in Armenia it only happened right at
the begiruring), but would nevertheless add:
"Before talking about cornrpt clans in the
Caucasus, Mikhail Sergeyevirch should put
his own house in order". This is a view
corroborated by T. Gdlyan's statement that
"There is no such thing as the Uzbekh affair"
- the threads from Uzbekhistan stretch to the
Caucasus, to Moldavia and to Moscow.

A. Vaksberg's article in Literaturrutya
Gazeta of 21st September told us a lot about
the Azerbaijani mafia. Specifically, its leader-
ship from within the nomenklatura. Clearly,
these leaders are able to use the mafia against
Nagorno-Karabakh, as we shall see later on.
As regards the central comrpt clans, we
know about them from the Churbanov affair,

and their power is evident in the failure to
follow up the issue of corrupt delegates to the
Party Conference. An article in Sovetsl<aya
Kultwa of 24rh September revealed the
extent of this, but although everyone knew
about it, nothing was done.

The issue of the Armenian mafia is a
special one. This does not mean it does not
exist. As in other republics, it clearly
involves a section of the high-ranking
nomenklatura. But they were isolated and lost
control of events right from the beginning.
And after Igor Myryadan left the Karabaktr
Committee, after supporting Demvichyan,
they had no official influence.

So there are two possible versions of the
story - either the Armenian and Azerbaijani
mafias by themselves, or these same mafias,
but cenftally controlled from Moscow. To see
which is correct, we need to follow events
carefully from February to August. Although
we obviously cannot produce direct evidence,
we can establish which is the more likely
version, if either.

From February to August
Most people agree now that Armenians in
Nagorno-Karabakh had grounds for com-
plaint. However, for reasons we all know
about, numerous requests to Moscow, as well
as warnings from sociologists (Academician
Zaslavskaya) were all ignored.

Under Breztrrevism an explosion would
have been inevitable and would have been

dealt with by force. But things happened
otherwise. Perestroika and democratisation
enabled Nagorno-Karabalh to decide, quite
legalIy, to ask the Azerbaijani and Armenian
Supreme Soviets to settle its transfer to
Armenian conEol.

Is such a decision provocative? That would
be the old Stalinist and Brezhnevist approach.
That way you could call it provocative for a
lawyer to explain his rights to a client. In
Soviet Iaw, petitions can be considered for up
to a month, after which time they must be
replied to (affirmatively or negatively).
Contravention of its own laws by the
Supreme Soviet is nothing new, but this is
the first time it has happened so blatantly
under perestroika (five months instead of
one). We all know who benefited from the
delay.

So, ttuoughout L987, Nagorno-Karabakh
uied to find a lega1 solution to its problem.
In December, Yakovlev received a delegation
in Moscow. But it was accused of not
representing the people of Nagorno-Kara-
bakh. So, to dispel any doubts, signatures
were quickly collected from 90Vo of the adult
populatioq supporting Nagorno-Karabakh's
transfer to Armenian control. The signatures
were sent to Moscow, but ignored.

Meetings and demonstrations were held in
Nagorno-Karabakh from t3th February on-
wards, and on 20th February the regional
Soviet decided on the above request for
transfer. Reaction was swift.

The day before the decision, the First
Secretary of the Azerbarjarri CP Central
Committee, Bagirov, had warned the Nagor-
no-Karabakh Soviet that, if they decided to
leave Azerbarjrni control, L00,000 armed
Azerbaijanis would occupy the region. After
leaving Stepanakerq he then travelled to
Agdam where he spent the night before
returning to Baku. It was precisely from
Agdam that the first pogrom instigators
came.

These thugs went into Nagorno-Karabakh
to "teach the Armenians a lesson" over the
transfer request. At least this is what the fust
national TV broadcasts seemed to say.
However, in the programme "Positions", G.
Borovik informed us that one of them was
incited by reports of murders of Azerbaijanis
in Nagorno-Karabakh. The "eye-wiffless" to
these fabrications turned out to be a cofilmon
criminal. So what was behind such a
provocation? Was the instigator paid? And
from the size of these "crusades" there was
more than of them, too. Tnre, only one group
managed to create trouble, as a result of
which two Azerbaijanis died. Armenians
claim that at least one of these was shot
trying to seize a weapon from a soldier. Is
this true? Our national press is silent on the
issue.

The Azerbaij*i mafia's involvement in all
this is backed up by the following events.

During this time (on 26th February) the
USSR Deputy Procurator General Kanrsev
appeared on Baku television to tell us that
clashes had taken place in Nagorno-Karabaktr

Pictures of the victims of Sumgait pogrom ln Yerevan
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between Armenians and Azerbaijffifu, in
which two Azerbaijanis had been killed.
Nothing more. Next d"y, the slaughter at
Sumgait occurred.

Is this true? And if so, how can we
interpret the Procurator General's behaviour?
As the grossest political ignorance or as

conscious silence about what had taken
place? Is it possible that he didn't know the
facts? I don't know. But in Armenia people
think his statement largely provoked
Sumgait.

Demonstrations and meetings b"gun in
Armenia on February Zlst. Some people in
Yerevan rhink the circle around the nomenk-
latura and the intelligentsia elite gave the first
impetus, but everyone agrees that the people
themselves then took control, so a.s not to let
the issue be exploited by political specula-
tors. Because of its previous experience, the
Armenian ecology group did much of the
organising.

Grass roots control seems clear from the
decision, after Gorbachev's television appeal
on 27th February, to call off meetings and
demonstrations and make up losses by
working on days off. If this is Mafia
involvement, what could they possibly have
gained from it? However, the Azerbaijani
mafia responded with Sumgait.

Writing about Sumgait is both painful and
frightening. No one gets pleasure from
describing the murders and the violence. But
questions are being asked in Armenia which
no one has yet answered. They are:

1. Who told Azerbaijanis to leave lights on
in their homes during the night of 27th-28th
February (so that they would not be mistaken
for Armenians)?

2. How did a list of addresses of Arme-
nians get into the hands of the pogrom
instigators?

3. Who made sure the police were out of
town (or, according to one version, told them
to do nothing)?

4. Why weren't troops, stationed in the
suburbs, sent in immediately?

5. Who coordinated the start of the
pogroms in Sumgait and other Azerbaijani
towns? For example, Kirovobad was spared
only because people in the Armenian districts
managed to erect barricades ffid, with the
help of a few hunting rifles, hold out until
the troops came.

We need answers to these questioru.
Because they all point to the extent of the
mafia's power and influence.

How did Armenia react to the genocide of
Sumgait? With protest meetings and the mass
funeral procession of 8th March. This shows
that people were not swayed by the mafia,
who undoubtedly hoped for a "counter-
Sumgait" against Azerbaijanis (and there are
160,000 in Armenia). But they failed. The
people had organised themselves. And this
alarmed not only the mafia, but the nomenk-
latura. The latter were now completely
isolated. However, the mafia did not give up
hope of exploiting the movement.

Suddenly, out of the blue, national televi-

sion showed n item about the poisoning of
workers in a clothes factory in Massiss, near
Yerevan. No more news about it followed.
But everyone in Armenia knows it was due
to some contaminated goods brought in from
Azerbaijan. About fifty people were affected.
When you realise the large number of
Azerbaijanis in Massiss, this whole provoca-
tion looks like an attempt to organise a
"counter-Sumgait" in Armenia. It failed. It is
ffue that some Azerbaijanis did have their
windows broken in Massiss. And a group of
investigators did come down from Russia and
spent three months looking into the affair.
Howevero th"y managed to unearth no proof
at all of provocation by Armenians.

And so March crune, and we waited in
anticipation. After all, Gorbachev had ended
his address with the words: "The time has
come for reason and decision making". So
we awaited our decision. And on 24th March
it came (two days before the time limit ran
out). But what sort of decision was this? The
Supreme Soviet gave no reply at all to our
request. Instead came an announcement from
the CPSU Central Committee and the USSR
Central Minismy on "Measures to accelerate
social and economic growth from 1988 to
L995 in the Autonomous Region of Nagorno-
Karabakh". The usual sort of announcement.
Without a mention of why it appeared. The
customary preamble: "... much has been
achieved... but there remain isolated short-
comings". And it went on to insftuct the
Azerbaijani Cenral Ministry to carry out a

major plan of works in Nagorno-Karabakh.
There is nothing ostensibly wrong with

this announcement. Except that it was
intended to forestall the reques! not to
answer it. People wanted a straight answer,
and they were not given one. Besides, the
measures outlined would have no immediate
effect and those on which work was begun,
e.g. building a holiday hotel in Shushi, could
only fool an outsider. Everyone in Armenia
knows that Shushi is where the Azerbaijani
Communist Party Central Committee holiday.

In addition, from February, Nagorno-
Karabakh was effectively under a blockade.
On the one, very bad road leading through
Azerbaijani territory into Nagorno-Karabakh,
bands of thugs were stopping czrs coming
from Armenia, beating up passengers and
wrecking the cars. And in Shushi all
Armenians (2,000 people) were driven out of
their homes and forced to live in hotels in
Stepanakert. So-called Azerbarjani refugees
from Armenia were then housed in them.
Throughout all this both the USSR Supreme
Soviet and the press remained totally silent.
People's patience finally ran out when a top
national leader, previously renowned for his
inopportune statements, told the Nagorno-
Karabakh District Committee Secretary that
no one was going to deal with this affair and
that he had better restore order. So on March
23rd strikes began in Nagorno-Karabakh,
spreading to Armenia. The result of all this
was that, in June, the Nagorno-Karabakh
District Committee took the unilateral deci-
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sion to withdraw from Azerbaijani control.
We will discuss methods of direct struggle

later. For now, we just note that the main
demands of the strikers were:
1. Lift the blockade of Nagorno-Karabal<h.
2, For the USSR Supreme Soviet to reply to
Nagorno-Karabakh, Armenia and Azerbaijan
on the decisions taken by them.
3. Stop the enbry of fake refugees, i.e.
Azerbaijanis, into Nagorno-Karabakh.

If the sffikes in Nagorno-Karabakh did not
bother the bureaucracy too much, what really
did alarm them was the massive national
movement in Armenia, the meetings and
demonstrations in Yerevan, involving almost
the entire working population of the Republic
(one meeting attracted around a million
people), the complete order dtring the
meetings and the level of consciousness and
self-discipline. In fact, Armenia provided a
lesson for everyone on how to stnrggle
legally against the bureauctacy. Peop1e
quickly learned to utilise existing laws,
especially on mandating deputies. One or two
strange things did occur here. Several
deputies hid from voters and had to be
uacked down. Others stated outright that they
were appointed by Moscow, didn't know
anything about any mandate and didn't want
to know,

Trade union rules were also used to make
the strikes legal. Suike decisions were taken
at general meetings and then ratified and
published by the union. Such proper proce-
dure excluded any question of people being
dismissed for leaving work - since, if the
union had sanctioned a sEike, it could not
then sanction dismissal of anyone for taking
part in it.

Despite the failure of the press to report
such things, and despite its one-sided version
of events, the movement's authority grew
rapidly. What is more, neither the mafia nor
any extemist groups inside or outside it
succeeded in pushing people into clearly
ilIegal, nationalistic activity. The movement
now began to carry the day. Traffic poJice
were sent from Russia and posted along the
road into Nagorno-Karabakh, enabling people
to travel in safety. A date was set for a USSR
Presidium meeting. By now only a massive
provocation could discredit the movement.
And so the affair at Yerevan's Zvartnotz
airport was instigated.

I have in front of me pages and pages of
statements from wiblesses - pickets, passen-
gers, people living nearby, doctors and
ambulance drivers called to the scene. From
these and other eyewitness accounts, the
following picture emerges:

At a meeting on July l.4th, it was reported
that the airport management would not
recognise a strike, and that the workers there
needed support. "Karabakh" members replied
that this was a matter for the airport staff
themselves. However, some people boarded
buses (no one knows how these came to be
waiting in the square) and set off for the
airport. On the way th"y met up with people
from Echmidian.

There had been picketing in and around
the airprt building for almost twenty-four
hours. Everything was orderly. No one ran
out onto the flight zone (contrary to press and
television reports). Local people fed passen-
gers free of charge.

"Karabakh" committee members did their
best to dissuade picketing and get people out
of the airport lounges. At about five o' clock
on 5th July, it was decided to end the strike.
An agreement wa.s reached with manage-
ment, it only remained to be signed and the
pickets to be told. But just then troops burst
into the building...

Here we must stop and ask a few
questions. There had been picketing at the
airport for more than twenty-four hours. The
building could have been cleared many times
over by then, especially using the soldiers
already in the town. Knowing what followed,
I suggest the army had been told to expect
uouble. When this did not occur and the
strike was called off and people started to
disperse, they simply went in indiscriminate-
Iy, following the rule "Shoot first, ask
questions later".

What happened at the airport w&s simply
this: the troops beat people up, everyone
pickets, pa-ssengers, airport staff (including
the mititsia), cashiers - in their way (Russian
passengers were taken away to safety). They
beat people up without warning, blocking off
any escape routes. Then, after driving people
out of the airporg they pursued them along
the road, beating them with their trrncheons
as they went. Almost all wifiresses say the
soldiers were under the influence of alcohol
or drugs. They prevented ambulances from
going into the airport, some even had their
windows broken. They beat up doctors. It is
not surprising that such violence ended in the
murder of an Armenian youth.

Some enquxry was expected after this - to
examine statements ffid, above all, to take
blood samples to see if the soldiers had been
taking drugs. But things turned out diffe-
rently.

For several days afterwards, all cars
entering the airport were searched and any
sharp or pointed object (such a.s any driver
might carry in case of a breakdown) were
confiscated. These were then produced on
TV in the "infamous" Baryshnikov broadcast.
In addition, the press reported that a firearm
had been found. A11 this was then, ludicrous-
Iy, used to explain why the Zvartnotz affair
was transferred from the Republic to the
National Procurator General. Bu[ what is
extraordinary is that, after about a month and
a half, the USSR Procurator General, Niko-
layev, who was dealing with the matter, tried
to hand it back to the Republic. I do not
know if anyone evenrually agreed to take it
or, but, of course, a full enquiry would be
a risky business for government colleagues
since someone was killed. Also, any objec-
tive investigation is now practically impossi-
ble because the troops are somewhere else
and it is too trate to take blood samples.
However, Nikolayev's behaviour completely

goes against the media's intentions. So whose
orders was he rxrder?

A particularly nasty role in the carnpuign
to discredit the movement was ptrayed by the
above-mentioned television progranlme of
Baryshnikov. This wa.s shown on national TV
on 14th July, four days before the meeting
of the Supreme Soviet kesidium, ffid was
obviously not intended to give an objective
account of events but to confirm a certain
version of them (whose?). It was absolutely
full of exaggerations and distortions. At
Moscow Television, two camera roor,ns
would not set up the material (or, more
precisely, said they couldn't because the
equipment wasn't workingt). In the third
room th"y got things working and went
ahead, but this cost them their comrades'
respect.

A11 these facts have been hidden from the
public. But others have been widely publi-
cised. For example, on 7th July, Baryshnikov
showed his edited interviews with airport
passengers. Yet alr unpublished letter to
Ogonek tells us: "The television progrilrrne
Vremya didn't explain why the sailor seen
with the bandaged head began his interview:
'I've never seen anything like it... it was
terrible...' But people in Yerevan found out
why - thanks to Armenian TV news editor,
Edward Salikov. At his own risk, and in the
name of Party and human conscience,
Salikov broadcast this and other interviews in
full during the break in the feature film on
9th June, i.e. at about 4.30 p.m. Iocal time.
Here the sailor spoke with horror of wild
beasts, unworthy of the name Soviet soldier,
suddenly beating up pickets with their
truncheons - ilmong them women and
children, pa.ssengers, cashiers and the militsia
who were tying to stop the rampage. This
and other eyewitness accounts were seen and
heard by hundreds of thousands of people in
Yerevan, who could not understand how such
a thing could have happened,.."

Incidentally, after this broadcast, Barysh-
nikov disappeared fiom our screens. Whether
he was sent on a long holiday or an overseas
job as a reward for sinking so low, I don't
know. I only know that, after this, he was
branded forever with types like the "histo-
rian" Yakovlev, long discredited for pub-
lishing his slanderous lies about Sakharov
and Solzhenitsyn.

Armenia now held its breath for a while.
At the funeral of the murdered youth ,

thousands of mourners marched under p,la-

cards saying: "Murderers, get out of
Armenia". Everything was orderly, ro help
was needed from the authorities. And on 19th
July, after the negative response fiom the
USSR Supreme Soviet" strikes were called
off. Signanrres now began to be collected
throughout Armenia protesting against the
reslrcnse, but it w&s nevertheless seen as a
victory that any decision that any decision
had been taken at all,

However, there \il&s no progress on the
question of fake refugees. On 15th August,
the Nagorno-Karabakh authorities asked
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Azerbaijan to allow Armenians back into
their homes in Shushi. Nothing was done. On
the contrary, Azerbaijanis continued to be
brought into the region, as the local
authorities fried their best to change its ethnic
composition. And so, from lzth September,
strikes began again in Nagorno-Karabakh.

The way the press dealt with the deepening
crisis is tlpical of its approach throughout.
This was an official report: ".".the meeting
was intemrpted by inflammatory tales of
ethnic clashes between Armenians and Azer-
baijanis in the village of Jadjali, near

Stepanakert. M*y then left the meeting and
headed for the village, where mass fights
took place, involving firearms and other
weapons..."

So, did clashes acnrally occur in Jadjali?
And could ft"y, in an area whose population
is purely Azerbarjani? That's the first
"inaccuracy".

Secondly, where did these reports come
from? Th"y came from people on their way
through the village in buses or cars. But
some vehicles had windows broken and
several passengers were injured. That is, it

Red Army tanks in Yerevan slreet

Armenian refugees at Yerevan railway station

looked much more likely that they had been
attacked by thugs on the roads around the
village.

Thirdly, how could people have started
fighting on the way to the village, when they
themselves were all Armenians? In fact, what
really happened was that they were met with
gunfire as they approached the village. It
turned out afterwards that women and
children had been evacuated from the village
in advance and houses surrounded with
barbed wire.

Later or, widespread unrest did occur,
including arson on both sides. But in this
case, false information put out by TASS tried
to create the impressio,n that it was started by
Armenians.

But let us go back to our original two
different versions, and ask Comrade Gor-
bachev which comrpt clans were involved? A
lot of evidence, especially events at Zvart-
notz, points to central involvement. So how
high up in the state apparatus do these
"corrupt clans" penetrate? And when will we
know who were the conupt delegates to the
Prrty Conference? Or else have the accusa.
tions been disproved? Questions, questions.
But never any answers.

So what are the perspectives for the
movement now? Will it disappear after a
solution to the Nagorno-Karabakh problern
(or disillusionment in it ever being solved),
or will it take on new forms? It is an
interesting question.

From national to social problems
Of cotrse, it is stiltr too early to talk about
moving towards social problems. In fact, it
has been more the opposite. The media did
everything th*y could to push peoille towards
nationalism (as is shown above). And after
their accounts of Surngait and Zvartrutz, the
separatists, isolated at first, were at least
given a hearing. Thuy appeared in a number
of "Karabakh" comrnittees. So journalists
should be aware of what part th"y played in
this.

However, if Nagorno-Karabaktr is dis-
cussed calmly, tension will ease, people wiII
begin to see light at the end of the tunnel,
and start to deal with new tasks. Of course,
the sarne old problems remain (corruption,
ecology, economic reform), but the new
sin:ation and people's mass involvement and
developing corxciousness mean they now get
solved more quickly.

For instance, the meetings did not just
discuss Nagorno-Karabakh. In the country-
side, people were more concerned with
current problems like the intoduction of cost
effectiveness and the despotism of local
"Khans" with party cards in their pockets.
One meeting in Leninakan, attended by about
70,000 people, had a quite unexpected
outcome. The organisers were given a note
accusing the local authoriry secretary of
bribery, Bnd asking how to get rid of' him.
The affair was put to a vote, all 70,000
people agreed with the accusation and the
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secretary was sacked.
Although this is an isolated case, people

are nevertheless begfurning to feel and use
their own real power. What is this power?
Who become leaders in such struggles? What
role do the "Karabaktr" committees play?

On 22nd Jukly, Tru.d published the
membership of the central "Karabakh" com-
mittee. The TASS correspondenq after he
had listed the actual names and professions
of members, failed to attach names or even
pseudonyms to their statements. In addition,
some of these seemed dubious or wrongly
interpreted. What members say here is sharp
and controversial, but no more so than the
criticism we have grown used to in the press
over the last tluee years, for instance against
the nomenklatura, or calling for leaders to be
elected. Is this slanderous or unlawful? The
Trud article would have us think so. Or
agairL on the question of how local commit-
tees were set up - what acnrally happened
was that the rnovement simply chose people
with the best organisational skills.

In fact, talk of the "Karabakh" usurping
power can only come from those who have
lost power themselves - our current Party and
Soviet leaders, afraid of losing their positions
in the approaching elections to the Soviets.
Members of the "Karabakh" actually see their
work as, first and foremos! keeping the
campaign legal and intact.

The committee has changed in the last six
months, because people's positions have
changed - some who did not agree stepped
down in favour of others. But the main
course of the work has not altered and
people have continued to support it.

If, as the press claims, there has really
been a breakdown in public order in Yerevan
recently, this is not because of "Karabakh",
but because it may have lost its influence
over extreme, more radical groups. And if
TV cameras were not allowed into meetings,
th"y have only themselves to blame. Acural-
ly, despite all their accusations about them,
the media have never tried to interview
committee members. True, giving an inter-
view to national television is a risky
business, since they cut it about so much they

alter its sense completely.
Strikes are, anyw&/, better than explosions.

But distorting information pushes things
precisely in that direction, whether intended
or not.

Just to give an idea of who the committee
members ffe, take Ashot Manucharyan - a

head of department at Number 183 Secon-
dary School. When he was a student, he was
secretary of Yerevan University All-Union
Irninist Communist Youth League - an
excellent first step up the ladder to a career
in the nomenHatura. But Ashot rejected all
that and remained involved in the campaign.
When the local pa,rty bosses expelled him,
instead of appealing higher up in the Party
he trrned to the loca1 support of communists
in his school, who refused to recognise his
expulsion. So now it is up to the regional and
city Party conferences to sort the matter out.

Or take Babkren Ararktsyam, a faculty
head at Yerevan University and a party
member. From his statements on Zvartnotz
alone, he is clearly no extremist. He was not
interested in a political career and actually
wanted to return to his scientific work.

Of course, corunittee members vary. Some
do not want to be involved in politics, ffid
want to get back to their jobs once the
present problem is solved and the movement
is no longer under attack. Others want to
continue to be involved in the current social
changes, if people support them. One things
is certain, they all genuinely respect the
people, understand the responsibility of their
positions and are ready to carry out whatever
taskrs and settlements are decided on.

Also it is easy enough to get removed
from the committee. One mistake at a
meeting, calling for extremes of any sort
either compromise with the bureaucracy or
illegal methods of struggle - is enough to lose
people's support. Because is not the commit-
tee which decides things, it just considers
various possibilities and presents them to the
meetings. This is genuine control by the
people.

As I said earlier, a new stage in the
Nagorno-Karabakh campaign after 24th Au-
gust. The pa$y's local executive committee

rejected the development plan of the USSR
Ministry of Soviets and drew up its own,
more appropriate one. In this, the 400 million
roubles allocated to the region would not be
used until the New Year, after more efficient,
self-financing methods have been introduced.

The executive committee has listened to
the Supreme Soviet; Nagorno-Karabakh is
ready to work together with the USSR
Ministry of Soviets, whilst at the same time
applying to the Soviet of Nationalities
suggesting a phased solution to the ffansfer
problem. Surely the Supreme Soviet can now
have a careful look at the legal aspects of
this. And surely the press can openly and
calmly discuss both the legal and the
economic and social questions involved.
After all, a new national problem is now
presenting itself in Azerbaijan - the Kurdish
question. Officially, there are only about
5,000 Kurds living in Azerbaijan. However,
under Aliev, Kurds were not allowed pass-
ports so they had to remain Azerbaijani
nationals. The Kurds have not yet asked the
Supreme Soviet for autonomy. But the very
different situations in Armenia and Azerbai-
jan may make them choose Armenia as the
Republic which can best ensure their rights
(since in Armenia there are Kurdish schools,
publishing houses and instinrtes of educa-
tion). The process has already started, and
remaining silent will not get rid of the
problem, or create friendly relations between
peoples. On the contrary, it will lead to a

progressive sharpening of tensions and even-
nrally to an explosion.

And so, only complete glasnosf and mutual
respect for the views of others will prevent"
a worsening of the situation and enable us to
arrive at a gradual solution to the problem.
Armenia is ready to talk. Is the Supreme
Soviet? Time will tell.
Nikolai Osa
29.9.88

Translated from the Russian
by Sheila Malone.
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Introduction
The following is a selection of articles from
L"ft Turn (Levyi Povorot), journal of the
Federation of Socialist Social Clubs (FSOK).
Lrft Turn originally appeared in the Autumn
of 1987 with the title "Eyewifil.ess" (Svidetel)
but this was changed to Left Twn in
recognition of an earlier journal, connected
with FSOK co-ordinator Boris Kagarlitskii,
which was suppressed under Brezhnev.
Svidetel is still incorporated, however, in the
journal's cover.

Labour Focus is here publishing articles
and extracts from Issues 10 and 11 of Left
Turn which appeared in June and July 1988.
Two themes perrneate both issues. Firstly, the
situation in Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh
about which we have a more up-to-date
report from an FSOK special correspondent
sent to Armenia and, secondly, the Ninete-
enth Conference of the CPSU.

The Conference provided FSOK with two
important opportunities: Firstly, to elaborate
and publicise a programme in respect of the

ffiIs

Left's vision of perestroika. The most concise
and comprehensive . statement of this prog-
rarnme is contained in the Mandate for
delegates to the Conference, i.e. the platform
on which they wished to see delegates
elected. This Mandate reveals the distance
travelled in the development of political
thinking since the first enunciation of
glasnost and perestroika. The most clear
renunciation of the legacy of Stalinism's
domination of Soviet political life comes in
the rejection of the nom,enklatura mechanism
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19th Partv Conference:
THE AFANASYEV

AFFAIR

for .ceneatrly appointing post-holders and
allo-catirg bureaucratic privileges, and for the
c,alls for all power to be transferred to
dernocratically-elected Soviets 

"

tsut whitre the Mandate concentrates on
political iesues it leaves crucial questiroru of
economic rosfruchrring unresolved - a possi-
ble indication that wirhin FSOK itself there
is an ongoing debate over the retrationship
between plan and market.

Privilege is, of course, L theme persistent-
ly dwelt upon by Boris Yeltsinn the text of
whsse speech !o the Cenmal Comrnittee
Plenum, for which he was rernoved, is
published here. There is, it mlrst be added,
sorns serious doubt corrcerning the authentic-
ity of {his text" but the fact of its circulation
in the Soviet Union alone makes it ,a

noteworfhy document. Yeltsin's outspoken
cornrnents on the need to advance perestroika
have been eonsistently supported by FSOK
and they were instrurnental in attempting to
rnobilise public support for Yeltsin's rein-
statement. Left Tut n atrso co-ffains the text of
Yeltsin's interview with tlrc B.B.C. which
wils shown on the 'Newsnighr-' programme
during the 19th Party Conference.

The second opporiln ity presented by the
Nineteenth Conference \ryas for more public
aetions in support of perestroika. Reports in
Left Turn from various parts of the Soviet
Union detail, in particutrar, how tlrc usual
format for the election of Conference dele-
gates was challenged. We publish the brief
aecount of noted reformist Yuri Afanasyev's
initial rejection and later inclusion as a

delegate. Intetrestingly, Yuri Petrov, First
Secretary of the Sverdlovsk Oblcom in which
this insident occurred, ws later removed
from his post and sent to Cuba as ambassa-
dor.

Kazan was the setting for a rally in
sup port of a revoluti.onary perestroika prior, to
the Conference and also provides the source
for an article on a growing theme in Soviet
literature and political activity (it is present
in the Nagorno-Karabakh issue) that of
eeology and environmental protection. The
Kazxt group take up the issue of nuclear
powpi, an energy source generally rmchal-
lenged in Soviet thinking over the past thirty
years, and more specifically the building of
fl, nuclear powe: plant in the Tatar Auton-
omous Republic. The article reiterates manJ
of the points made in recent years by
environmental and socialist organisations in
the West.

The influence of developments in the
Batrtic 'Republics and particularly Estonia is
quite apparent with the idea for the establish-
ment of a Popular Front (PF). The article
printed here indicates that the Popular Front
is considered a means of writing Party and
non-Party forces and presenting an alternative
to ttre CPSU without, at this stage, attempting
to establish alternative political parties and
that its basic political stance is for a
democratic socialism although non-political
organisations can be part of the PF.

The PF's raison d'etre is therefore

different from that of the Democratic Union
whose brief aims and objectives we also
publish and whose objectives and activity are
the object of much debate within Left Turn.
The article on the PF also gives an indication
of the fissures within the independent
rnovement and an article in Issue 10 is highly
critical of FSOK's structure claiming that it
is essentially undemocratic with decisions
being inadequately prepared and in fact being
made by a smalX number of people. Articles
o f this kind are o ften

1fr n 20th May a Party meeting took place

I I u, the Moi*w Chemical-Technoligic-
Y at Institute (MIftTI) at which the
delegate to the 19th P*ty Conference was
elected by 4th year students with Party
membership of about two months. The
meeting rejected the candidatwe of Yui
Afanasyev, Rector of the Moscow Historical-
Archive Institute (MIAI). Why did this
happen?

At the end of April the group principle
of nominating delegates was affirmed at a

meeting of Secretaries of the district's Party
organisations: L2 delegates from the region
(Sverdlovsk), of those five were on a
cenfral slate and the remaining seven were
from "groups", i.e. one from indusrial
enterprises, one from educational establish-
ments, etc. At the beginning of May there
was a meeting of Secretaries of the educa-
tional establishments "'group" which decided
thal as MKhTI were winners of socialist

,: -.F.' - ...-

Yuri Afanasyev

accompanied by either positive or negative
responses. Unfortunately, because of their
sometimes rather esoteric character and for
reasons of space we are unable to publish
them here.

For further information on FSOK readers
are referred to Labour Focus Vo1.9 No.3 and
to Boris Kagarlitskii article "Peresftoika: The
Dialectic of Change" in N*y L"ft Review
169, May-June 1988.

Sean Roberts

competition, the delegate ought to be from
that Instinrte. Polls in MKhTI were com-
pleted with the election of the delegate at a
conference of its shrdents.

This provoked a stormy reaction of
discontent from the collective of MIAI. On
the 23rd Muy there was a meeting of the
Corurcil of the workers' collective of MIAI
which considered the decision to confine the
election of the delegate to MKhTI undemo-
cratic and not ensuring adequate representa-
tion. The meeting demanded that a review of
the question of delegates be postponed as it
had become known that the final confirma-
tion of candidates would take place at a

session of the Sverdlovsk District Party
Committee (raikom) on Wednesduy, 25th
Muy. A public committee was formed,
headed by Professor Elizarov, who was
charged with conducting a campaign in
support of ^dfanasyev's candidacy. A fust-
year student proposed holding a demonstra-
tion which met with applause, but he
suddenly left the meeting and later the
proposal wa-s not seriously considered. Rep-
resentatives from MKhTI who spoke declared
that they did not view their meeting as a
"group" and that, of course, they did not deny
the right of other collectives to promote their
own candidates.

On the 25th M"y there was a closed
session of the Raikom Buro which declined
Afanasyev's candidacy. However, his candid-
ature was afterwards put forward at a Plenum
of the Moscow City Party Committee
(Gorl<om) on the initiative of the Bureau of
Gorlcom and Afanasyev wzls confirmed as a
delegate to Conference.

Speaking at a meeting at MIAI it was
emphasised that the failure of Afanasyev's
candidacy had been organised by anti-
perestroika forces and the instigators of the
campaign existed at a somewhat higher level
than the Prrty rail<om.
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PUBLI C MEETING
Tff KAZAff

A " the 26th May a meeting took place

I I in "Black Lake" (Chcrrce Ozero) Park
Y organised by the "Unity" (Edinsuo)
social-political club and the Komsomol
Committee of Kazan State University.

The basic aims of the meeting were a
decisive protest against the recidivists of
Stalinism, opposition to the threat of a
"conservative coup", a call to break up the
bureaucratic braking mechanism, support for
the course of a broad democratisation of
society, ffid revolutionary perestroika. The
meeting was devoted to the Nineteenth Party
Conference.

The meeting lasted more than tluee hours
and had been allowed by the City authorities.
The organisers, in arranging the meeting, had
leant for support upon the Gorlcom propagan-
da dqpartment; the City Executive Committee
(Gorispolkom) opposed the measures. The
increasing tendency for the democratic and
conservative wings in the leadership to be
demarcated and counterposed can once again
be ftaced in this instance. Earlier it was
planned to conduct this measure on 5th May
but it had not been authorised by the
Gorispoll<om on a spurious pretext. The
demonstration, planned for after the meeting,
was also not authorised this time.

15 people spoke at the meeting. 300 people
were in attendance and actively reacted to the
calls and entered into debate. Among those
present were around twenty workers from the
Gorkom apparatus, the Party Regional Com-
mittee (Obl<om), and three rail<om secretaries.
Employees of the Republic's KGB, distri-
buted close by the meeting, observed what
was happening with lively interest.

Participants in the meeting criticised the
undemocratic procedure in the Tatar ASSR
for electing delegates to the Nineteenth Party
Conference and expressed their dissatisfac-
tion at the work of the First Secretary of the
Tatar Obl<om, G.I.Usmanov, ffid called for
the establishment of a public city platform.
A polemic arose with regard to Stalin's role
in the country's history, figures were cited of
twelve million dead in camps and prisons,
and those assembled were especially active in
condemning Andreyeva's article although
several tried publicly to vindicate its "princi-
ples".

About 2A slogans were displayed at the
meeting: "Stalinism will not pass", "Down
with the Manifesto of the anti-peresuoika
forces", "Who is behind Nina Andreyeva?"
"Rename Zhdanov SEeet Akhmatova Street",

POPULAH FROruT
IN ESTONIA

"A monument to the victims of Stalin's
repressions !", "Bureaucratism is a weapon of
Stalinisrn", "Make public the Beria affair",
"Down with the special shops and privileges"
etc. Written on large placards with photo-
graphs of Brezhnev and Rashidov were
"Rewards according to seryice!" and "This
must not be repeated!". The support of the
Editorial Board of Ogonck for a firm
democratic position w&s expressed. The
discussion was often tense ffid, unforflrnately,
the District Komsomol Secretary, O. Nazar-
ov, threatened sanctions against some speak-
ers. Speaking at the end on the instructions
of the Party Gorkom. he called on those
present to be more actively involved in
perestroika and answered questions. The
number of workers for the Party Gorkom,
forty-three, was made public and agreement
was expressed that the election of delegates,
this particular test of perestroika, was in
many places conducted along the same lines
as before and that candidates were often not
considered in the wider laboru collectives
and were chosen in secret. Many of those
present expressed their agreement with the
idea of founding a" public anti-btreaucratic
mechanism in the cit)r.

The meeting adopted an appeal to the
delegates to the Nineteenth Conference and
more than two dozen proposals for the
Central Committee Theses were approved by
votes including a proposal to create a

Democratic Front for Perestroika.

On the 29th April a meeting took place
at the Cenra1 Committee of the Estonian
Purty at which leading members of the Party
and Supreme Soviet and five members of the
Popular Front initiative group took part. At
the meeting the idea of a Popular Front as

a movement encompassing broad layers of
public opinion was endorsed.

On the sarne day, in a live prografilme on
Estonian radio, the resolution of this meeting
was read out. On the 30th April the
declaration of the Popular Front was pub-
lished on the front page of the Tartu
newspaper Zdazi with the principles elabo-
rated and developed by the initiative group
defining the structure and aims of the Front.
f-ater that evening a special television
prografirme was broadcast in which these
questions were discussed more widely. The
idea of a broad democratic movement had
triumphed. Already on the Mayday demon-
stration the following day the people were
carrying slogans in support of the Popular
Front. The founding of support groups began
on a mass scale throughout Estonia.

Towards the end of June a meeting was
held in Tallin devoted to the departure of the
Estonian delegates to the Nineteenth Party
Confererrce. The conduct of the meeting wits
taken over by representatives of the Popular
Front. No less than 150,000 people gathered
(Finnish television estimated the numbers at
200,000).

A, the lst April in the Hatl of Sessions

I I of the Supreme Soviet of the Estonian
V SSR the unified plenum of the leader-
ships of the republic's c:reative unions began
its work. The plenum lasted two days and
adopted a resolution which subsequently
formed the unique intellectual framework of
the platform of the Estonian Popular Front.
The resolution advanced demands for the
resolution of the problem of the national
language (that Estonian become the sole
language of the state in Estonia), the transfer
of the republic onto full khozrasclret, the
granting of considerable sovereignry, the
overcoming of ecological problems, and also
the demand for the dismissal of the First
Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Estonian Communist ParU.

In the evening of April 13th there was a
discussion on the Estonian television prog-
rarrrme, "Let's think again!", o[ the theme of
"How can civil initiative be utilised?"
Philosopher Edgar Savisaar advanced the
proposal to found a democratic movement in
support of perestroika - a Popular Front. The

idea was supported by the other participants
in the programme and the whole working
group remained behind in the studio after-
wards. The following night a declaration on
the formation of the Popular Front was drawn
up. This declaration was signed by 16 people.
The Tallin initiative group for the Popular
Front was formed.

The Popular Front Declaration of 14th
April \Mas sent to the Estonian Party Cenffa1
Committee and to the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the Estonian SSR, and on
16th April the Tallin group was joined by an
initiative $oup from Tartu headed by M.
Valuristin and V. Palmom.

On the 21st April representatives of the
initiative group were invited to a meeting at
the kesidium of the Supreme Soviet where,
under the leadership of Deputy President of
the Presidium, Mayi Leosh the question of
the Popular Front was considered. The need
for precise organisational principles was
pointed out to the members of the initiative
group and it was proposed to begin a public
debate on the Declaration.
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At present, according to various estimates,
from 40 to 50 thousand people have joined
the Estonian Popular Front. The question is
being discussed of holding a founding
Congress in November, the Popular Front
Herald is appearing with an edition of 5,000
in Estonian and I",000 in Russian. Meanwhile
the Russian population's involvement in the
movement is a problem although the Esto-
nians have not advanced sharply nationalistic
positions (further, when Russian-language
papers did not publish the principles of the
Popular Front, the Estonians issued an
ultimatum that if they continued to keep quiet
about them they would be published in
Russian in Estonian-language papers).

Estonian Popular Front
demonstrators in Tallinn

PUBLIC II/IANDATE FOR THE
N'NETEENTH P ARTY CONF ERENCE
ADOPTED AT A MEETING OF SELF.
ACTIVE ASSOCIATIONS IN MOSCOW
sth June, 1988 at the Palace of Youth
lztb- June, L988 at the "Energetik" House
of Culture
rF he oolitical sinration which has taken

I shaie prior to the Party Conference is
I creating profound anxiety in society.

The elections were conducted in the tradition-
al manner with apparatus employees in fact
co-opting themselves. A precise and genuine-
ly democratic electoral mechanism, distinct
from that of the "stagnation period", has not
been set in motion. The favourable reception
given to elections carried out by regional and
city committees indicates that bureaucratic
tendencies in the Party apparahrs continue to
prevail. It can only be hoped that the manner
of these elections does not teIl on the results
of the Conference. There is a serious danger
of half-hearted decisions having a negative
impact on the tempo of perestroika, exacer-
bating the siruation in the country and
leading, in the end, to a severe political crisis
with an uncertain outcome. We therefore
propose the following:
L. The Party Conference must open the way
to an extraordinary Party Congress capable of
taking major decisions.
2. In so far as a month for considering the
theses was patently inadequate, a national
discussion of the forthcoming reforms must
be held right up to the Congress.
3. Elections to the Congress must be
conducted along the lines of platforms
formed in the course of the discussion.
4. A complete list of Conference delegates
indicating their posts must be published in
the lxess.
5. Delegates from public organisations, in-
cluding socio-political clubs, should be
invited to the Congress with the right to
speak.
6. The whole of the Conference proceedings

should not only be published in the press but
broadcast live on radio and television.
7. A structural reform of the Party apparatus
must follow immediately after the Confer-
ence.

The Central Committee theses have a
compromise and internally contradictory
character: the question of a revolutionary
perestroika in the political sphere is absent;
concrete mechanisms for carrying out the
political and economic reforms have not been
proposed; there is no serious analysis of the
driving forces of peresftoika, of those forces
resisting it and of their present alignment.
Given the numerous indications of bureaucra-
tic sabotage of the reforms after the
publication of the platform of anti-perestroika
forces in Sovietslcaya Rossiya [Andreyevna's
letter], it is strange to hear a call "agairut
political confrontation and the division of
social forces". Sham unity is worse than a

split. The time has come for the corurtry's
leadership !o choose with whom it is "goirrg
to sit in the same boat": with those who have
supported perestroika as a social revolution
against Stdinism's heritage, the totalitarian
bureaucratic apparahrs of power, universal
lies and social corrosion; or with those who
see it as cosmetic "alterations" or technocra-
tic reforms in a situation of crisis for
bureaucratic despotism. The solidarity of the
apparatus cannot be concealed behind the
slogan of "the unity of Party and People".

The most urgent tasks today are those of
political reform:

1. Transform the Party from an organisa-
tion ruling "in the n,rme of the people"
through a degenerated caste of partocrats,
into a genuine political organisation; to
achieve this it must be sftipped of all
functions of authority which should be
ransferred !o Soviets and organs of state
administration and this must find expression
in a Law on the Party. Article 6 of the

Consdnrtion must be correspondingly amen-
ded. The Purty only secures the realisation of
its political line through Communists work-
ing in the organs of power, state instinrtions
and 

;:"t*""##'"lr"Tiscussion musr be
guaranteed. For this it is necessary to legalise
groups which decide to nominate candidates
on the basis of platforms, the creation of
unregulated Party groups of supporters of
different platforrrrs, their holding of general
meetings, the systematic propagandising of
their views among Communists and non-
Party people both in the pages of the Party
press and in independent publications. The
formation of special organs for such activity
must be agreed. The right of a minority to
criticise a decision, even after it has come
into effect, must be guaranteed.

3. Re-establish the publication of a Pravda
discussion sheet in which can be printed the
views of Communists, Komsomol and non-
P*ty people, including those which diverge
from the viewpoint of the Central Committee.

4. Hold a national debate on the one-party
system in the USSR.

5. Reject the idea of creating an organ
unifying the Central Conrol Commission
(KPK) and the Cenral Audit Commission
(IsRK) in so far as the experience of the end
of the Twenties shows that an independent
controVrepressive organ turns into a weapon
in the struggle against dissent in the Party.

6. Give assemblies of workers' collectives
the right, through a secret baIlot, to recall
from the Purty members of local P*ty
organisations without changing their official
status while they retain their functions of
power.

7. Introduce the practice of preliminary
discussion in primary pafiy organisations of
items on the agenda of CC Plenums.

8. Television transmission of CC Plenums
and sessions of the USSR Supreme Soviet.
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9. A11 power must be transferred to the
Soviets. The electoral system must urdergo
radical change. Candidates can be nominated
by workers' collectives, social organisations,
incumbents of electoral organs and self-
nomination is also permitted. Candidates are
registered if they gain no less than a certain
percentage of the electorate.

L0. Deputies of Soviets must be given the
opporhrnity to exercise their collective power
in reality, for which the duration of a Soviet
session must be increased in principle, and
the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and Union
Republics, representing the highest power in
society, must work on a permanent basis.
Soviets must be guaranteed the necessary
material and organisational resources.

1 L. Begin preparations for an electoral
campaign for re-elections to the Soviets at all
levels according to the candidates' platforrns
and prografirmes.

12. Adopt a law on the press granting any
individual or group of individuals, on the
basis of individual or co-operative activity,
the right to produce a periodical organ or
other printed publication. The law must
permit access to reprographic equipment and
stocks of paper. keliminary censorship is
forbidden in the USSR. The editors and
authors must take lega1 responsibility for the
disclosure of state secrets, advocacy of
violence, national or racial discrimination,
hostility towards other peoples and encroach-
ments on the digruty of citizens.

13. Pass a legislative act requiring the
state organs of mass information to give all
social organisatiors the opportunity to ex-
press their positions at a minimum in
pre-election periods and druing national
discussions of draft laws.

L4. Pass a law on glasnost in the activity
of State organs.

15. Pass a law on gatherings, demonstra-
tions, meetings and processions stipulating
the order in which these rights wiltr be,
realised and an exhaustive list of limitations.

16. Pass a law on social organisations
stipulating a usually informal means of
registration with the right to nominate
candidates for electiolu, have their own
publication, engage in economic activity, etc.

17. Hasten the reform of the whole
legislature with the aim of creating a legal
society and nrrning the existing state into a
Iegal orre. Nobody, neither the Party, organs
of power, or any individual can be above the
1aw.

18. Support associations of the "People's
Front" type being formed by the forces of
social organisations and groups.

19. Relieve the organs of State Security
of super-legal political and ideological func-
tions with the aim of creating genuine
guarantees for the development of the
democratic process. Place these organs under
the permanent public control of the Soviets
(with a limitation concerning state secrets).
Forbid the opening of personal and official
corespondence together with the tapping of
telephone conversations without the prior

sanction of the organs of the Procurator's
office. Examine the question, in preparing the
law on the state security organs, of the
expediency of breaking the KGB up into
several separate services in accordance with
their functions.

Create special permanent commissions in
the Supreme Soviet, supervising the activity
of the Ministries of Defence and Internal
Affairs (MVD) and the KGB, and which
make periodic public reports of their activity.

20. Establish a system of constitutional
monitoring, independent of legislative and
executive power - a Constitutional Court and
a system of people authorised on citizens'
rights and the investigation of complaints
through which public commissions can be
created. Inroduce jury courts. The election of
prosecutors to be by direct, s@ret ballot. The
functions of supervision and state prosecution
to be separated. Remove investigations from
the prosecutors' functions.

2L. Give citizens the right to turn to a

lawyer for help from the moment an
investigation b"gi*.

22. Guarantee the right of every citizen
to approach a Court in connection with the
illegal actions of any official or body or
decisions taken by state, administrative and
law-enforcement organs, includirrg those
taken collectively, without recourse to the
Procurator's Office.

23. Hasten the review in favour of
humanising the criminal law. Remove from
the criminal law, without delay, norms
permitting persecution for the expression of
convictions, in particular repeal articles 70
and 190 from the RSFSR Criminal Code and
analogous articles in the Codes of the Union
Republics. A re-examination is essential of
a1l political cases in the Twenties and
Thirties and cases of believers condemned
for operating cults. A11 political prisoners
must be released immediately.

24. Maintain the gradual removal of
restrictions on the movement and choice of
place of residence of citizens of the USSR
within the counfir;/'s territory and beyond its
borders. Create the preconditions for the
abolition of the passport system in general.

25. Forbid Soviet forces from participat-
ing in military actioru on the territory of
other countries, except those of the Warsaw
Pact, and also crossing the state borders of
the USSR without a special public decree of
the kesidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet.
The movement of military units within
countries of the Warsaw Pact must be strictly
in accordance with established rules. Forbid
military units, stationed in Warsaw Pact
countries, from interfering in the political life
of those countries.

26. Condemn the 1968 intervention in
Czechoslovakia and the 1979 intervention in
Afghanistan.

27. Abolish administative compulsion to
work. Maintain the provision of social
measures aimed at preventing so-called
parasitism and vagrancy with the abolition of
criminal punishment for them.

The KGB is watching...

28. Loca1 organs of power to be obliged
to create the conditions for the genuinely free
operation of religious cults, including the
unimpeded provision of suitable premises and
the transfer of remaining church buildings to
believers.

29. Make provision for the possibility of
teaching in schools on alternative curricula.
Consider the expediency of establishing
co-operative schools.

30. h the education system, accelerate
the transition to self-management and prog-
ressive methods of teaching. Permit the use
of competing textbooks and modification of
the curriculum as decided by the school's
educational council, while ensuring a neces-
sary minimum of knowledge for each subject.
Change the teaching of social disciplines in
accordance with historical truth. Develop a

spirit of free-thinking, individual responsibil-
ity, independence and human dignity among
the pupils.

31. A radical improvement is needed in
the higher education system for which
autonomy should be granted to institutions of
higher education (Vuzy), as well as the
opportunity for them to decide independenrly
on questions of professional activity in their
relatioru with consumers and the state. The
broadening of student self-management and
student autonomy within the Vuzy.

32. Afford the opportunity, legislarively,
for conscripts to perform alternative civilian
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,duties.

33. Aill tegislation in tlrc USSR to be in
aryoordrurce qeith fu csnstifradora and ,norrns
of intemati,or.lal ,laur ,urd, h particular, w:ith
'the n'Intemational Aecord ,on Ci{ril and
Folitical Rights" :r,etifi'ed by ,r]ae USSR in
-L9'.73.

ln respect o,f the delays in implernenrting
.,141s;s ;affecting ba^sic civil rights (according to
,ftrre schdu[e" ,[,aurs jo]n ,flrc press,.inf,oarralion
ard g.l:asnost should have ,been prepared by
rlre elu,tl of 1985) it is ,rcamidered essential
'rhw ,these larvs ,are irnptremente"d before the
end ,s{ n.988, but *hat, at 'fhe presen't timq
en ergerrcy ternporary regulations are ir,tro-
duped regardiqg 't*re pubticatioll, wiih a fiirlss

'cir.anl"atiiom, of tfue 'organs of ,independen't
sociail organisa.tions with drc rigfut to sub-
scriptiore and sales ttuough ,the 4org.ans of
Saywzpec,lrwt,.

INSTEAD OF'TEMPORffiY REGULA-
tt6,mS ON DEMONSTRATIONS - TEN,I-
PORARY REGULATIGNS ON THE
PRE,SSI

34. T,akimg into ,consideration the r,nulti-
na,tioleal cle,aracter of our counfi5/, the de-
ve:ro'^pment of fdoralisrn is considered a
r;na',tttx of primary importance. nncrease the
degr,ee of political araitonorny and :independ-
enoe from dle rcente f:or ecsnomie decisions
by ',tIB governilry bodies of the Republics.
ThB stanrs ,of fihe R'SF'SR rnnsL in practicg
be ,qual wiith fuat of the other Republics,
rernoving distortions ,on both sides. The
prins_rple of regional self.,reli,anoe should be
,de'veloped to th& uffnost with pubtrie aid ro
backw,ard regions under s,trictly defined
asnditions. Natio,nan rninorities h Union
replrblics to be gr'anted culurral-natibnal
au',uonolny inctruding ,the rnght ts eduction in
tlrcir native I'ang*rage. f',,otr a jtest aftd timely
sotution ,,to dre questions of reilauions .betweea

nati'onalities" special orgarils mus,t be created
ulder f,re auspices of tfue Sovietso and ill
enterprises and fua org,ardsatirores where firis is
expdient" to as*ist ''tho form:.ation of natior, ail

rworkers' Soviets.
35. Abolish the nationaliry sectfuom. in

passpCIrts and official forms"
36. Re-establish ttrle ,trdes unisns'' role as

speciat organs defend,ing and representing the
interests of workerso f,or which the ex.isting
s.ys'$em of ,trades union orgulisati n nrust be
radicatrly ctrangod. apart from trades union
associarions :in branches ,of industry. Ildake
provision for rhe possibitity of inter- ranch
territorial unions ar,rd unions based on &
single s,pecidisation. Allow the fomaation of
pmallel unions in a single enterprise. Guaran-
tee the effective right of rurisns [o defend tlrc
historic gains of the workersn nlovemEnt and
[o ;their extensisn on tlp initiative ,of the
unions thernsetrves.

37 " W dourn specific sanctions clause by
clause for breaches of labour tregislation both
on 'the part of officials and on #re part ,of

trades union leaders..
38. Extend the systern of social guarantees

and ,workers' social security. In the near
funue raise f,re unjustly lisw pension to a

level ,comparable to the av€rage rryage. Pass
a new law ori. pensions, making provision for
icGrf,rpeJrsslory ur-easures in ftr e event of prioe
rises- P;ass a law,supportirg filll emg*oymenfi
for the popularion whbh ,incilu^des tlee state's
resXlqr,$ibiili'ty tto pnovide retraining for those
rnad,e redundant tfuough :rationalisation of
productiore or the crrtting of depar,trnentatr

apparafuses and ffiaaXchg pr,ovision for monet-
ary ,assist'anpe for ,the period prior to finding
a Rew job" A sharp ir.lcr,ease in the invasfinent
of resour,oes in free health-,care al,o4gside the
developneent of private m.edical serrrices"

39" Remove all official privileges- such as

special stotres, closed so-called "medicinal
,food 'carttee,ns'", personal ,cars etc.

4.0. Elfunina'te 'the nornenklafura sysfern of
cadre-f:onr,ration-.

4:L.. Inr'odtrce .a Law on Labotu Collec-
tives in mr-rplete han.nony wirh the tr abour
Law C,ode (KZOT). Cor,uider ;the coming into
being of genteine self-uranagemen't in prodtrc-
tiu^n as the rnajor strategic ,task of tlae refornr
of producfion r"el,ations ill the spirit of
,democratic socialism. A[ the present tirne
only the v,ery fust stqps have been taken
towards ,this" :Cost-accounting must be gra-
dually applied both within enterprises and
organisations and in 'the relations between
enterprises ,oil.d rninistries" Pu.t ,the Council of
W,orkers' Collectives (STK) in charge of the
enterprise's basic and rworking funds. The
enterprise's l,ead:ing 'personnel rnust rrork for
the STK. The elrction,of Minis.ters and tlreir
depu,ties ,at. branch STKs to be considered
expedi:enl Brandr STIk {o be given the right
to dec,ide on ihe liquidation of trvlinistries.

4?. TIrc al:ternative v,miants ,sf, eponosoic
ref,,orm ,to be ',taken fio a nafional referandunn,.

43- Various levels of bsdies [o be creatod
under *lo atrspices of Soviets coordinating

the economic activity of enterprises of
correqpording ramk. These bodies must be
cornprised of STK reprssentatives frorn rhe
e,raterprises being co-ordinated"

STKs cornprise delegates from shop
councils and are in charge of enfierprise
funds"

Shop councils cornprise representatives
frorn brigades and are in charge of shop
fund,s.

State orders rrust be graduully elirninated"
M. The &ansfer of consistently loss-

mraking collective and state farms to unli-
ndted hire by fhe rural popuX.ace to be
considered expedienl

45. Consider the rnost ienportant political
fask the trenrC of legistratio,rq economic
activity for maintaining the healrh of the
population and consequently its means of
triving. Exarnine the altematives to decisions
aff,ecting the envirorunent. trntrodLrce compul-
sory general ecological education.

Exarnine the expediency of the existence
of the Minisuy ,of Water Management,
suspend construction projects nof ecologicatr-
ly approved.

46. Fonn an organisation for the Cefence
of consruner interes{s sn a society-state basis
with parricular attention to the quality of
foodstuffs"

The Nineteenth Puty Conference must
setrv€ as a step up from rlrc Stalinist systern
of bureaucratic arbitrariness towards the
realisation of the goals of the socialist
m0ventgnt.

l"ong trive democrattc socialisml
[,oog live the unity of the progressive

forces of ttree Cornmrmist Parryr and the broad
denrocratic moveme,lat!

L.*g live rev,oluti.ormry perestroika!
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IAPTruH0u x0fi0[PIxtiluil
wlq:L gi, BcTpeqre @t)a,e,g?.:eil$gJgL acaeflwli:a-$rl r" ilwxau

5 r{rca.a ! 986 rr" Asopeq }tonsaern
.12 urafl 1 988 ,r.- flox rt'nr,ryprr . Sseprernx "

cBOXHegBaflCfl no,f{i{?r{qecKafi ' O6C:naH0ts}ta uepeq rraPTfionoe:penrquest
ELr3HEae" rlJly6oxyr.r o aa,Eoqexfioc ?b o6qecTEeHlrocrtrfi. Btt6opu npoEJlH
1131I5,1_gTIEet nvTeu SaxrmqEc,nofi ' cauoxoonrar{Hrr,( antrairarHrux
PaSoTIIIrttrCoE. He ftfflo fiafiateno qeTr(opo - ttt - noq,rll{ttfio
AeUOKPaT![qeCKOf'O t'te!(aHli[3Ha 8LI.6OPOB' Otr"luI{tI}NOr'O OT '3aCTO}aHOfO".
tsppoxparr.MecrclIe Telllex\u,ta B trap?annapaTe Bce eqe npenaJr?rp)mrrqTo :EtPaxaeTcfl a u'olioxureJMhlli oqeflKax npoaeg,eflHblli a6r6opog
rtrJl€llTMal'r*r o6ltot{oa u roProuos. t{oxrio ToJIbfio rxaaeqTbCsr qTo
no8o6Hl[rt xaPalcrep Bl,IEoPoB He" c.'<axercfl Ha pe3ylrb:rara;t
xonOepgHr{HIt. Boernxa€T c€Fb€3.}ran otracHocl'b EoJroar{HqaTutlPeU8HIII'I' UTO liellaTll8lio Cfiaxe'TCfl lta TeHfiaE II'ePeCTpOIlKL.ir
o'6ocrp.l-{r c}'ITvaqlflo._P_-grPane }I xIpHBeEer B Koxqe xconrioa r( ocgpoyytro.IluraqecftoHy 'Itpla3rilcy ,c !{eotrpeaetlexEm'r ucxogof" fioeroily HLItrPeJXaa!.aefi cn€:IyroEee :

l. Ilaprxou0epexqHfi Jlorlxua orJ(prflrb ilyrb . K tsr{eoqepe.[Hol{yct'es4v DapTl{Hr xoTopuifi aoflrex lrpreflf,'rb ffapEI{,HarIbIIEe peuer(Hrl.

2- Ilocx,oabl(v ffecgqrilisil cpox fla o6cy{r,Erlrle re 3rxcog f,BIroseaoc?arorrel,_ g6qeHaPoal{aa axcxvccHf, IIo npo6flerlau rrr>etrcroiqpx
resop:u .&,oaruIa ,Gf,rrb -npo[osxeHa Bnrro?b . to cbe3-ga.

3, 8u6opu fia cbe3tr - Jto.n.rl{sl Eec?Hcb
,cilop,xupoBaBlBrrHca ts xoEe sro* IrHcfiyc,cflll.

tro tr.flaTooPt{a$r
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A POLITICAL
DEMO'ffiTRATION

Tff MOSCOW
"Obshchinan' (Communc) Press Centre l^eaf-
let No.I
by "Obshehina" Moscow correspondent, Vla-
dimir Potapov

I t about four o'ctrock on the evening of
!} 28ft M*y, in front of the Bolshoi
FtTheatre in Moscow' passers-by could
obsenre an unusual gathering of people,
photographers with calneras at the ready and
one or two foreign television crev/s. Th"y
were all waiting for something. When the
clock hand was completely on the four, this
whole group of around eighty people adv-
anced towards the steps of the Bolshoi
Theatre where, for several rninutes, they
unfurled the
Clubs in the

slogans of Obshchina, other
Federation of Socialist Cltrbs

(FSOK) and Civil Digrtity: "Not the people
for socialism, but soeiatrism for the people",
"The Nineteenth Parry Conference - honest
elections", "A co-operative basis fbr social-
ism", "Bureaucrats - the furnace of Peres-
troika", "Freedorn without socialisrn is pri-
vilege and injustice, socialism without free-
dom is slavery and bestialiry", "Socialisrn is
self-management", "Down with the ternpor-
Ny regulations" [on demonsEations], "Rug-
istration of independent associatioltrs", "'!Ve
dernand a law on the press", "'W'e demand a
law on demonsfratior,rs" etc.

A member oi the historioal-political
assoeiation Obshchina, teacher of history
Aleksei Vasilivetskii, addressed a shmt
speech to those assembled. He sffessed that
the Cent*al Committee Theses for the
Nincteenth Purty Conference, published the
dry before, are unspecifie at a 6me when
people need real guarantees that the changes
are irreversible. There are still rnany forces
slowing down peresftoika. The "temporary
regulations" on meetings and demonstrations
are nothing less than a blow against
democratisation, in direct breach of the
Soviet Constitution, but nonetheless applied
in many of the country's cities. \Me call upon
those who are not indifferent to the fate of
perestroika and the fate of our country, said

I Rtetsei Vasilivetskii, to take part in a

r democratic demonstration. Leaflets handed
out by activists of Obshchina and Civil
Dignity finished off the business: a section of
those present assembled into a denronstratiofi
and the column moved off along its
designated route.

in the naffow approach to Pushkin Street
a daring caphin frorn the 17th Police
Department attempted to stop the column.
The demorsffators responded to the demand

to give up their objective by singing
"Brave$, cor,tuades, in sfep.,["', and then b*g,ar*

tor "b5r-pass"' the gtlardian of larry and order.
This, \ff,&s the last obstacle in the \May of the
der,ronstrators wfio proceeded along Mos-
qow"'s main streeq Clorky S'teeg past the
Moscow Soviet building orl Soviet S+r*u"
past fhe editorial bu,iiding of trlssso*rr. News
on Puslrkin Sqtrare and stopped on the.

pedestrian sqtl&re in front of the lzvestia
eornplex. Representatives frorn Obshehina,,
Ctvil Dignity, Union of Worfu-C'omntnrutsts
and several ofter groups spoke at the,meeting.
which took p,lace and in which a r,nininnurn

of 600 people took part
The general rnood of tmr**se involved in the,

nneeting cafi be described in the words of
Andrei Isaw (Obshchina),- "The,re''s no need,

to be afraidl"' h4o,seow history student,,

Ale*sandr Shubin (Obshehinc)" ernphasised
in his speech that e,Iections' in rxrany

organisations to the Nineteenth Farty Confer-
ence, on the decisions of which practically
hangs the fate of every cisizen in the USSR,
were antidernocratie - thnse eleetd being
either "durnmies" or apparatchiks, paid ftmc-
tionaries. Xf the Nineteenth Parry Conferenee
proceeded irr fte spirit o,f the Nineteenth
Parry Congress tl,tis would mean for the
eounfry price+ises on food products, the
downfall of derlocratisation and an undotrb-
ted worsening of the working class's living
conditions. The people fterefbre rnust have
the opportunity to tell the Party what it wants
of it and not be consfrained by any sort o,f
'Temporary regulations.".

Aleksei Vasilivetskii (Obshchina), dec-
trared ftat there wa$ abstudXy little time for
discussing ttre fteses and that they were of
a particularly abstnact nature, no reflection
eould be found in thern of:painfuI qrestio,ns
on State orders to enterprises and also the
guarafiteeing of citizens' constitutional rights.- 

Viktor Zolotarev (Civit Dignity) subjected
to criticisnr the "Ternporary regulations" on
rneetings and demonstrations, adopted by the
Moscow Soviet on I1ft Augusr 1987
(Resolution No. 2075> amd effeetiv-e in some
other cities. Over the past few months around
fifty non-political dernonsuations and meet-
ings had been banned on the basis of these
"Regulations" in Leningrad alone. blatarev
spoke of the illegality of ftis act and
proclaimed the slogan "The Constinldon is
above regulations".

Vladimir Gurbolikov (Obshchi*), also
well-known for his work in the "Freedorn"
(svoboda) Association, added to blotarev by
saying that, at the time of the FSOK rally on

Ist. lvXay 198;8,, the organisers c&me up against:
a horrib,le faefi. the,]Vfoscorrr, Regioreal Exeeu,-
tive Conueriitee had adopted the "Tempo:xarg
Regulatior{sj" for }vfioscow Region. aceor,ding,
to w&ieh if they $rere fo,litro,wed fio, the Xetter,

any exorsion into the fbrest by rnore than
two, people wou]d reqtrire penrtission. ftis
infor,mation w,ffii rilret with la*ghter by those
as:ser,rbled., Unforar*ately, it was laughter that:
wasi far fiorlr happy.

Befure closing. the' rnee,ting at 5. p.m. (we
should s&f, incid tafily, that prelir,ninary'
permissioritr wns no:t granted. Informal gro,ups

in kfo,scow had' aIreaft,, been s.tubborn$.
igno,ring fte "'Regu1atiotrIsf* feir about &

rnonth),, the organisers calI,ed upon tlto.se,

gathered to esmbnish on this site", in fr'ont, of'
the trzvestia hdl'dlihg; a pernraaent ptraee for
open puhtric, discussior*s arrd meetings in. as,

mtrch &s,r om the pdes'trianised square, it.
would be i,mposs,ible to interfbre wi& &e
Eaffic. It was deelared thaq, ever# Sar,tuday

aE 4 p,.rIl.,, re,Ixesen[&fiv,'e$, of t{ire v&rio,tts,

initiativ,e, groups woulel gather on this spo,t

and propagandis,e their ideas. and pose the
au,thorities with seriou,s ques.tions reqpirir,rg
solutions:,

ra Zo*atareva (Civil Dignr@ provided
a certain emotiional diurension: "I"rm 1& y,e,ars,

old", she" s.aid, *and aII &e y,ears I've lived
in the USSR I'Ve nerrer se€nx any.thing }itrc,
ftis. It's, s'o, good ftrmt a]] is; is new po,*sib]a
HCI,wevler, the, right to meetings has tmt so far
beielr guaranteed amd pub ic opinion canno.f
rely orr a 'kind Tsatr*, it rmtrst se,ize this right
for itself",

Now when this, brilliartly orga,nised
de,rmons,tration has frnished (polfee, atter,mpts

to seize sorms sshool pupiXs frorn Allianec'
after 5 l),.rm.. \flere euf sho-rt by pt&Iie
opinionln a co.uple of words need to be said
o,n prepasation" Oa Tuesday,,, ?4*ldln.lVtray" a

majo.rity of the Moseo,rw Courrc,i} of FSOK
dectued itself in f,asiro'utr clf stryporting ttiro

initiative b.y Obslrckina, aM Civit Digwi;tX
(parrticipating in dle denroms,Easion w€re
Forest People, UKI, Alliane,e, C:he Gawara.
and Atejandro Dtaz, Ir,ternatiarwl Brigades
and other FSOK ctrubs).' Opp*sed were
Activ,ists fa, a, Democra$tc Perestratka a,nd

representatives of the expanding S:octalis:t
trni,tiatiue (SI) group led by Boris Kagarlitskii"
fte sarrte $ociafisr Initiativ,e in whose
dectraration there are not a few fine words on
*the personal responsibility of eaeh one o,f us,

fo,r the fate of socialism and the fate of th
motherlafldl'', n'the aw,akening and activating
of socialist initiative" and "the right to free
witrl" etc. Althouglr the argurnents of this
group of the need to fanniliaria,e themselves
with the Central Cornrnitcee Theses befure
the demonstration had faded away by the
27rh llday, the decision to stay &E ho,me
remained in force" It can oRIy be wetrceimed

that Soeial,ist Inttiative mernbers* Cers,hfbld
and Kiymkin, e&fiIe on the demo,nsEation
despite the SI Council's decisiaru showing
that th"y understand the need m supplement
words wirh actions. It is a pity that other SI
members evidently did not w,derstand this,.
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It is a cause for regret that active
participants in the independent socialist
movement - members of the Moscow group
of the All-Union Social-Political Club
(VSPK) were unable to take part in the
demonstration having been informed about it
by German Ivantsovsky (?) who on Tuesday
had participated in the FSOK Council and,

along with SI, voted against the demonstra-
tion without being empowered to do so by

the Moscow group of VSPK.
Neverthelessn Obshchina expresses its

confidence that the errors and mistakes
committed by its allies in the independent
socialist movement will not serve as a reason
for serious differences and insults and not
have a bearing on the preparation for the
association of all informal socialist organisa-
tions in a Socialist Front projected for August

of this year.

Stalinist positiorn and also organisations
calling for the violent overthrow of the
constitutional system.

The PF does not have strict pafiy
discipline and does not make provision for
individual membership.

In order to realise its tasks the PF
participates in electoral campaigns, elaborates
and tables draft laws and decrees for
discussion by the Soviets, publishes its own
printed organ etc. As in Estonia, it is
considered impossible to hold leading posi-
tions jointly in the PF and Party-State organs.

The creation of the Popular Front will
undoubtedly become a major step in activat-
ing the mass of workers and the successful
realisation of the social initiatives now
arising.

By *ry of an exchange of experience: the
May rally of the Federation of Socialist
Clubs (FSOK), the meeting at the Palace of
Youth, the Democratic Union and the PF
organising committees, haven in our view,
one very real inadequacy: the irregular and
undemocratic procedure for taking decisiorls.
Attempts can be observed of foisting opin-
ions and profiting from haste and the lack of
acquaintance of a majority of groups with the
documents prepared. When will the initiative
groups, formed in various circumstances,
understand that, so that their work does not
go to waste, they most vote only after a

discussion of these initiatives within the
groups, and that every group otherwise has
the right to recall their delegate? It is
precisely this which causes many splits and
insults within the informal movement. It is
this which explains the founding of the
so-called "National Front" (Obslrchennrodnyi
Front) - parts of five groups which have
broken away from the majority. Bu[ this
should not happen. Undoubtedly, the reason
for the differences is a major one - the
mention of the principle of "the struggle for
the building of democratic socialism" in the
working document produced by the Organis-
ing Committee of the Popular Front. Howev-
er, it is better explained by M. Malyutin, one
of the most consistent fighters for retaining
this phrase. So consistent that it w&s

precisely because of his presence on the PF
Organising Committee (and that of A.
Danilov and V. Ponomarev) that members of
the "National Front" formed their own
(independent) initiative group...

L
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THE POPULAR FRONT
Fl ecently, the idea of founding a Popular

FI Front, uniting the progressive wing of
I I the CPSU and the broad democratic

movemenq has been widely discussed in
social circles. Today, when the ftmctioning of
the institution of official social organisations
is, on the whole, ineffectual and informal
groups are limited by the level of club
activity, the opportunity arises for creating u

broad social organisation capable of ensuring
the socialisation of the mztss of workers and
giving organisational form to the movement
in support of perestroika which could, in a
short space of time, encompass a large part
of the country's socially active population. In
the opinion of many participants in the
discussion" such an organisation could be-
come the Popular Front.

Public 0pinion
The idea of creating "p"ople's committees" in
defence of perestroika has been repeatedly
expressed over the past two years in various
cities and currently enjoys significant popu-
larity among workers and sections of the
intelligentsia. Until recently, the demand for
the formation of a Popular Front was
advanced mainly in the major provincial and
regional centres. However, after the organisa-
tion of the Popular Front in Estonia and, to
some degree, under the influence of the
resonance generated by the congress of
dissident groups (the "Democratic Union"),
the spread of the idea of a Popular Front of
socialist forces assumed a headlong charac-
ter, taking hold in Moscow, Leningrad and
several other cities. In the near furure, a
ftrther and possibly extraordinarily rapid
spread of support for this idea should be
extrrccted.

From society's point of view, the Popular
Front is a real and much more appropriate
alternative in present conditions to the
multi-pafiy system advanced by the "Demo-
cratic Union" and a series of other groups.

The slogan of the Popular Front is
enjoying significant success among the so-
called "informal movement". Taking the
feelings of workers and intellectuals into
account, the idea of the Popular Front can be
considere4 at present, !o have gained wide
support among the population.

The Organisational Principles of
the Popular Front
The basic principles of the projected Popular
Front, as prepared by the Moscow Organising
Committee, are as follows:

The Popular Front (PF) is a socio-political
association of citizeru of the USSR actively
participating in the restructuring of Soviet
society and in the struggle to build democra-
tic socialism in our country. The Popular
Front must include social clubs and groups
founded on socialist principles or (in the case
of religious and non-political associations)
not opposed to the ideals of democ'rac),
humanism and socialism. The founding of
Popular Front cells is envisaged on a wide
basis in enterprises and irutitutions as are

special agreements between the PF and
existing voluntary societies, creative unions
etc., of importance at Republican and
all-Union leve1s.

Co-operatives may become members of
the Popular Front if they have non-cofllmer-
cial aims in their constitution and practical
activity. Entry to the PF is forbidden to
groups advocating nationalist, anti-socialist or
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From the Editors [of Lrft Turnl: Following
numerous requests we are printing one of the
distributed variants of comrade B.N. Yeltsin's
speech at the October C.C. Plenum. The text, as
Roy Medvedev remarks (see l*fi Turn No.6), is a
fake, but close to the original. Quotations cited by
M.S. Gorbachev in his speech to the P1enum of the
Moscow City Committee (Gorkom) are absent
from the text. In the published interview [conduc-
ted with the B.B.C.], B.N. Yeltsin gives, among
other things, an evaluation of the document and
comments on several positions contained in the
text.

Comrades!
As on all present, Gorbachev's reporthas

made a big impression on me. This heroic
road which oru people has tavelled in the 70
years of building socialism is reflected in the
report in all its complexiry. Yes, we are
pioneers and this has probably been the cause
of several difficult and agonising pages in
our history. And, of course, Comrade
Gorbachev is right that if we wish to move
forward with confidence, we must know and
learn from our mistakes on this road so that
they will never be repeated.

A detailed and objective analysis is given
in the report of the stormy ffid, at times,
contradictory political life of our planet. The
leading and, I would s{r}, fundamental role. of
our state in this life has been shown. And we
are right, comrades, to be proud of the
beneficial and positive influence which our
country has on international events.

I think that I am not mistaken if I say that
we all listened with great enthusiasm to that
paft of Comrade Gorbachev's report in which
was shown the essence and prospects for the
resfructuring of social life b"ing carried out
today in our country. Yes, it is difticult to
overestimate the significance of our society's
restructtring for the fate of socialism on
earth. Yes, it is precisely at this moment that
the question of whether there is or is not a
socialist society on the planet is being
resolved. And this, comrades, is precisely the
reason why i would like to dwell on several
unhealthy phenomena slowing down and, in
certain instances, even stopping the course of
perestroika.

Mikhail Sergeyevich suggested that I
postpone discussion of these questions until
after the Jubilee celebrations. But I think that
a celebratory, festive mood does not hinder
but helps us, with all Party responsibility and
integrity, to examine these questions and
provide a principled assessment of them.

As you know, comrades, many workers'
letters are addressed to the Moscow Gorl<om
and to me personally, in which Muscovites
share their thoughts, doubts and hopes in
relation to the course of peresftoika. And so,

you
postbag and seek an answer, the festive,
jubilee mood evaporates. Yes, cofiuades, it's
difficult for me to explain to a factory worker
why, in the seventieth year of his political
power, he has to queue for hours for sausages
containing more starch than mea! while on
our festive tables there is sturgeon, caviare
and other delicacies obtained without effort
in a place where he would not be allowed
anywhere near.

How can I explain this to veterans who
took part in the Civil War and who can now
be numbered on the fingers of one hand?
Have you seen the list of produce on their
holiday order? They fetched it in and showed
me. And how I listen when th"y say that it's
crumbs from the lord's table. And you
understand, comrades, which table they have
in mind! How can I look them in the eye?
You see, in not sparing their lives, they have
conquered and entrusted us with power. What
do I reply to them?

I thhk, comrades that all these feeding-
troughs, as they are called by the people, are
a legacy of the great period of stagnation.
And it's time to finish with it. And those for
whom all possible privileges are the main
thing in Purty work and in life, I don't think,
comrades, they should be on this road with
us. You don't have to shout at me, Comrade
Ligachev. furd you don't have to lecnrre me.
No, I'm not a little boy, I have such a
principled position.

I must teIl you, comrades, with all
candour, that it is difficult to work when,
instead of concrete comradely assistance you
get coarse outbursts or moral instruction. In
this regard, comrades I must ask the
Politburo to save me from Raisa Maksimov-
na's [Gorbachev] petty interference and her
daily telephone calls and scoldings.

Comrades, I have some sorry figures

prepared about the administrative apparatus
in Moscow and various departments but I
won't spoil the festive mood of those present
with thEm, the more so as a majority of
comrades know them already. You will recall
how many talks there were, how many
resolutions were passed, but the size of our
bweaucracy in most departments has hardly
gone down, and in the agro-industrial
complex, for example, its even increased.
This is where the brake is! This is where
perestroika is slipping! This is where all our
good ideas are sticking in the bureaucratic
mire. Comrades, it must be clearly under-
stood that" as long as we do not break up the
army of bureaucrats and red-tape merchants,
and it is precisely an army, there will be no
path for perestroika and atl our resolutions
and directions will be buried by a flood of
instructions and circulars.

Nor are things improving in trade. I will
report comrades, how things stand in
Moscow. Up to now little has changed. And
the same bureaucrats from the Minisries
conceal the enemy with all their might from
the shops. I think not out of consideratioru
of humanity. No, Comrade Chebrikov, unfor-
tunately these are facts. There are many
discussions, comrades, but things are not
happenirrg.

But behind these discussions there is
nothing of any use to the average person. It's
time, comrades, to move from words to
deeds. It's time to use power, and we have
power. It has been enEusted to us by the
people and if we don't use it, when stuck in
this swamp, to defend true interests from
starving cats, there will be no results from
peresEoika.

fud there is one other question, com-
rades. One other question that we have
inherited, ffid perhaps the most difficult. This
is the question of Afgha"istarL comrades.
About a third of all the letters we receive
touch upon this question in one way or
another. You atl know the results of the
survey of Muscovites on this question by a

French journalist. And I think, comrades, that
there cannot be two opinions about this. This
question must be resolved as soon as

possible. Our forces must be pulled out. And
I think that Comrade Shevardnadze should be
concerned completely with this problem and
while he is busy with other, in my view, less
burning issues, he is out of the country for
months.

At the end of my contributioru comrades,
I wish to express the profound conviction
that the present difficulties are the teething
Eoubles of a transition period which we have
to overcome and must necessarily overcome
in the shortest possible time.

And I want to assure you, comrades, that
the Moscow City organisation" relying on the
support of all genuine Communists in the city
and all Muscovite patriots, is doing every-
tlring to conclude this unhealthy period as
quickly as possible with the complete victory
of the ideas of perestroika, the ideas of our

society.

YELTSTff'S SPEECH
TO THE CC PLENUM
21 sf OCTOBER 1987
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by the Organising Committee of the "As-
centt' Ecological Club of Kazan

n recent years several countries have
reviewed their energy programmes:
ceasing the construction of new atomic

power stations and even dismantling existing
ones. In contrast they have put their efforts
into the developflrent of energy-conservation
technologies and mastery of renewable soru-
ces of energy - the sun, wind, the earth's
heat, wave-power etc.

What has caused this?
An' atomic power station is one of the

mosf dangerous of manufactures. Its threat to
the environment is ruly on a global scale
both in extent and time:-"-i.-i;;;onstruction 

of new atomic po*J,
stations raises the level of background
radiation" the effect of which on humans will
only be uppar"nt after generations. Apart
from thaq radiation reinforces the influence
of other harmful factors (chemical pollution
etc.) i 

:

2. A vast arnount of 'water passes through
an atomic power station (one thousand
rnegrawatts of power requires five mitlion
cubic meres in a twenty-four hour period -
seven times greater than Kazan's water
consumption). The properties of the pro-
cessed water are still not completely under-
stoo4 although the effect of thermal pollg-
tion is already well-known: the temperature
in reservoirs beside atomic power stations
rises by 5-6 degrees which leads to the

disruption of the ecological equilibrium in
a whole region.

3. In time radioactive waste accumulates
(the power station's spent fuel) requiring
expensive storage. Control will have to be
exercised over hundreds and even thousands
of years while the containers' initial tempera-
ture reaches 200 degrees C. There are islands
in the Pacific Ocean which have already been
nrrned into radioactive burial grourds and
closed off for 25 thousand years (by
comparison, the growth of our civilisation
from that of Ancient Egypt has taken all of
5-10 thousand years).

4. The extraction of uranium and the
Eansportatioru processing and burial of
radioactive waste are all very dangerous for
the health of workers in production, some-
thing which is, at times, beyond the field of
vision of the press.

5. At the present time the absolute
reliability of an atomic power station is not
guaranteed. According to sorne estimates, a
major accident is possible in a reactor on
average every two and a half years. The
consequences of such catastrophes are well-
known through the examples of Three-Mile
Is1and (USA), Chernobyl and others.

Even from an economic point of view the
development of atomic energy is becoming
all the more unprofitable:

a. The cost of power station constntction
is growing. The price of uranium is increas-
ing even more quickly (it has risen by 5-6

times in the last ten years). At the same

time the cost of one kilowatt hour of
electricity produced ttrrough solar panels is
becoming increasingly cheaper.

b. Dismantling an atomic power station at
the end of its operative life (after 25-30
years) is a complex and expensive (200
million dollars) operation.

c. Atomic power stations use fossil fuel,
the reserves of which are limited (according
to estimates, there are only 30 years of it
left). Developing energy resources through
this method is a dead-end. The attempt to
transfer from uranium to plutonium (utilising
reactors with accelerated neutrons) is encoun-
tering major technical difficulties. Apurt from
which, the problem of security is exacerbated
as plutonium is highly suitable for illegally
manufacnrring atomic weapons with the aim
of blackmail. It was precisely these dangers
which forced the USA to reject the use of
plutonium.

A11 of the foregoing hasn in many
countries, changed attitudes towards atomic
power which not so very long &Bo, was
considered a long-term prospect. At the
present time in the USA a course is being
taken towards cutting back alomic energy
programmes. In Sweden, Switzerland and
Italy the construction of new atomic power
stations has been forbidden. In Ausria in
1988, an atomic power station, ready for
operation I years ago but not yet put on
stream because of ecological considerations,
has begrrn to be dismantled.

In the USSR the proportion of elecuicity
produced by atomic power stations is around
10 per cent. This is less than could be saved
ttrough fansfening to energy conservation
technology and the rational use of resources:
at the moment otu goods consume on
average L.5 tirnes more energy than in
Common Market countries.

There exist two approaches to resolving
the energy problem:

1. Mastery of energy-savrng technology.
According to some estimates, the efficacy of
energy utilisation throughout the economy
constitutes only 10 per cent.

2. Mastery of renewable sources of energy
(sun, wind, etc.). The sun is a particularly
powerful source. Even in comparatively cold
Sweden solar energy is profitably employed
for the lighting and heating of homes, In the
USSR it would be sufficient to locate in
Central Asia a solar power plant over an area
of 4000 sq. kms. (the size of Rybinsk
reservoir) to produce as much energy as is
produced by all existing power stations.
Wind power also has great potential. Already
there are wind power stations of up to three
megawatts in power. The wind power
resources of the Tatar ASSR are estimated at
34 billion kilowatt hours per year, i.e. 27
times more power than the Nizhnekamsk
hydro-eleckic power station under consEuc-
tion.

It should be noted that the USSR's energy
programme was laid down in the Seventies,
during the period of stagnation, when a
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technocratic approach predominatel with
regard to the environment (we should recall
the project for changing the flow of the
northern rivers, the problems of the AraI Sea
and Lake Baikal, etc.); it was created in the
absence of openness, secretly, by people with
an interest in the development of atomic
power.

Apart frorn departrnental interests, the
decisive role was played by the economy's
expenditure mechanism and also planning
from the achieved leveI.

Even after the Chernobyl accident, atomic
scientists, hiding behind lofty phrases about
technical progress, continue to fight for their
narow departmental interests, accusing the
opponents of atomic power plants of leading
us back to the plough and to caves. However,
rnore and more people are conscious that
technological progress exists not for the sake
of technology, but in order to serye rnankind
and the Ireservation of nature which atomic
power stations do not ensutre- At the same
time, energy-saving technologies and mastery
of renewable energy sources (in which we
are behind Western cotnrtries) constitute the
real long-term and progressive way.

Public opinion in our country is worried
about atomic power. It was precisely at its
demand that the construction of atomic
power stations in Minsk, Odessa (see Intes-
tia, 9th March 1988) and Krasnodar region
wurs hdted.

In accordance with the law passed by the
USSR Supreme Soviet on national discus-
sions of questions of state importance, we
propose the holding of a referendum on the
question of atomic power stations.

We demand a review of the energy
programme.

kr particular, we demand the halting of
construction work on the Tatar atomic power
station, located in a densely populated region
(close to the cities of Naberedrnye Chelni,
Nizhnekamsh Elabuga, Chistopol - in all
around one million intrabitants), ecologically
vulnerable, at the confluence of three rivers
(Vyatka, Kama and Yolga), in a region rich
in natural energy resources - oil, gas and also
with great opportunities for harnessing the
energy of $rn and winq in the centre of
Tataria, whictr creates the ptential danger of
annihilating the entire republic.

From the Democratic Union's "DeclarA-
tion" (Approved at the Democratic Union's
Founding Congress, gth May 1988)

f, t the present time we define the

A content of our activity as political
Ropposttion to the existing social sys-
tem...We declare our support to those forces
in the CPSU which not in words but in deeds
are striving to implement democratic reforms
by utilising their position as members of the
mling part5/...

The Programrnc of Principles, acknow-'
ledgement of which is a necessaq/ condition
of membership of the DS.

t. Condemnation of the system of
political rule which arose in October 1917,
the historical development of which consisted
in the corrsistent formation of totalitarianism.

2. A denial of the ideology of Leninism
which corutitutes the foundation of totalita-
iianisrn.

3. An unequivocal denial of terrorist and
violent methods of political struggle as
incompatible with the ideals of freedom and
democracy.

4. Activity, energetically directed to-
wards the achievement of political, economic
and spiritual plrralism. i.e. genuine modern

democr&y, the bases of which are:
- a multi-party system and parliamen-

tarism;
- a legaI, independent free press;
- the free activity of trade urions

independent of state power;
- the existence of all sectors of the

economy - state, co-operative, individual and
private on an equal footing and free
competition between them;

- the division of powers: legislative,
executive and judiciary; - the de-ideologisa-
tion of the state, i.e. equal rights for all
ideologies apart from those appealing to
violence or justifying it; - the unconditional
guaranteeing of civil liberties: of expression,
the press, gatherings, meetitrgs, sffeet proces-
sions and demonsEations whic"h do not result
in violence; - freedom of religion, religious
and atheistic propaganda.

5. The recognition, not in words but in
deeds, of the right of nations to self-
determination,

6, The demand for the ab,rogation of the
politicd articles of the Criminal Code, the
freeing and rehabilitation (with compensa-
tion) of all political prisoners.

7. A declared repudiation of expansion as

the cornerstone of fcreign policy.
Sovietl a nti-nuclear de monstrators

THE

UNION
(Ds)
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Documenfs from the
Polish Sppialisl Party

PPS (RD)
Translated and introduced by Davld Holland.

The reformation of the PPS (Polish Socialist Party) in
November 1987 was a welcome revival of an organised
socialist current in the Polish working class.

For Western socialists the distressing sight of Margaret
Thatcher's rapturous reception in Gdansk will have under-
lined the urgent need for a coherent and dynamic socialist
current in the Polish opposition.

ln the course of 1988 the organisation has been
undergoing a process of political and programmatic
clarification, ES is natural in any new organisation, but
especially one seeking to recover submerged political
traditions in conditions of illegality and to apply them to the
present.

Not surprisingly, this has also involved a process of
political differentiation. Early in the life of the young Party,
a group has split to the right and attempted to found a rival
organisation on a less radical orientation. This breakaway
group was led by the former President of the PPS, Jan Jozef
Lipski. lt is particularly unfortunate that after the
appearance of political differences and the withdrawal of the
Lipski group, it chose to make damaging accusations of
police penetration. This was in the worst tradition of settling
political scores by attempts to smear political opponents.

It is against this background that the PPS has adopted
the qualifying title "Democratic Revolution," which is taken
from one of the documents printed below, to distinguish itself
from the Lipski Group, which also lays claim to the name
of the PPS.

The PPS (RD) is now one of the most combative and vital
components of the opposition. lt is made up overwhelmingly
of young people - perhaps 90% of the membership are
aged between 20 and 30. It is active on a national scale
with branches in Warsaw, Gdansk, Wroclaw, Lublin,
Poznan, Plock and Krakow, to name some of the more
important centres.

As some of the documents collected below make clear,
they are active participants in the workers' self management
councils in work-places and are active supporters of
Solidarity structures.

The PPS (RD) publish a number of clandestine
periodicals, such as Robotnik, distributed nationally from
Warsaw, and various papers, published in the provinces,
such as Gazeta Jastrzebska, Robotnik Wybrzeza and
Robotnik Mazowiecki.

Poland this year was gripped by a new upsurge of
struggle with successive waves of strikes in May and
August, demanding the legalisation of Solidarity. The PPS

(RD) played a vigorous role, itself organising strike action
and demonstrations.

ln the aftermath of the May strikes, four leading figures
in the PPS (RD), Pinior, Borowczyk, Skiba and Sarata,
received suspended sentences of imprisonment of between
6 to 18 months, with heavy fines on trumped up charges of
assaulting a minor official.

During the August strike wave, what is now the PPS (RD)
organised strikes in the mines in Silesia, whilst in the
Szczecin ship-yards, a leading PPS member, And rzej
Kowalski, was a member of the strike committee.

Most recently in the demonstrations that took place in

many Polish cities on the seventh anniversary of the
proclamation of martial law (on the 13th Decembefl the
PPS, together with Solidarnosc Walczaca, were often the
main organisers. Fifteen thousand people for example,
marched through the streets of Wroclaw behind PPS
banners.

The clearest indications of the programmatic direction of
the organisation are to be found in the two documents
"Principles of Activity* and "The Democratic Revolution."
They provide clear evidence of a radical and authentically
socialist direction. The document from December 1988
explains the Party's response to the latest realignments in

the Polish opposition.
Labour Focus looks forward to the opportunity of

providing further programmatic material from the PPS (RD),
following their Congress in January.

The PPS have recently opened a London office, under
the auspices of Kensington Labour Party, 92 Ladbroke
Grove, London W1 1, Tel. 01-229 6259. This is open every
Thursday evening from 6.00-10.00.

The PPS Supreme Council wishes to direct the attention of all
PPS structures to the opening of a prograrnmatic discussion in the
Party. To this end the Supreme Council submits for discussion
amongst members and sympathisers of the PPS the following
resolution "Principles of Activity for the PPS in the Period until
the Statutory Congress." The Supreme Council appeals for
obseryations, amendments and alternative proposals, Party
structures are obliged to conclude this discussion by 31st of
March 1988.

Principles of Activity for the PPS in the Period until the
Statutory Congress.

1) The PPS was created in order to defend disadvantaged
social groups, to carry out the economic and political liberation
of the workers and to put an end to the exploitation of labour
that has prevailed hitherto. This can only be achieved through the
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abolition of the nomenklatura and the seizure by the workers of
the fruits of their own labour, together with all the tools and
means employed in order to carry out the everyday manufacture
of goods. Such an enfranchisement of the workers, together with
the creation of instinrtional and political guarantees of this course
of transformation is for the PPS the road to the rebuilding of the
Po1ish economy. To achieve this goal we have created an open

and legal P*ty, at least by the standards of international law, even

though these are not applied in the PRL (Polish Peoples

Republic). The Party aims to change the Constinrdon and the

legal system of the PRL, and in particular to put an end to the

hegemony of the PZPR (Polish United 'Workers 
Party), together

with the leading role of any Party, since it is contrary to the

traditions od democratic socialism.
We are also aware that the realisation of these ends may mean

entering into open conflict with the govemmental apparatus and
the legal system of the PRL. These have been constructed in sush
a way as to best defend the political interests of the governing
elite.

The Communists do not rule Poland with the consent of
society, but on the strength of the diktat of a foreign power.
Therefore the goal of making it possible for society to exercise
a free choice on the system of govemment best suited to it
justifies the employment of tactics of civil disobedience.

2) With regard to the deepening economic crisis and the
tendency of the authorities to adopt ever more anti-worker and
anti-socialist policies, it is a natural right of workers to defend
themselves. The force and violence of protest is in direct
proportion to the scale of the assault on the rights and interests
of working people. The PPS does not restrict itself to moral
support for social protests. The task of the Party is not only to
take part in struggles but also to inspire and organise them. In
the current dramatic social situation, the place of members of the
PPS is among the striking workers, in the founding committees
of Solidarity, in the workers' self-management organisations, or
the side of the downtrodden and exploited.

3) The PPS considers support for workplace Solidarity
organisations particularly important.

Indeed Solidarity is the chief weapon in the struggle for
workers' rights. It can be said without fear of exaggeration that
the prosperity and welfare of the majoriry of Poles depend on the
strength of this union. For them the basic facts of existence are
not benefits or participation in the power structure, but labour, We
consider therefore that there would be disastrous consequences if
the trade union character of Solidarity were to be weakened by
its transformation into a social movement or a political party.

4) The desunrction of Communist governments in Poland is
only possible through close co-operation between democratic
movements in all the countries of the Eastern bloc. The
dominance of the Party nomenklatura in the Central and East
European states cements co-operation between them through the
Warsaw Pact and the CMEA (Council for Munra1 Economic
Assistance). An effective stnrggle for freedom, independence,
democracy and social justice therefore requires a co-ordinated
stnrggle by the oppressed societies. The PPS will only enter
discussions and make alliances with the societies themselves and
their independent organizations.

The governing elites in Poland, Romania and Hurgary, as well
as in other corlmunist countries, are trying to save themselves by
using brutal methods of exploitation modelled on an earlier phase
of capitalism. They are selling off nanrral resources dirt cheap.

They want to attract foreign capital at any price and they do so

by offering cheap labour.

The PPS has been reconstructed in Poland, after many years

existence in emigration. The emigre PPS is a member of the
Union of Central and East European Socialist Parties (SUCEE).
We hope that just as the PPS has been reconstructed, so also can

socialist parties in the other countries. The PPS will support such
activity with all means at its disposal.

5) A huge technological gap exists between the capitalist
world and the cornmunist countries. This is reflected both in
economic development and social structure. This means that a

series of problems confronting socialist and social-democratic
parties in Western Ewope are questions for the distant future for
the PPS. Our present political and economic problems are more
understandable to Third World parties. But the PPS always played
a significant part in the work of the international socialist
movement. We believe that we can find this role again in the
family of world socialist parties. The PPS hopes that it will be

in a position to take part in the prograrnmatic discussions amongst
European socialist parties, so continurng the contribution of Polish
socialists such as M. Niedzialkowski, A. Ciolkosz, F. Gross (the
author of a work on the second technical revolution) and of others
in the work of the Socialist International.

PPS Supreme Council Warsaw 14 February 1988

Communique
On the 14th of February 1988 a session of the Supreme Council
of the PPS took place. On the agenda was the question of the
opening of the discussion on the PPS prograrnme. Four members
of the leadership: Jan iozef Lipski, Wladyslaw Goldtinger-
Kunicki, Andrzej Malanowski and Marek Nowicki resigned from
their positions, The Supreme Council considers this to be an
attempt to transform the discussion on prografirme to the level of
personality conflict. The Supreme Council, in accord with the
obligations arising from the resolutions of the Founding
Conference and the Political Declaration of the PPS, will continue
with the process of beginning the inner party discussion on
prograrnme, despite the hindrance referred to above.

Supreme Council PPS Warsaw 14 February 1988
Zbigniew Chedoszko Szczecin Zuzawra Dabrowska - Wroclaw
Piotr Ikonowicz Warsaw Grzegorz Ilka Warsaw Artur
Koszykowski Andrzej Kowalski Wroclaw Agata Michalek
Krakow Cezary Mizejewski Warsaw Jacek Pawlowicz - Plock
Jozef Pinior - Wroclaw Malgorrzata Ponulak - Wroclaw Tadeusz
Rachowski.

Statement of the Supreme Council
The Supreme Council notes with surprise the resignation of four
members of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the PPS

on the L4th of February 1988. In the statement putting forward
the resignations there are vehement assertions about infiltration
by the political police. This is a very grave charge. We are
particularly suqprised by the failure to resort to the procedures laid
down in statute for use of the Party Tribunal. (Art. 11,12,13 of
the Provisional Statutes of the PPS). This is particularly morally
reprehensible, since the charge of co-operation with the Ministry
of Intemal Affairs is in Polish conditions the occasion of civil
death. The function of the Tribunal is precisely to arbitrate when
discussion about political differences stops and baseless accusa-
tions begin.

The advancement of such serious charges, without resort to the
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remedies provided by staflrte, at a time when the PPS is barely
three months old, must raise doubts about the timing and impuir
the durability of the socialist convictions of these persons. The
vacant positions in the Presidium of the PPS will remain vacant

until the Programmatic Congress.

Position of the National Conference of the Polish Socialist
Party on the Question of Rebuilding the Structures of
Solidarity
The PPS recognises that in the present situation of deteriorating
worksrs' living standards, the recons0:ltction of an independent

ffade union movement is a task of fundamental importance. That

is why we call upon all members and sympathisers of the PPS

to undertake the reconstruction of factory units of Solidarity, and

in particular to establish Organising Committees of Solidarity,
wherever they do not already exist.

The PPS recognises the mistaken character of efforts to restrain
factory Solidarity units from activity, until the "round table" talks
have concluded. 'What we gain will be what we can win for
ourselves.

Neither the Polish Socialist P*ty nor any of its members can

take part in the "round table" talks. This is because the PPS does

not recognise the present constinrtion of the People's Republic of
Poland as the basis for a legitimate post-Stalinist system of
govemment.

The Democratic Revolution
The crisis of ideology has reflected the impotence of the
traditional political options in relation to an irrational and
inhuman model of development. Contemporary capitalism has

overcome successive barriers to growth and made economic
development an end in itself. In the course of continual
technological change, man has become an obstacle rather than the
subject of the process. Ever larger numbers of young people pay
for this with uremployment and poverty. These phenomena,

together with the informational and cultural expropriation of
societies, lead to alienation, racism and chauvinism.

In the countries of the so-calIed "Third World" - that is the

countries of dependent capitalism - the social costs of the model
of development referred to are incomparably higher. The absence

of economic independence ;is the source of political dependence.
The alternative then lies between an puthoritarian dictatorship or
stalinisation.

Genocide, social apathy and economic collapse make up the
balance sheet of the communist governments. Post-stalinist
totalitarianism is seeking out new forms in order to survive. Free
market processes, with the preservation of the nomenklatura
authorities, have the effect of strengthening and deepening the
mechanisrls of exploitation and domination. Conflict is
increasing between the goveming elite and the rich layers under
its tutelage on the one hand and the working majority on the
other. The omnipresent state, which mediates all social relations,

is trying to keep the initiative in the process of change. Despite
the hopes of some opinion forming milieux, reform from above
will not alter the social consequences of totalitarianism. Society
wants to reform itself and not to be reformed.

Socialists the world over stnrggle so that work may become
liberation from poverty, domination and isolation The experience
of the workers' movement shows that the take-over of the
workplace and the creation of representative political bodies for
sociery, lead us to a multi-sectoral economy, with a social
security system, resting on the redistribution of national income.
In the conditions prevailing in Poland, of a state sector managed
by the commwrist nomenklatura, it is necessary to depoliticise it
by severing the PTIWP (Polish United Workers Part$ from
economic policy and personnel appointment. The workplaces
should be managed by the workforces and by a management

team responsible to ttrem. The systemic alternative that appears

in the course of this process opens new horizons for civilisation.
It creates new forms of self-management and democracy. It
permits society to emancipate itself in the search for cultural and

informational sovereignty. It creates the chance for it to free itself
from the control of the military-industrial complex, for the

restoration of the disturbed equilibrium between man and nature.
The present crisis in the socialist movement can be overcome

by outlining perspectives for a cofirmon system for societies

living under diverse systems of dependence and domination. It
requires this imagination and political courage.

Polish workers have broken the informational and organisation-
al monopoly of the state. The turning point has been passed. In
the period of the occupation strikes a consciousness was bom,
that the workers were becoming the actual proprietors of their
factories. Alongside trade union consciousness, the need for
political activity became apparent. The dynamic of this movement
ran into the resistance of post-Stalinist totalitarianism. The
irreformabiliry of the system means that the ody chance for
working people is to become an alternative power. Its function
is the socialisation of the state. The takeover of economic power
in the factories by the workers, together with the creation of a
democratic form of representation of society. A commonwealth of
producers and citizens.

In August 1980, at Brasow, Karabakh and Jastrzebie, the
elements of this same phenornenon were present, carrying forward
what we regard as the democratic revolution, the passage from
a totalitarian system to a democratic one, the socialisation of the
economy, and independence.

The destruction of totalitarianism can take place only from
below, by the will of the workers, through the autonomous
workers' movement, organised in the workplaces in conscious and
purposeful activity. The Polish Socialist Party is taking m active
part in the construction of an alternative power, with the aim of
emancipating Polish sociery.

To this end we consider that the essential tasks are as follows:

1. The strengthening and development of Solidarity on a

factory, regional and national level.
2. The taking of the initiative in management by the workers'

councils and a struggle for new forms of self-rnanageme[t.
3. The creation of vertical and horizontal self-rnanagement

agreements.
4. The creation of a form of self-management to represent the

workers at a national level the Chamber of Self-Management
in the Sejm (Parliament).

5. Undenaking a campaign for democratic electoral rules for
the Sejm and the People's Councils.

6. The stnrggle for the demilitarisation of the country.
The entirety of this process renders society sovereign and will

lead to a free and independent Poland,
Tadeusz Rachowski
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President of the Central Executive Committee of the Polish
Socialist Party
First National Conference of the Polish Socialist Party
Warsaw 22 October 1988

35 activists of the PPS took part in the conference from the
following centres: Gdansk, Plock, Warszaw&, LublirU Krakow,
Opole, Wroclaw.

Comrnunique 19.12.88
Recently, various types of documents have been appearing over
the name of the Polish Socialist Party. Questions have arisen as

to the real position of the PPS amongst attentive observers of the
Polish political scene. Ir. this situation we feel obliged to clarify
what has happened.

1) On the L4th February 1988 four members withdrew from
the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the PPS, refusing to
participate in the prograrnmatic discussion.

2) On the 26th of June 1988 they returned to their positions,
in practice creating a second party" From that moment, there were
two political parties in Poland using the same name - that of the
PPS.

3) The PPS that we represent is working for the overthrow
of the communist authorities in Poland and for full independence.
We wrote about this process in the document "The Democratic
Revolution" adopted at the First National Conference of the PPS.

4) For this reason we cannot participate in the "Round Table
Tatrks" or the "Citizens' Committee."

5) In order to resolve this confusion, we have temporarily,
until the PPS Congress, adopted the name: "Polish Socialist Party

Democratic Revolution." (PPS-RD).
6) At the same time, despite the adoption of this additional

definition, we will stand by all agreements and obligations already
entered into. In particular this means agreements with: The
Fighting Solidarity Organisation (Solidarnosc Walczaca); The
Workers' Interfactory Solidariry Committee Mazovian Region
$ldRKS Region Mazowsze); and above all with the Polish
Socialist Party in Exile.

The resolution adopted by the Supreme Council on the 28.6.88
remains in force" The PPS has already changed its name twice
in the past, in 1906 and 1939. This was done in order to maintain
the socialist character of the organisation and its commitment to
futrl independence. This was done to preserve its identity. It has
however always remained itself.

'Warsaw 19.12.88
Supreme Councitr of the Polish Socialist Party (Democratic
Revolution).

Government and Opposition December L988
After the August strikes, a process of political change began in
Poland, which had been made unavoidable by the workers. The
authorities decided to open a dialogue with the opposition. The
condition of this dialogue was the recognition by the opposition
of the constitutional principles of the PRL {People's Republic of
Poland).

Amongst other things, rhis meant recognition of the leading role
of the Party and of Poland's system of international alliances.
These conditions were accepted by those opposition activists who
were already prepared to take part in the "round table talks."

As a result of this, a gap arose between the activities of such
leaders and the feehngs of society, The end of the August strikes

and the swift stifling of the strikes called against the closure of
the Gdansk shipyards expressed this state of affairs.

These leaders distanced themselves from every manifestation
of more radical social feeling. The material situation of workers
in Poland has become worse with each passing month. The wage
rises won by strike action brought inflation and precipitated price
increases.

The model of economic reform put forward by the authorities
condemns the majority of working people to impoverishment in
order to pay for the enrichment of a small minority - above all
members of the Communist nomenklafura. Mass sackings,
unemployment and increasing exploitation are the price paid for
participation in government by that part of the opposition which
is prepared to subscribe to the model of economic reform implied
by support for the "anti-crisis pact."

The "Anti-Crisis Pact" is designed to create the possibility that
the communist system will survive for a few more years. For
the majority of society these would be lost years. The Polish
Socialist Party (Democratic Revolution) sees a self-managed
economic reform as the only way out of the social and economic
crisis. We are struggling for democracy and not "democratisa-
tion." We do not want to improve the communist system of
government but to abolish it. This is the only road to full
democracy and therefore to independence the road of the
Democratic Revolution.

Supreme Council of the Polish Socialist Party (Democratic
Revolution)
Cz. Borowczyyr, Z. Dabrowska, P. Ikonowicz, G. Ilka, A.
Koszykowski, A. Kowalski, C. Mizejewski, J. Pawlowicz, J.

Pinior, M. Ponulak, T. Rachowski, M. Tyszkiewicz.

19.12.88 Warsaw

Communique
On the 13.12.88, in the course of a demonstration on the
anniversary of the introduction of martial law, Jan Tomasiewicz,
a PPS activist, was detained. The same day he was taken into
detention in Rakowiecka St., where he is being held in
Investigative Arrest on the charge of evasion of military serice.
h 1986, Jan Tomasiewicz responded to the appeal of the

Freedom and Peace Movement (WiP) and sent back his military
identification documents. A warrant was therefore issued for his
arrest. At this time he was a printer and courier for Robotnik
and subsequently for the PPS. On the lst of June 1988, he was
detained and in the course of his interrogation, it was asserted that
these proceedings against him were no longer valid. The present
sanctions being taken against him by the Prosecuting Magistrate
are a politically motivated act of revenge against one of the most
active members of the Warsaw PPS. The Supreme Council of
the Polish Socialist Party (Democratic Revolution) appeals to all
its members and sympathisers to do everything possible to free
Jan Tomasiewicz.

Warsaw 19.12.88
Supreme Council of the Polish Socialist Purty (Democratic
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For British socialists, the qpectacle of hime Minister Thatcher "doing business" with General Jaruzelski one day, and
posing for photographs with Lech Walesa outside the Gdansk shipyards the next, during her visit to Poland late last year was

an unpleasant sight. Eric Heffer, a Member of Parliament for the Labour Party, made this statement.

ERIC HE,FFER

frIRS, THATCHER TS

NO FRIEND OF TRADE UNIONS
banned from membership of their unions.
This is no doubt part of her policy against
the "enemy within'r. The Thatcherite
Iegislation developed over the years against
trade unions and trade unionists destroys
rights which have been built up by
workers over many decades.

Mrs, Thatcher is no friend of trade
unionists and one can only assume that in
going to Poland to say what she did she
was doing that, not to assist the workers
in Solidarity, but because of her hostility
to a system that she misguidedly calls, and
perhaps believes is, socialist.

Solidarity's programme, agreed at its
Conferences, does not accept the private
enterprise system, but calls for workers'
democracy in industry. That is the last
thing Mrs. Thatcher wants.

It would appear as if she now feels she

can interfere in the affairs of other states
and more or less direct them in what to
do.

It is a dangerous game, especially at a
time when the hard-won rights and
freedoms of the British people are being

Eric Hetfer

f s someone who has supported Soli-
t t daritv in Poland since its formation

Fland *t o has been on delegations to
the Polish Embassy in its support, I feel I
must speak out in relation to Mrs.
Thatcher's visit to Poland and in particu-
lar with regard to her declared support for
Solidarity. One thing is crystal clear: Mrs.
Thatcher has double standards concerning
trade unions and freedom.

It is also clear that Lech Walesa and
other Solidarity leaders are not fully
aware (no doubt because of the fact that
they do not have a really free press) of
Mrs. Thatcher's hostile attitude to free
and independent trade unioirs in Britain.

Perhaps they are influenced to praise
her because she is a Western political
leader who has declared support for
Solidarity and has visited Poland to say so.
Obviously, because of the lack of real
political freedom in Poland, a systeam
without proper democratic elections etc.,
some of the Solidarity leaders believe that
we must have real freedom for workers in
Britain. Unfortunately, they are wrong,
that is no longer the case. Solidarity
leaders have either wrong information, or
they have not fully understood the nature
of the Thatcherite government and regime.
It surely cannot be an accident that
General Jaruzelski praises the economic
policies and methods used by Mrs. Thatch-
er. That he praises her toughness, a
toughness used against the trade unions in
this country. The truth is, the arguments
advanced by the General against Solidar-
ity, strikers and workers' conditions, are
sirnilar to those used by the Thatcher
government against British trade unionists.

Mrs. Thatcher, in going to Poland and
declaring support for Solidarity, is being
thoroughly hypocritical. In Britain, her
government has presided over wholesale
closures of factories and shipyards. The
postponement of the closure of the Sunder-
land shipyard is surely due to her Polish
visit so as not to embarrass her. In Britain,
the trade unions have been hamstrung
because of the worst anti-trade union
legislation in Western Europe. GCHQ
workers have been sacked for being in a
trade union and workers have been

undermined by this government. It is
surely no accident that a recent edition of
the journal Index on Censorship tvarns
about our loss of freedom and human
rights, when normally it concentrates on
the lack of human rights in Eastern
Europe and in dictatorships throughout
the world.

Here in Britain, elected Labour Council-
lors have been disqualified for carrying
out their promises to their electors, whilst
government ministers are responsible for
wholesale waste and financial incompe-
tence and they remain in office with the
full backing of Mrs. Thatcher.

This week, the Campaign Group of
Labour Members of Parliament sent a
telegram to Lech Walesa, explaining what
the Thatcher government is doing to
British workers and their unions. Clearly,
we have to follow that up by other
representations and contact.

What is required is the unity and
understanding of workers in Britain and
Polandr so that they can assist each other
in fighting their governments which are
both basically anti-union. The Polish
workers, because of their opposition to the
regime in Poland, as a result of their living
in an unfree bureaucratic country, may be
swayed to praise for Mrs. Thatcher, but
they need to realise that to get rid of
Jaruzelski and the bureaucratic system he
represents, and to replace it with a type of
Thatcherism, would in no way solve their
problems. What we need to do together is
to fight for real democrocy, a genuine
socialist democracy and then to assist each
other in building a ne\tr society East and
West, as envisaged by such great socialists
as Rosa Luxemburg.

Eric S. Heffer
M.P. for Walton, Liverpool

5 November 1988

Eric Heffer is one of the leaders of tla left
wing af the Labour Party, aformer govern-
m"enl minister and candidae for the party
leadership. He has a long record of public
support for the democratic opposition in the
Swiet Union and Eastern Europe and is a
sponsor of this journal
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The German Democratic Republic is often regarded as the most advanced of the post-capitalist indusrial societies in Eastern

Europe. It was Mam's view that "social progess can be measured exactly by the social standing of women". Are women
emancipated in the GDR? In the following article, the first of two parts, Gus Fagan looks at GDR women's literature t0 find

some answers to this question.

GUS FAGAN

THE AESTHETICS OF BESTSTANCE
WOilI/IEN'S LITERATURE IN THE

GDR
I n 1963, in a speech to the GDR

I parliamenr, the then paily leader,
, Walter Ulbricht, declared that "the full
political and economic equaliry of women [in
the GDR] has been achieved".l It has been
an important part of the claims of official
ideology since then that the 'developed
socialism' of GDR society guarantees the
genuine equality of men and women. But
how could such a claim be tested?

Official statistics concerning the number of
women in work, in careers, in public life, the
facilities for child-care, maternity leave, the
lega1 measures to promote gender equality,
etc. are frequently quoted and are also well
documented in English-Ian-
guage publications.2 Less
well known is what GDR
women think on these
issues, how th"y respond to
the demands and claims
made on them and to the
possibilities offered by GDR
society.

Christa Wolf, perhaps. the
best-known of GDR women
writers, has said that "art
today is the only refuge, the
only testing ground for the
vision of an integral human
being".3 Wfth respect to the
debate on the issue of
women's emancipation, this
is certainly the case in the
GDR. In a society where the
state tries to direct and
control every activity, where
official ideology dominates,
where only one legal parry-
controlled women's organ-
isation is permitted to exist,
the limits on the public and
free discussion of alternative views on
women's emancipation are obvious. h such
a situation, literature often provides the
main, if not the only, medium for the
expression and development of alternative
views, alternative strategies and visions.

The past two decades, but especially the

period since the early seventies, has seen a

blossoming in the GDR of literature by and
about women, women's literature. Within a

relatively short period, the point was reached
where women made up about a quarter of
GDR authors (figure for 1982), most of them
younger authors who began writing in the
past fifteen years.a The question of women's
role in society, the issue of wornen's
emancipation, has become a major theme of
GDR literature. We find reflected in this
literature the concerns, problems and con-
sciousness of GDR women, reflecting on
their role in society, probing and rejecting
much of the official ideology. The aim of the

present article is to give a brief overview of
how the issue of women's emancipation has
been dealt with in these writings of GDR
women.

The furdamental concept of the ofricial
ideology on women's emancipation is 'equal
rights' (Gleichberechtigung), and this is

equated with legal rights plus women's
integration into the production process lcueer
structure of societ5/. From a purely juridical
and economic standpoin! these goals have
been largely achieved, although the inte gra-
tion of women into the labour force (907o of
women are employed, making around 50Vo of
the workforce) has been accompanied by a

"feminisation" of many job categories and a
correspondingly lower earning potential
77.77o of women occupy the lower four wage
groups, as against 2L.2Vo for men.S
At the same time, the reduction of the
concept of emancipation to the concept of
equal rights was a rbdical impoverishment of

that concept. As Cluista
WoIf has written, this reduc-
tion "played down its im-
portance and misunderstood
its meaning; for its revolu-
tionary, radical meaning
was, and is, disnrrbing".6

Although there are now a
large number of single
mothers (I will deal with
this later), the nuclear fami-
Iy is enshrined in the offi-
cial ideology. Engels' for-
mulation that the family is
the 'nucleus of society' was
repeated in the Family Law
of 1965 which guaranteed
men and women "equa1

rights in the family". The
same law encourages men
to bear their share of the
upbringing and care of chil-
dren, but this remained a

rather empty formula.
The emancipation strate-

gy of the regime, then, is
based on these twin pillars

of integration into productiorr/career structure
and the maintenance of the nuclear family
(career couple with children supported by an
infra-structure of nurseries, 'baby yeil', etc).
The double burden that this imposes on
women as well as the reproduction in the
'private sphere' of raditional gender roles,
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with its effects in all other spheres, is not
officially recognised and is not a subject of
open discussion. In 'women's literarure of
recent years this official role-model has been
almost universally rejected.

Traditional Hole-Models
What literary role-models for women were
available to GDR women who began to write
in the sixties? GDR texts often claim the
existence of a historical continuity between
Frauenliteratur (women's literature) of today
and socialist literanrre of the twenties. In the
postscript to a GDR collection of stories by
women published in L97 6, it is said that
"respect for the struggle of women for
equality and self-realisation has been a firm
comlrcnent of proletarian-revolutionary and
socialist literature since the early twenties".T
Such a claim is indefensible. As far as the
representation of women in the socialist
literature of the twenties is concerned, the
German literary critic Wolfgang Emmerich is
correct in his assessment that women were
represented in that literature "overwhelmingly
in their 'natural' roles as wives, mo*rers and
daughters; very often they are a hindrance to
the political work of the men; political
emancipation, to the extent that it is at all
represented, is reduced to the act of joining
the party .... Family structure is not prob-
lematised in the proletarian-revolutionary
novels." 8 The society envisaged in that
literature was omale cofirmunism'.

Anna Seghers
One writer in particular incorporated that
tradition in the GDR - furna Seghers.
Awarded the Kleist Prize in 1928 for her
novella The Rqolt of thc Fislarmen of St.
Barbara, Seghers lived and wrote in the
GDR until her death in 1983. She had an
undoubted influence on GDR women writers
- tluough her personal friendship with some
of them (Cluista Wolf, Brigitte Reimann);
through her sfrong defence (in opposition to
Lukacs) of the romantic tradition (Kleist,
Gunderrode, Hoffmann) and, especially,
ttrough her use of phantasy, which made it
easier for women to adopt this technique
against official opposition from the ideo-
logues of 'socialist realism'.

But, with respecr to the role-models for
women in her writing, it must be said that
she remained very much within the male-
socialist traditions of the twenties. In one of
her most influential novels, The Seventh
Cross (L942), women appear only as secon-
dary characters; men make all the decisions
and the women are driven by love for their
men on whom they are dependent. Those
women who are independent (Katherina and
the prostitutes) are made to appear unattrac-
tive. In a study of Seghers published in 1985,
Irene l,orisika describes the women tn The
Seventh Cross as "extensions of their hus-
bands, they live for their husbands and
children and in such a way as their husbands
wish. And when they have no husbands, or

don't want one, then they are 'punished' by
the author - they are made ugly, brutal,
inhuman, unhappy and alone".e

In fact, all of Seghers' works from that
period are dominated by the same revolution-
ary thematic. In this male-defined arena
women find legitimacy and identity only
beside the man as his companion in the
struggle. Sexuality is not taboo but remains
within the intimate sphere of the private.
male comradeship is superior to the male-
female relation. Socialism is being created by
the male and its patriarchal sffucture is not
questioned.

The Filties
There were very few women writers in the
GDR in the tifties. In a state which felt itself
to be lacking in both national and historical
legitimac!, both ideologists and writers
consciously sought to establish continuity
with the 'socialist' radition of the twenties
and thirties. It is not surprising, therefore, to
find in the literanrre of the period a similar
tendency in the presentation of women
characters. Women were now porftayed as

active co-fighters in the struggle to build a
socialist sociefy. Emancipation meant adapta-
tion to male norms and took place through
entrance into the sphere of production,
something much encouraged by the state
since labour shortage was a serious problem.
A new role-model emerged: the heroines of
labour.

A good example of this is Elfriede
Briining's novel, Regine Haberkorn.In spite
of the doubts and disapproval of her husband,
Regine goes to work in a factory. She is
successful, becomes involved in her work
ffid, when she recalls her earlier days as a
housewife, she "can hardly imagine any more
what she did with herself during those long
days. How did she bear ig with nothing to
do from morning to night but this little bit
of housework which she was able to manage
now with no bother.... Her life had become
more difficult but nothing in the world could
persuade her to go back to that earlier
existence."l0 The problem, ffid the central
'crisis' of the novel, is the backwardness of
her husband who still persists in his
"oldfashioned male views", starts going out
with the wrong kind of women (who don't
work), and doesn't help her in her effort to
combine "work and a harmonious family
Iife". The pa,rty secretary comes to her
assistance and the novel ends happily (happy
endings were prescribed) with the re-estab-
lishment of a good socialist family.

The novel is by no means insensitive to the
problems of women and novels like this
hardly encowaged passivity among women.
The role-model they offered, however, was
not the creation of women and coresponded
more to the needs of 'socialist construction'
as these were perceived by a male-dominated
social hierarchy.

This aspect comes over most clearly in the
female figures in works by male authors, for

instance, Eduard Clausius or Willi Bredel. In
Bredel's stor], Petra Harms. Petra, an office
workern wants to become a mason. Against
the opposition of the men, and of her female
friends, she succeeds. The 'progressive' male
trade unionis! Krmtz, initially opposes Petra
but in the end he is won over. He "observed
her continually and was arrtazedby the srong
will-power in her sma1l body". The story
reaches its riumphal conclusion in the
government minister's visit to the building
site. Petra is called to the rostrum but is
n'unable to answer", her vision becomes
"blurred", she has a "lump in her throat" and
is overcome by "tears of joy".tr This
'heroine of labour' model in the literatwe of
the fifties w&s still determined, to a large
exten! by the 'ma1e communist' world view
familiar from the literature of the twenties.

The Sixties
The sixties were the period of what is known
in the GDR as Ankunftsliteratur - literan"rre
of arrival" The term was meant to designate
the a:rival of the GDR as an economic
success, ffi & viable political and social entity.
It also pointed to the a:rival of a new
generation of GDR citizens (and writers). In
L96l the Berlin WaII was built and the party
declared that the foundations of a socialist
society had been built. A party declaration in
that same yeil, "Womeq Peace and Social-
ism", called for measures to improve the
technical and scientific qualifications of
women and for women to play a greater role
in political and economic life. Government
regulations in L962 introduced such measures
as special classes for women in science and
maths, paid study leaves from work, etc. The
literature of this period reflected this new
emphasis, away from the mobilisation for
Iabour towards the question of qualification
and training. The characters in women's
literature in this period tend to be scientists,
artists, journalists and doctors.

Two typical works of the sixties were
Brigitte Reimann's The Siblings and Christa
Wolf's The Divided Heaven, both published
in L963. Betsy, the main character in
Reimann's novel, is an artist and works (as

an artiSt) with a construction brigade building
a power station. (lhis frequent arrangement
was a result of the Bitterfeld Conference of
GDR writers in 1959 which encouraged
writers/artists to work in the factories and
encouraged ordinary workers to write about
their experience.) She is an enthusiastic
modern woman. The conflict of the novel
revolves around the decision of her brother
to flee to the West. For Betsy, crossing the
boundary to the other Germany is "a step into
the past", the East is "our world, my world""
and she feels more at home in Prague than
in West Berlin.lz The conflict is resolved
(with the help of a party member) when the
brother decides to stay. Betsy makes the final
step of deciding to join the party.

The plot of The Divided Heaven revolves
around Rita Seidel, a teacher-in-training who
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is working in a railroad car factory. (Christa
Wolf herself, ful response to the Bitterfeld
call, had worked in a railroad c€r works in
Halle from 1959-1962.) Her love affair with
Manfted Herrfwth ends abruptly and sadly
when he fails to return from a scientific
conference in West Berlin. Rita is thrown
into a crisis (he expected her to follow him)
and experiences a physical and rnental
breakdown which leads to a suicide attempt
on 13 August 1961 (the day the waIl was
built!). During her recovery in the sanatorium
she resolves the conflict in favour of an

active acceptance of "socialist GDR".
The novel was a great success in the GDR,

where it is still a best-seller. It was made into
a film the following year (1964) and in 1963
Wolf became a candidate member of the
Central Committee of the SED, a post which
she kept until L967.

The Divided Heaven was an important
advance for GDR literature, both in its use
of formal techniques (interior monotrogUe,

etc.) and in its contents (more realistic
description of problems and contradictions),
but on the issue of women's emancipation no
decisive break is made with the ftadition of
the fifties. Self-realisation is still possible
through integration into the world of socialist
production. Women have now conquered
positions previously held by men. Rita's
recovery, her acceptance of and adaptation to
the society of productive rationality is
achieved, however, &t some cost to her
feelings and spontaneity (symbolised by her
love for Manfred). But the novel makes clear
that this is the way forward.

In general the female role-models of this
period are more differentiated, less stixe-
otyped. We get some insight into the
psychological/subjective response of women
to the new society, to the "socialist GDR".
But these role-models, conceived didactically
in the sociatrist realist uadition, were still
created within the constraints of official
ideology as rhis was promoted by the party
and understood by the writers who adhered
to the party's line, Emancipation through
labour, as enunciated by Engels and Bebel,
remained the firndamental theme. But the
heroines of labour of the previous decade
were now replaced by the qualified career
"superwomen" who, in the words of a

publication of the official women's organisa-
tion, the Democratic Women's League of
Germany, in 1967, were expected to "partici-
pate in the construction of socialism, to
acquire high levels of education, to be good
wives, sensitive educators, loving mothers
who share in the running of our state with
a clear mind and a firm hand".13

Breakthrough 1968-1 975
The early seventies witnessed a qualitative
breakthrough in the literature written by and
about wornen. We may conveniently date this
period fxom the publication in 1968 of
Christa Wolf's novel, The Quest for Christa
T. It reached its high poinr with the

Con etlt*, 0/tt,
Cofrrrd€ f,ooectcr tt ,o tte tellg
sret* lot ,roa t tlc rrl c

of roeco to tle coostrse tloi
of secl se !
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One of these was the greater cultural
freedom after L971, when Erich Honecker
replaced Ulbricht &s pa$y leader and made
his famous promise that drere shorld be "no
taboos in the field of art and literature", a
promise nevsr fuIly honoured.ls

Another important fac[or was the increased
awareness among East German women of the
conftadictions between their life sinration and
the claims of official ideolog . Although the
regirne claimed in L971, that women's
emancipation had been "large1y achieved" 16
patriarchal structures obviously continued to
exist under 'developed socialism'. For inst-
ance, although over 80% of women had been
integrated into production, they still did over
80% of the housewo,rk. There were no
women in the leading Politburo and as late
as 1982 only LZVa of the Cenual Committee
wer€ women.

A very irnportant ir,rsight into the attinrdes
of GDR women at this tirne w&s provided by
the collection of interviews with vrornen
carried out, by Maxi Wander and published in
1978 under the tittre Good klorning
Beautiful.LT In those interviews wo$ren spoke'
of their personal histories, family, work,
sexual life, fears and hopes. In his history of
GDR literature" Emmerich $ays of this
collection: "No other book says so much
about the GDR as does Maxi Wander's
collection. No other book is so encouraging
brcause it gives a voice to women, human
being, who refrrse to simply adapt and who
take very seriously the claim to self-
deterrnination in their daily lives."l8 I wilI
return to this collection trater. Its importance
here is that the collection demonstrated a

spirit of resistance arnong GDR women and
an awareness of the gulf between reality and
the claims of official ideology.

A third factor in the emergence of {r

women's literatrue that addressed the central
issues of womeR's emancipation was undoub-
tedly the feminist movement in the West.
Although it is difficult to establish direct
Iinks, and sofire writers 1Wolf, Morgner)
reject any theoretical influence from
Western feminismle , there was probably a
general cultural influence, especially since
West German women writers such as Cluista
Reinig and Helga Nowd< were widely read
in the GDR.

Christa Wolt
The Quest fo, Christa 7@ was first
published in 1968, although an earlier versi.on
of the novel seems to have been written &s.

early as L965.n At the ltth Plenum of the
Central Cor,rmittee in December 1965 Wotrf
had criticised certain aspects of cultural
policy and had defended another author,
Werner Brituning, who had come under
attack from the authorities for his novel
Rurnmelpl.atz which had given a rather
unfavourable account of working conditions
in a mine. Wolf was later dropped from the
Central Committee. The reaction to Wolf's
novel was negative at first and it wasn't until

prrblication in 1,974 of tlree novels: The Ltfe
and Adventures of Trobadora Beatriz by
krntraud Morgner; Karen W by Gerti Tetmer
and Franziska Linkerhand by Brigitte
Reimann.la This was foltrowed in 1975 with
the publication of an anthology of stories
specially commissioned to deatr with the issue
of women's role, Bolt From tltc Blue, edited
by Edith Anderson.

'V[hereas the literature of the fifties and
sixties had created a model of the emanci-
pated woman based almost entirely on norflrs
derived from the world of productionfiareer,
a model in which self-realisation in the
non-productive sphere was not thematised,
the literature of the early seventies took up
the question of self-realisation in a way
which radically questioned the traditional
rnodel of emancipation. It developed a far
wider range of literary forms and experi-
ments, b,reaking out of the limits of orthodox
socialist realism, ffid posing a radical critique
of existing assumptions about women's needs
and rmomen's role in society. Within the
space of a decade women's literature became
a major component of GDR triterature, the
importance of which soon received wide-
spread international recognition.

It is difficult to accor:nt fully for these
changes since there isn't necessarily a direct
link between sociaffplitical changes and
individual literary creation. But, that being
said, certain factors obviously played a role.
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L973 that it was widely distributed in the
GDR.

The
Christa

character of the novel,
born in L9n, experienced

Nazi ruIe and the defeat, finished her degree
in Leipzig in 1954, worked as a teacher, then
gave up her job, married a vet and lived in
the coturtryside where she brings up tluee
daughters, begins to build her own home and
attempts to write. In L963 she dies of
leukaemia. The narrator in the novel knew
Christa T as a child, met her again at
university, and after her death reflects on the
life of her friend.

The central theme of the novel, if one can
express it in a sentence, is the individual
(woman's) attempt at self-realisation and the
conflict with society that arises from this
process. Although officially criticised in the
GDR for its 'subjectivism', the novel is in
fact a 'novel of society' (Gesellschaftsro-
man), the basic dynamic of which is the
conflict between the individual and the
collective. The story of Ctrista T is the story
of individual alienation in the new 'socialist
society' of the GDR. It is a questioning of
GDR society through the perspective of a

woman who is committed to socialism but
who cannot adapt to the requirements of her
society. It is possible to understand the novel,
{rs many Western critics did, as pafi of the
general questioning of East European Stalin-
ism in the sixties which culminated in the
Prague Spring. This is undoubtedly true, but
the feminist perspective of the novel adds a

dimension which goes beyond purely politic-
aI protest.

Although initially enthusiastic for the new
society and for the "new person" that is being
created, rr Christa T began, very early on, ...
to ask herself what change mearrs. The new
words? The new house? Machines, bigger
fields? The new man, she heard people say;
and she began to look inside herse1f."(p.56)
Her "vision of herself" cannot be reconciled
with official expectations. Her doubts, her
imagination, her moral conceru and her
longing for self-fulfilment militate against the
demands for social conformity. In the early
sunmer of 1953 @erlin workers' uprising
June 1953 !) her personal crisis leads to
depression and illness, diagnosed by the
doctor as "deficient capacity to adapt herself
to existing circumstances" .(p.72)

Christa T lives in a society which inhibits
individualism, a society in which fhe "facnral
people. Up-and-doing people (Hopp-Hopp
Menschen)" (p.51) have forgotten that the
creation of socialism should be a dialectical
process of conflict" individual responsibility,
greater possibilities for individual self-real-
isation. In a world where everything is "we",
Christa T experiences "the difficulty of
saying 'I"'.

What is it about Christa T that leads to this
"deficient capacity to adapt"? It is the gulf
which she experiences between thinking and
feeling, the need, as Wolf described it in her
essay "Reading and Writing", to "feel
rationally and think with feeling".Z In her

longing for connectedness, for communify
(which she didn't find under Nazismn ffid
was looking for in marriage having failed to
find it in the new society), Christa T
manifests a set of values which are sharply
at odds with those of her (patriarchal)
environment which emphasised equality,
achievement (Leistung) and conformity.
Christa T's morality, one of individual
responsibility and caring, seemed to have no
place in the world of technological ration-
ality.

The subject matter of the novel, as of
almost all of Wo1f's writings since then, is
the specificity of female experience and
consciousness in a 'socialist society' . The
radically new way in which self-realisation is
posed in this novel sets it off from what had
gone before. With its critique of GDR society
and of the traditional and official role-mode1
which that society attempted to impose on
women, Christa T was to exert a great
influence on the growing number of women
who began to write in the seventies. This
influence resulted not only from the feminist
perspective of the novel but also from its
formal innovations23 and from the radical
shift of emphasis in the way in which the
question of women's emancipation was
posed.

lrmtraud Morgner
By far the most radical and most comprehen-
sive attempt to confront the role of women
in GDR society came with the publication in
L974 of kmuaud Morgner's The Ltf" and
Adventures of Trobadora Beatriz as Chroni-
cled by Her Minstrel Laura,% anovel which
one critic has described as "a Doctor Faustus
for feminists".2s

Irmtraud Morgner, born L933, studied
German literanrre at I*ipzig (as did Ckista
Wolf), then worked as literary critic until
1958, since which time she has lived as a

fuIl-time writer in Berlin. When her novel
Trobadora Beatriz was published in 1974
Morgner had already been writing for quite
some time. (Her first short story was
published in 1959.)

It is impossible to summarise this complex
novel of some 700 pages. The narrative
revolves around three women. Beattz is a

troubadour of 12th century France who
awakes from an 800-year sleep, experiences
the May revolt in France, then goes to the
GDR because she has been told that women
there have been emancipated. In the GDR
she meets LawA who shows her that
patriarchal relations still exist in the new
society. After an initial period in which she
develops utopian, phantastical and magical
sftategies for freeing women, Beafiz becom-
es disillusioned. Laura, however, inspired by
Beatriz, becomes more radical. The third
woman, Valeska, is a scientist who turns
herself into a man while retaining her female
personality.

This fantastic story of the confrontation
between the Trobadora (a woman from

history) and the reality of women's lives in
the GDR is told through the medium of a
'montage novel', loosely held together by the
story of the three women and made up of
short stories, exfracts from diverse sources
such as newspapers, the memoirs of Krups-
kaya, academic works on medieval literature,
poems and parts of a previous novel of
Morgner herself. Laur4 in the novel, defends
this literary form as particularly appropriate
for women: "Apart from temperament, short
prose mrresponds to the socially rather than
the biologically determined life-rhythm of an
average woman, whose life is constantly
being broken up by the demands of
housekeeping. " t).26 1 )

The sheer richness of the noel, consEucted
like a medieval tapestr!, with its many layers
of social criticism, experiment, utopian writ-
ing, magic, history, debates on feminist
strategy, etc. made it difficult for GDR critics
to come to terms with it. Central to the novel
is the claim that women in the GDR are not
emancipated, and in no other novel of the
period is the continued existence of paftiar-
chal social relations so mercilessly or so

imaginatively exposed.
Morgner herself accepts theoretically many

of the basic tenants of official policy. In an
interview given shortly after the novel was
published, she stated her view that "the
humanisation (Meruchwerdung) of women,
as social change, can only really b.gin after
the socialist revolution, but not automatical-
ly". .Also, "emancipation of women is
unachievable without the emancipation of
me& and vice versa. Trobadora Beatriz was
written by a communist woman." However,
"the GDR is today, of course, a male state
(Mtinnerstaat) - leading positions in the state,
economy and culnrre ure overwhelmingly in
the hands of men."6 When Beatriz arrives
at the GDR border and inforns the customs
official that she wants to settle in paradise,
his reply is that "the GDR is no paradise, it
is a socialist state". (p.139)

"You complain about the lack of solidarity
among women?" says Beauiz to Laura. "It is
only natural among creatures that have been
kept down for thousands of years..... I have
stepped out of history because I want to enter
into history. I want to appropriate nature, first
of all my own nature." (p.174) The novel's
historical perspective (the three women
epresenting the past, present and futrue), its
use of myth and legend is a way of
awakening in women a sense of their own
history. Women in the GDR perform two
thirds of all socially necessary labour (house
and job) in what is still a Mtinnerstaat
because they lack the courage and strength to
fight this oppression. One of the reasons for
this is the fact that they "enter life without
an awareness of their own history....The great
culture of the Greeks was based on the
domination of slaves. The great cuhural,
scientific and technical achievements of our
present culture are based on the domination
of women....Women need an awareness of
their own history to enable them to resist."?

principal
T, was
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Another area where Morgner's novel broke
with the taboos of GDR literature was in its
treatment of sexuality. Not only is there a

more positive and direct fteatment of the
erotic/sexual, this area of women's experi-
ence is also integrated into the overall
rcritique of oppression. Chapter 32 of the
novel is an extract from an academic work
which states that "the woman - the average
woman in the population and not every
woman - experiences orgasm less often than
the man....in the ratio of 1:10."(p.617) But
what most other female characters in the
literature of the period would experience as

personal shortcoming, Trobadora Beariz
confronts as just another aspect of overall
female oppression: "The erotic" says Laura,
"is the last domain of men. In all other areas
the law of the country gives women
equality." It is a domain which men
"stubbornly defend". (p.173) The novel says
that women have to "learn to make sovereign
use of the productive power of sexuality".

We also find in the novel, for the first
time, the suggestion of an alternative to the
nuclear family (or, increasingly, the single
mother). Valeska, the woman of the future,
after a difficult ma:riage and divorce, lives
communally with other women who, like her,
have children. Housework and childcare are
socialised, it is a "sisterly life" which brings
with it a "wondrous freedom". (p.356) This
theme, however, is not developed.

Trobadora Beatriz was quite a popular
novel in the GDR. In its portrayal of GDR
society as a "male state" in which women
suffered not only from the "double burden"
of housework and career but also had their
history and their sexuality "expropriated", tlte
novel struck a chord among GDR women. Its
imaginative and 'fantastic' character, the

richness of its alternative life-styles, role-
models and emancipation strategies which it
offers, made it a landmark in GDR women's
literature. A sequel, Amanda, the second in
a planned ftilogy, was published in 1983.

Heimann and Tetzner
That same year saw the publication of two
other novels that also addressed issues of
women's emancipation: Brigitte Reimann's
Franziska Lirilcerhand and Gerti Tetaner's
Karen W.x Both writers were in their thirties
and it was Tetzner's first novel. Brigitte
Reimann died n L973 at the age of 39 before
the (unfinished) novel w&s published.

Both novels address what is a key issue for
women in the GDR - the sometimes
impossible demands placed on women who
try to combine their career with their
traditional female role in the house and
family. In official ideology, in the propagan-
da of the official women's organisation and
in the literary role-models of the sixties
women were expected to be highly educated
career women as well as good wives and
loving mothers. In the officially promoted
image, the career superwoman had replaced
the worker heroine. "Any man who ttrinks
anything of himself ', says Morgner,"will
have a career wife as a matter of cotuse.
That's already something like a question of
honour. Housewives, although they may have
certain advantages, are not highly regarded
by men."29

According to a recent West German
publication, the average woman in the GDR
spends 37 hours per week on housework
(compared with an average of 6 hours for
men).30 Since over 907o of women also work
outside the home (1987 figure) this must
create an innolerable burden for women. The

problem is, however, not just the question of
hours worked, but the general social expecta-
tions and the quality of life for women which
results from the contradictory demands of
career and family. Margog one of the women
interviewed in Maxi Wander's book, says:
"Career-wise I am a man's equal. I am
accustomed to the fact that my career gives
me a certain independence and security. But
the fact that this is not enough for me is
another matter."3l

Karen and Franziska, the two central
characters, are career women (law and town
planning). Both novels are reflections on
their personal histories, which mirror the
history of the GDR itself, and both novels
contain large elements of autobiography.
Both women experience a trajectory of high
ideals, enthusiffiffi, frustration and alienation.
Both, in the end, reject the role model of
career woma:n/wife/mother.

Karen rejects above all the alienation of
work in a technologically oriented, rationalis-
tic, hierarchical male world driven by the
need to achieve. Strongly motivated by a

need for humane inter-relationships, she
believed that in her career (dealing with cases

"from behind a desk" in a law firm) she
could do something "against coldness and
indifference. But, in its own wa], [the career]
simply makes one colder." (p.213) She gives
up her career and becomes a housewife
because she has "inwardly broken from the
view that a woman who, as a human being,
shuffles back and forth between the wash-
bucket and the cooker, does not work
because, as only wife and mother, her life,
as seen externally, had no economic or
measurable value". (p.29)

Her life as wife/mother opens up new
possibilities of happiness, relaxation and
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-warmth but, in the end, she finds the life
cramped and unfulfilling, a life in which
"every day becomes just a preparation for
Peters' (her husband's) evening homecom*
ing". (p.100) She leaves her husband and
goes' with her daughter, to live and work in
an. agriculnral collective in her home village,
hoping to find there the kind of more humane
personal relationships that she desires.

Franziska also experiences the disadvan-
tages for women working in a male-oriented
career world (in her case, the world of
architecture and town planning). Initially
enthusiastic about building a better and more
humane environment, she "worked six or
seven years only with men, adapted to male
norrns, learned to speak their rough language.
She had been accepted but noq &rrd this she
knew well, as a natural part of that other
world." (p.188) Only later she learns that "in
this society, in which women receive equal
pay for equal work, there are other unwritten
rules, ruIes which have been made in a

male-dominated wor1d, rules that follow a

person silently and stubbornly, like a yoke
around our necks, and which are nothing
other than that damn o1d none shouldn't do
that' of my parents". (p.189)

Franziska" however, unlike Karenn opts to

stay in her career world and continue the
fight. Ma:riage and family is not an option:
"she doesn't want to learn patience, selfless-
ness, the old-fashioned virnres imposed like
handcuffs on women". She wa-s not prepared
"to make any sacrifices to any husband, to
any children". (p.178)

The novels, of course, do not resolve the
problem. There is no 'happy ending', ro
resolution of the conradictlon. This aspect of
wornen's lives in the GDR - the survival of
the raditional female role in the family, tlre
alienating quality of work in the career world
and the intolerable sinration that arises frorn
the attempt to combine both - is now a yery
familiar theme in GDR women's literafire.
It was these two novels of Reimann and
Tetzner which broke what Cluista V/olf
described &s "the long silence of wometr"3z
on this issue.

"Why can't a woman,,.,
,,,,.b9 likg a man ?
Franziska Linkcrlwnd ar$ KarenW raise, but
do not develop, a theme which was explicitly
developed in an anthology prrblished in L975
with the title Bolt Frorn the Blue.33 The
publishers had commissioned this anthology

of seven short stories and one essay devoted
[o the theme of gender roles. One of the
stories in this coltrection wa"s "Self-Experi-
ment" by Christa Wo1f.* The theme addres-
sed by this story is: "Is it the goal of
emancipationn can it wer be worth sriving
for, that women become like rnen... when, in
facg men are greatly in need of b*irrg
emancipated themselves?"3s

The character in the story (the time is
I99z) is a 33-year old single female scientist,
leader of the Sex Change Department in the
Instiurte for the Study of Human Hormones"
Taking the emancipatory srategy of official
ideology 0o its logical conclusion" she "had
to lxove rny worth a.s a $roman by consenting
to becorne a man".0.118) The drug works
but after thi*y days a^s a man she/he decides
to become a woman again. The story (tirst
person naretive) takes the form of a protocol
of the experiment

The story is much more than a protocol,
however. It becomes a strong polemic
addressed to the (rnale) head of the Institute,
the oProfessor'. It is an exposure of the
'secrets' of the male world, of the different
ways in which rnen and women live in and
perceive the world. The first tests ca:ried out
after the sex-change register different respon-
se : "I didn't say 'love' in response to 'red',
{ls I always had before, but 'rage'. Not'man'
in response to 'woman' but 'beautiful-
',.,.'We11, well' well, said my friend Riidiger,
now we're getting somewhere old buddy."

tr.119) As a marx she/he "started having
difficulty using any form of the personal
pronoun 'I'.n' (p.121)

Even the physical environment was per-
ceived differently: "I remembered what 'city'
meant for her: an abundance of constantly
disappointed hope constantly renewing itself.
For him - that is, for ffie, Anders - it was a
tight chrster of inexhaustible opportunities."
{p.I22) The exposure culminates in the
discovery that men "cannot love, and know
it". (p.130) The emancipation strategy of
sociefy is, in fact, a tlueat, one which women
have to resist "the activities you immerse
yourselves in cannot bring you happiness and
we have a right to resist when you try to drag
us into [hem". (p.128)

The story doesn't end, however, wirh the
simple affirmation of the specific character

of female awareness but with a pointer to the
funrre in which the male-world itself might
be changed: "Now my experiment lies ahead:
the attempt to love. Which, incidentally, can
lead to fantastic inventions - to the creation
of the person one can love," (p.131)

Much has been written about Christa
Wolf's work from the point of view of her
theory or s trategy f or women's
emancipation.3d This is an aspect which
cannot adequately be dealt with in this brief
survey.

The title of the anthology was taken from
the story by Sarah Kirsch. This was also a
story of 'sex-change' in which Katherina
after a three-day sleep, awakes to find that
she is a man. When A1bert, Katherina's lover

Ohrisla Wolf
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with whom she has lived for three years,
returns home and finds 'Max', things actually
work out quite wetrtr, in fact, betrer than
before. The new relationship (between the
two men) is characterised by respec! solidar-
ity and willingness to help. The friendship
among equals, however, is achieved at the
cost of their (previous) sexual relationship.
As a critique of the relationships between
men and women in GDR society the story
was very effective.

The stories by Wotrf and Kirsch brought
together the major thernes of women's
literature in the GDR as th"y had been
developed up to that point. Emancipation
through integration into productionlcareer
structure is no tronger a dominant theme,
Womenns entry into the career world is
already taken for granted and the problem of
emancipation is posed at a higher level. In
GDR society women are discriminated
against by male norrns which attempt to
impose on thern an alien model of emancipa-
tion. A strategy of emancipati.on which is
based on the concept of 'equal rights' with
men is rejected. ful dternative concept of
self-realisation is taking shape which
emphasises the values of individualiry, per-
sonal happiness, caring and openness, MaIe
behaviour and consciousness is confronted.
There is a radical critique of GDR society
and the stories are not uriformly optimistic.
Socialist realism as literary form is totally
rejected and new, more experimental, more
open literary forms are developed which
confront the linguistic, logical and rational
norrns of the traditionally male-dorninated
sphere of literary production.

The publication af Bolt From tlw Blue \n
L975 is a convenient point at which to end
the first part of this survey. By 1975
wornen's silence on the issue of their own
oppression had ended, certainly at the level
of literature. Christa Wolf's stor), "Self-
Experiment" demonstrated the absurd if not
the threatening logic of the GDR's official
sffategy for women's emancipation. A num-
ber of collections of interviews with GDR
women published around this time confirm

that the lxoblems, concerns, consciousness
and hopes expressed in the works of women
writers like Wolf, Reimanrl Morgner, Tetz-
ner and Kirsch reflected a real state of affairs
among GDR women.3?

At the same time as giving expression to
these concems and this resistance, women's
Iiterature was also important in providing the
language, concepts and imaginative dimen-
sion within which a larger number of women
could b*gin to -express and discuss these
issues. The decade after L975 saw a
tremendous increase in the number of women
who began to write, to the point where they
are today about a quarter of GDR writers"

I will end with a quotation from Malri
Wander's preface to her collection Good
Morning Beautiful: "The dissatisfaction of
many women with what has been achieved is
something I consider very optimistic. If
some of this is depressing, we must
remennber that people generally don't feel the
need to talk about happiness. Happiness is
something one lives. We give extr)ression to
that which oppresses us, in order to under-
stand it and in order to liberate ourselves
from it."
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the magazine has been struck off the list of publications available through the East
German Post Office's subscriptions service and simultaneously disappeared from
public display. The reason, according to the ruling SED party's central organ A/eues
Deutschland: the publication W Sputnik of a letter from Soviet journalist Ernst Henri
to poet llya Ehrenburg, dated 1965, in which Henriaccuses Stalin of having aided
and abetted Hitler's rise to power by dividing the German labour movement and of
having weakened the defences of the USSR on the eve of the "Great Patriotic War"
with his purges of the Red Army officer corps and the signing of the infamous
Hitler-Stalin Pact of 1939.
Soon after the ban it became known that toplevel East German historians are
themselves working on a critical reappraisal of the communist role in the struggle
against fascism. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that the banning ol Sputnik
has little to do with the incriminated item but everything to do with attempts to keep
glasnost out ol the GDR.
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YUG@SLAVilA
The escalating Yugoslav crisis has further reinforced the ever- present tendency of the republican and provincial parties to
enftench themselves in their local national constituencies. The outcome has varied considerably, given the wide economic

disparities and differing national raditions.

MICHELE LEE

WILL THE CENTRE HOLD?
The Slovenes Reach
for Democracv
rF ne uorurutree ror rJerenre or trtunan

I Rigtrts, established to defend four
I intellectuals arrested in May 1988 and

sentenced for allegedly handling a secret
military document, is today fast acquiring the
character of a Slovene peoplesn frontl. It has
remained in dialogue with the ptrU, main-
taining a political consensus on all the main
issues affecting democracy and Slovene
national sovereignty. Yet the the progress of
Slovene democratisation has by no means
been a simple progress. At recent elections to
a post on the republican (state) Presidency,
Igor Bavcar, a leading member of the
Committee, was firmly 'filtered out' of the
electoral procedure, despite the fact that he
had won majority support at the base. The
pretext given was that Bavcar had called for
'civil disobedience' to prevent execution of
the sentence pronounced by the military court
on Janez Jansa, Franci Zavrl, David Tasic
and Ivan Borstner (in fact, Bavcar's proposal
had been heavily qualified: he had proposed
direct action only to allow the Slovene
republican assembly's special commission,
set up to investigate the circumstances of the
original arrests, to conclude its work). In
protest against this undemocratic practice,
some fifty of the best young pa$y intellec-
tuals resigned from the pafty.

It was in this context that Janez Jans4 one
of the Slovene Four, wrote an open letter to
the Slovene pafty leader Milan Kucan. In an
astonishing indication of the democratic
climate prevailing in Slovenia, this was
pubtished in the main Ljubljana daily Delo (5
November 1988), with a reply by Kucan. In
his letter, Jansa criticised a speech Kucan had
given at Poljce to trade-union activists just
before the candidate list was to be approved,
in which he had criticised Bavcar for calling
for civil disobedience. Jansa argued that this
speech had opened the door to attacks on the
Committee and also to Bavcar's disqualifica-
tion. Yet the original arrests, and the trial
of the Four, had been 'an aspect of policy
conducted by certain forces within Yugosla-
via hostile to the liberalisation in Slovenia'.

He also criticised Kucan for changing his
position on the language. Initially, Kucan
had argued that Slovenes could not feel

loyalty to a state which did not respect their
mother tongue. However, when the Federal
authorities - the Federal state presidency and
the Supreme Military court - pronounced the
use of the Serbo-Croat language during the
Eial of the Four to be perfectly constinrtional,
he did nothing. Jansa accused Kucan of
'naivete at best and political opportunism at
worst', arguing that unprincipled politics
could only end in disaster. Slovenes lived
with the fear that Kucan and Janez Stanov-
nik, the republic's state presidenf, might be
removed, since this would mark the end of
liberalisation in Slovenia. However, if the
two were ready to give up their principles,
then this amounted to the same. Kucan used
to be described as 'progressive', Jansa went
or, but this description was now beginning
to pale. 'One cannot assess how progressive
ideas are solely in terms of the "relationship
of forces"; it is a question of the vision they
contain" which determines the aim. Without
an aim, there is neither will nor way.'
Without an aim that can inspire the people,
it would be impossible to get out of the
current crisis. But the electoral manoeuvre
suggested that the parry's proclaimed reform
would be only of a cosmetic nature.

Kucan began his reply by stressing that
democratisation in Slovenia was worthy of
the name only if it provided space for people
like Jansa to state their views. While he
refused to enter into a polemic, he neverthe-
less wished to touch on three important
points raised by Jansa.

1) 'I recognise the Yugoslav Federal state
as defined by the 1974 constitution - as my

own. The key question today, however, is
what kind of Yugoslavia?' Kucan argued
that very wide differences existed in this
regard, as was indicated by the trial. In his
view, 'a Yugoslavia that w&s not socialist
and.democratic would not be possible.' But
there were strong proponents of different
options, &d the battle over the character of
the Federation would continue. The question
of the language had to be seen in this
context. This was not to say that one should
give up the struggle: Slovene language and
sovereignty depend, above all, on 'unity and
determination in Slovenia'.

2) 'I do not share the opinion of those
who say that Yugoslavia is not a legal state.'
For Kucan, what was at stake was a
strengthening of its democratic content. This
involved the elimination of arbitrariness and

voluntarism on the pafi of the party, which
had turned the state into an alienated power
over citizens rather than something belonging
to them all. 'This must be the meaning of
the reform of the political system.' This was
why the Slovene Assembly had set up a

commission to shrdy all the circumstances of
the trial, and why in July the Slovene party
had given its support to the Committee for
Protection of Human Rights. In the
meantime, he was against calls 'to stop the
execution of the legal sentence passed by the
military court.'

3) 'Regarding my speech at Poljce, it
would be unfair to suggest that the candidate
commission was involved in manipulation.
We in the I*ague of Communists of Slovenia
have the sarne visions and aims, and differ
only about the means.' Just as in his speech
he had not talked about the Committee's
activity in general, it would be equally wrong
to declare oneself for or against the Slovene
party in general. He saw the call for civil
disobedience as something that could 'stop
the process of democratisation and weaken
the Slovene internal consensus, hence also
Slovenia's influence on the formulation of an
all-Yugoslav orientation.' A polarisation in
Slovenia - particularly on an issue such as

respect for the law - could have 'Eagic
consequences'.

Nationalism
Triumphs in Serbia
I t wad in Serbia ttrat rhe rurn ro the

I nation took the sharpest form: the
I primacy of class politics was formally
abandoned in favour of national consolidation
with the accession of Slobodan Milosevic to
unchallenged power in the League of Com-
munists of Serbia, at the end of 1987, on a
prograflrme of re-centralisation of Serbia.

The 1974 Federal constitution had given
considerably enhanced autonomy to Kosovo
and Vojvodina, the two provinces within the
republic of Serbiq making them constituent
pafis of the Yugoslav Federation. The
Serbian leadership co-responsible for this
arrangement had favoured it on the grounds
that the policing of Kosovo exacted a heavy
toll on Serbia's own internal democr&cy,
while no economic progress in Kosovo could
be envisaged without Albanisation of the
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province's pa$y and state cadre?. The purge
of this leadership in 1972 - as pafi of a
country-wide assault on 'liberalism' - opened
a power struggle within the Serbian party,
which remained largely unresolved urtil the
a:rival of Milosevic, although a working
consensus wuls established by 1984 to seek
the republic's re-centralisation.

The enhanced autonomy of the two
provinces had weakened Belgrade's import-
ance, and there was a new determination to
rettun to the status quo anle. The decentral-
isation of the Federal state, which the 1974
constitution expressed, and especially devolu-
tion of powers to the provinces, was singled
out by successive Serbian leadershipr as the
root cause of the economic and political
troubles of Serbia.

The Serbian party, however, was faced
with a seemingly insuperable barrier, in that
corutinrtional changes must be sanctioned by
all three assemblies - those of the two
provinces as well as of that of the republic
as a whole - but approval from Vojvodina
and Kosovo was not forthcoming. The
provinces' stand was suppor[ed by the
Federal party leadership, which was concer-
ned about the implied reduction in the rights
of the Albanian population. More important-
ly, it did not wish to see any alteration of the
national balance within the Federation, since
the consequences of this would be incalcul-
able.

The Serbian leadership now split on the
issue of how to proceed. Two currents
emerged by 1987: the first, a.ssociated with
the then Serbian state president Ivan Sta:rrbo-
Iic, preferred to solve the problem through an
all-Yugoslav consensus. The secoird,
gathered around paily leader Milosevic,
opted for independent action by Serbia,
which could only mean a Serb national
mobilisation. Since the 1981 demonstrations
Serb nationalists had been complaining that
Kosovo was becoming a purely Albanian
province; the 'cradle of the Serb nation' was
being alienated from it. A powerful coalition
comprising right-wing nationalists among the
traditional intelligentsia (some of them mem-
bers of the Serbian Academy), 'disillusioned'
leftists (in particular, the ex-Pracis group),
the Orthodox Church and a section of retired
and active party and state bureaucrats,
emerged in the late 1980s. The coalition
entered public life with a now notorious
petition - in which the then party-state
leadership was accused of high treason. This
was followed by a 'Memorandum' drafted by
the academicians,. which accused the CPY
and the Comintern of an historic 'anti-Serb'
conspir acy. This document subsequently
became the ideological platform for the
Serbian party's 'new course'. The Kosovo
pa$y was duly accused of encouraging Serb
and Montenegrin emigration from the pro-
vince, and the Albanian nation held to be
guilty of ethnic 'genocide'.

The Serbian leadership now argued that
changes to the republic's constitution were
necessary, if only to give it direct control

over the province's police and judiciary in
order to put an end to 'genocide' and
'counterrevolution'. In the spring of 1987 ,
Slobodan Milosevic appeared in Kosovo
Polje - the organising centre of Serb and
Montenegrin nationalists - to deliver a fiery
speech in which he offered Serbian pafiy
support for the nationalists' committee. By
a:riving in the province without first inform-
ing the Kosovo party, Milosevic not only
broke pafiy protocol but also signalled his
bid for uncontested power in the Serbian
party. At the 8th session of the latter's CC
in December L987, Ivan Stambolic and
Belgrade pa$y chief Dragisa Pavlovic were
purgeda.

The sudden purge, the brutal manner in
which it was conducted, and the nationalist
overtones of the debate (which was televised)
shocked the country. That the victory did not
come easily, however, was proved by the
viciousness of the subsequent campaign
conducted against the defeated party faction,
and the scale of the purge of key party and
state organs. Particular attention was paid to
the media. In a typically Stalinist manner, all
real and potential critics were characterised
as 'anti-people' and 'anti-Serb'. At the same
time, a prompt expression of total loyalty to
the new leadership - including the obligatory
attack on its opponents - wuls made a
condition of political survival and/or con-
tinued employment. Milosevic was elevated
to the position of an infallible pafiy leader.
After the 'normalisation' in Serbia Milose-
vic's critics inevitably came from the other
republics, and this w{rs used as further proof
of the existence of an anti-Serb coalition.

Serbia, which only a few years earlier had
been a live1y centre of activity and debate,
suddenly succumbed to a numbing 'unity'.
The capital of Yugoslavia became the
headquarters of an embattled Serb nation.
The media was use4 as in wartime, to attack
the enemy, punish traitors, report on the

Slobodan Milosevic

ly all other republicss and the two provinces),
raise the national spirit, recall past victories,
commemorate the wounded and dead in past
battles going back to the 14th century. The
message was that of a heroic nation,
surrounded by perfidious enemies. The milit-
ary prowess of the defunct bourgeoisie was
honoured by erecting statues of its generals.
Serbian peasant dress, especially hats, be-
came a sudden fashion. This orgy of national
self-pity and exhilaration was - and is - at
times internrpted only by reports of marching
workers, coming from Serbia and outside of
it to Belgrade to protest against low wages
or the real or threatened bankruptcy of their
enterprises and to demand the resignation of
managers and functionaries.

An exftemely important role in this
orchesfrated process of national homogenisa-
tion has been played by mass rallies in
solidarity with Serbs and Montenegrins in
Kosovo. Ostensibly spontaneous, th"y were
carefully organized and financed by the
party-state machine. Over the past six
months, such rallies - tens of thousands
strong - have taken place in practically every
major city or village in Serbia including
Vojvodina and Kosovo, &nd spilt over into
Montenegro, against the wish of the local
leadership6. At these - as well as at party
plenums, republican assembly sessions, trade-
union conferences and meetings of the party
base; in universities, factories and schools; at
suitable state occasions - one message was
constantly hammered home: that the Serb
nation is fragmented because its state is
divided into three pieces. Milosevic spoke of
the historic hour: 'Serbia will be united or it
will not exist'. The Belgrade press wrote
about 'the third Serbian uprising'.

The disinclination of the Serbian party to
submit itself to the Federal party's authority
simultaneously grew. National mobilisation
in Serbia and the aggressive tone of its press
resulted in rising tensions throughout the
counffy. In the summer of 1988 the Federal
party kesidency demanded of Belgrade that
nationalist demonstrations be stopped. The
republican leadership refused. Its representa-
tives simply declined to attend meetings of
the Presidency until its demands were met.
The frequency of the rallies if anything
increased ttroughout the auturrrn, their mood
growing more militant. Slogans demanding
arms and the criminal prosecution of other
Yugoslav leaders (in the case of Albanian
leaders also their execution) became frequent.
No party or state leader - be they from
another republic or province or from the
Federation, and irrespective of his or her
status - who appeared not to harbour L007o
support for the 'new course' in Serbia was
exempt from the hate campaigil. These
rallies were by now seriously destabilising
the country, opening the possibility that the
army might have to take over. In October,
Yugoslav state President Raif Dizdarevic
warned - without mentioning the culprit by
nfine - that the country might have to be
placed under a state of emergency. (The
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debate between Kasapovic and Golubovic
which we reproduce below should be seen in
this context).

The readiness of the Serbian party trr use
the threat of civil war to settle inner-paffy
differences (what the Bolshevik pa.rty's left
wing described as 'Bonapartism' during its
struggle with Stalin) startled the country in
early October, when the party leadership of
the province of Vojvodina was overthrown
by a carefully planned and orchestrated mass
action. What is important to emphasise is that
well before the Vojvodina putsch the Federal
pafiy had already agreed to accept Serbia's
constitutional demands, presumably feeling
that it had little choice. In doing so, it had
opened the door to a peaceful resolution of
the problem. Yet this option was rejected by
the Serbian party in favour of a show of
force, thereby informing the Federation that
the internal affairs of the republic of Serbia
were its exclusive prerogative. Judging by the
Federal party's response - its refusal to send,
as is custom&t! t its representative !o the
meeting of the Vojvodina provircial commit-
tee at which the provincial party presidency
submitted its collective resignation; its
acceptance of the Serbian leadership's de-
mand for unconditional resignation of prom-
inent Albanian leaders in Kosovo - this was
accepted and thus de facto legitimised,
breaking with the whole tadition of Yugos-
lav communism according to which the
Federal pafiy held supreme authority over its
republican branches.

The televised 17th Plenum of the CC
LCY - held on L7 -20 October - opened the
split in the ruling party to the gaze of the
whole country. In an unprecedented rnove,
the Federal pafiy presidency - having itself
become the butt of Belgrade attacks - asked
the assembled CC for a vote of confidence:
when the vote was counted, Dusan Ckrebic,
a close collaborator of Milosevic, alone had
been voted down8. In conformity with
Belgrade's secessionist mood, Milosevic re-
fused to accept the vote, publicly rejecting
the CC's authority. The Belgrade press now
derwurrced the all-Yugoslav Ceural Commit-
tee as an 'unprirrcipled alliarrce' directed
against Serbia! A month after the plenum,
the Serbian leadership organised a 350,000
srong public meeting in Belgrade, at which
the 'fighting' spirit of the Serb nation was
once again hailed, other Yugoslav leaders
were attacked, ard a 'united' (as opposed to
federal) Yugoslavia proclaimed. 'No force
can now stop Serbia's unification' screamed
the headlinese.

By now, of course, the concept of
'Serbia's unification' had subsumed a threat
of expansionism and a re-composition - if not
outright dissolution - of the countr5l's federal
structure. This is why the Federal party came
so quickly to the defence of the beleaguered
Montenegrin leadership, when it faced - on
I October - an unprecedented explosion of
working-class anger. The Montenegrin work-
ers' demonstration (described below) pro-
vided a backdrop for a determined attempt to

replace the local leadership with Milosevic's
men. The Montenegrin events, it seems, were
a substitute for something else: the overtluow
of the Kosovo leadership, planned as a
pendant to the successful putsch in Vojvodi-
na. Belgrade was warned, however, that any
such attempt in Kosovo would provoke ma.ss

resistance, which is why the organisers'
accumulated energy was then turned in the
direction of Montenego. Indeed, as subse-
quent events in Kosovo (on which we report
below) show, the Serbian leadership's nation-
aI and state plans have come up against a
popular determination there that will be
impossible to break without a long-term state
of emergency in the province.

Finally, the Serbian leadership, in response
to criticism addressed to it from other parts
of Yugoslavia that it is governed not by class
but rather by purely national considerations,
put considerable efforts at the beginning of
October into presenting itself as a friend to
the workerslo. This image will be difficult to
sustain, since it is firmly committed to
economic liberalism. At the meeting of the
Serbian CC of 22 November 1988, convened
to discuss the economic reform, Milosevic
gave the key speech, in which he said: 'A
contempor€ry, efficient and self-managing
socialist, and above all democratic, society
can only be built on the basis of commodity
production and modern market economy. The
market is today the only democratic mechan-
ism which valourises business ideas and the
activity of economic subjects. Without com-
modity production, self-management can only
be an abstract political relationship.' As the
interview with Pero Jurkovic published below
shows, it is doubtful whether Yugoslav
self-management will survive in any recog-
nisable form.

is its exclusive approach to the Albanian
population iN arr enemy. It consequently
seeks a reconstruction of the Serb national
state as the decisive instrument for a violent
solution of the Albanian 'problem' in
Kosovo, ranging from changing the ethnic
structure of the province to placing it under
a different lega1 system.

This 'right-wing radical' current is
convinced that a precondition of its success
is the innoduction of a state of emergency in
Yugoslavia. It argues, namely, that existing
Yugoslav institutions have been constituted
by a 'permanent and pragmatic anti-Serb
coalition', in a manner designed to block
perpetually the desired re-creation of the Serb

state. The 'permanent' pa,rt of the coalition is
formed by Slovenia and Croatia, and subli-
mates the historic conflict between the
European West and East. The pragmatic part
is made up of the provinces of Vojvodina and
Kosovo, which favour a 'totally de-subjecti-
fied and decomposed Serbia'. The coalition,
therefore, must be destroyed, and this can be
achieved only by an all-Serb mobilisation.
Hence the invitation extended to Serbs living
outside Serbia proper to refuse loyalty to the
individual political communities in which
they live, in the name of the supreme Serb
national interest. 'They see all relations in
Yugoslavia &s fundamentally derived frorn,
and reducible to, the national dimension.
One's own nation is seen as the determinant
not only of its own national politics, but also
of all others.'

This is essentially a totalitarian political
ideology, in that it views the nation as

monolithic, while all other relations within
the state are viewed exclusively along the
lines of an enemy-ally relationship. 'The ally,
of course, is the national establishmenf the
national party, its leadership and Leader. The
enemies are as a rule to be found in the other
nations. Such a sftucturing of the political
field is a remnant of the Stalinist type of rule
and a contribution to its revival: the nation
tums not to the institutions of the state, but
to the P*ty; not to the Assembly, but to the
CC; not to the government, but to the party
leadership.' Like Stalinism, it is also
engaged 'in a terrifying reduction of alt
social complexity: all social relations are
seen as highly transparent and society
appears as a chess board upon which every
move of any individual is predicted, followed
and immediately judged as a move by a

collectiviry to which the individual belongs.'
This right-wing radical nationalism could,

therefore, open the door to 'a totalitarian
movement based on the lower layers of the
upper social class, whose aim would be to
neo-stalinise Yugoslavia.'

1/\ olubovic's response w&s set in the

U ffi %!,:l L11i;, :.ff* ;'is,.Ji
felt, Kasapovic expressed 'with particular
precision'. What the Zagreb meeting confir-
me{ in her view, was the 'unexpected
turnabout in the thinking of certain intellec-

Serbian Right-wing
Radicalism

n a paper presented to the Zagreb
meeting, Mirjana Kasapovic, a Zagreb
political scientist, made a rare attempt

to theorise certain aspects of recent develop-
ments in Serbia. This, and the meeting's
generally critical stance towards the latter -
in particular to the orchesftated mass rallies
- provoked an angry response from Zagorka
Golubovic, an ex-editor of Praxis from
Belgrade. What follows is an abridged
account of their interesting and as yet
unfinished debate.

In her paper, Kasapovic argues that
contemporary Serb nationalism is not a

unified phenomenon but contains different
currents, including a a 'right-wing radical
one'. She defines this as 'an anti-democratic
political ideology and practice which in the
name of a higher right - the allegedly
endangered survival of the Serb nation in
Kosovo - rejects the established dernocratic
system and democratic methods for changing
it.' One component of this current's ideology
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tuals over the past few months'. Golubovic
wrote that many intellecfuals who, in the first
half of the 1980s, 'were very critical towards
the existing system of government, arguing
that since it wa.s not freely elected and since
the people did not have any institutionalised
possibility of expressing their wilI, it was of
questionable legitimacy', were now taking up
positions quite close to official ones, defend-
r"g the system and its 'legal institutions,
while criticising the mass meetings in Serbia
as illegitimate.

'There is an attempt to asctibe a national
background to the protest meetings. For my
part, I am not interested in the nationality of
those who use what M. Kasapovic terms
"instruments of state of exception" - whether
they are Serbs, Slovenes or even Poles.
Could one describe the Sa/idarity movement
in Poland 1980-1 - a non-instinrtional action
par excellerrce - as likewise an instnrment of
"right radicalism"? I am interested in the
principle involved.' h her own view, the
mass rallies in Serbia expressed 'an eleme-
ntary right of all citizens of a country which
has declaratively adopted socialism and
self-management' - the more so as they
demanded 'that irresponsible leaderships and
individual functionaries account to the people
for the current crisis of Yugoslav society.'

Golubovic therefore asked: 'What pre-
vents those who most probably sincerely
desire the democratisation of Yugoslav socie-
ty from recognising, and extending their
support to, these tendencies whiclu in one
way or another, are opening the possibility
for a deepening of the democratic process?'

The mass rallies held in Serbia were
'undoubtedly an instrument of corrosion'of
this hardened bureaucratic system, which

could be used to speed up democratic
processes ... a seed from which a develop-
ment of democratic aspirations and processes
could sprout forth.'

She, Golubovic, would agreed that the
shrggle against a 'decades-long bureaucratic
system' cannot be waged on an exclusively
national basis. However, can one criticise the
search for support exclusively in the nation
in some cases while endorsing it in others?

'It is here that I see the greatest
inconsistency of Slovene intellectuals, and
even of Slovene democratic and progressive
politicians, whose efforts towards democtat-
isation of our society I otherwise support.'

If one accepts, Golubovic went or, that
the democratisation of Yugoslavia will be a
long-term struggle, then one should accept
also that 'every effort designed to break
through what has up to now been an
impenetrable system can be a useful contribu-
tion to the creation of a space for the
democratic process. In the conditions of 'real
socialism', this space has been widened
precisely through exfra-institutional forms of
action: this was true as much in Poland as

in Hurrgrry, in Slovenia as in Serbia.' And
she concluded by saying that 'the defence of
non-democratic institutional forms by some
intellectuals today constitutes an apologia for
the existing system' and represents 'a
departure from the criti.cal stance upheld by
the majority of intellectuals in the first half
of this decade.'

I n her reply, Kasapovic pointed out that

I she had been dealing with only one
, strand of contemporary Serb national-
ism, the one which works hard to create a

conviction that 'justified' national interests
cannot be achieved through the existing
institutional channels. 'My critics do in fact
exactly what they accuse me of doing, by
recogniztng in my analytical category of
righrwing radicalism the totality of what is
happening in the Socialist Republic of Serbia.
This is a necessary consequence of their
refusal to acknowledge the existence of
different ideological positions present within
"the national movement".' This refusal was
politically motivated, since it allowed them to
write off the right-wing radical current as so

many unimportant'excesses'.
Kasapovic rejected Golubovic's a.ssertion

that she equated all forms of extra-institution-
at protest with right-wing radicalism: 'Extra-
instirutional forms of mass political activity
need not be right-wing: mass actions - for
example, the mass strike - are fundamental
forms of political activity also of left-wing
radicalism.' To reduce all mass activity to
right-radical forms of political activity would
indeed be wrong i" Yugoslavia today.
'Rather, it is a question of understanding
concrete mass meetings and concrete
attempts to use them for specific political
aims. It is a question, also, whether concrete
political activity could have political effects
that need not correspond to the subjective
intentions of the majority of participants. In
Poland, the objective consequence of the
mass extra-institutional movement was not
the overthrow of an (illegal) order, but the
inroduction of an instimtionalised state of
exception.'

Finally, there was the question of the
national background of the Serbian protest
meetings, which Golubovic, in Kasapovic's
view, dismissed too lightly. On the contrdr1l,
they could not be understood without it.
'Before she excludes the national background
from the discussion, the author should answer
first some purely prosaic questions. How is
one to explain the fact that the Polish
extra-insdnrdonal movement was aimed at
the (non)legitimate Polish system of govern-
ment, the Hungarian at the Hungarian one,
the Slovene at the Slovene (and Yugoslav)
one, whereas the one thing that the Serb mass
rallies do not question is the legitimacy of the
republic's system of government or of its
leadership? How is it that in the sftuggle
against "bureaucratic counter-revolution", the
question of the "national bureaucracy" itself
is not being posed? How is it that the only
ally of "the people" in the struggle is its
national party-state leadership? Why is it
that the (unreformed) national communist
party, and the type of government it is
creating, ffie not targets of the exka-
institutional rebellion against the (illegiti-
mate) order? I arn not clear why, for
example, the targets of this "exra-institution-
al movement" can be Vrhovec [a Croat] and
Stanovnik [a Slovene] Stanovnik, but not also
Ckrebic [a Serb]J'tz

In Kasapovic's view, mass action as an
instrument of s0ruggle against brueaucratic
autocracy will only serve to strengthen

Nationalist dernonstrators in the Serbian town of Smederevo
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bureaucratic reaction, unless it is a struggle
for democracy with clear aims, such as 'free
elections of representatives and the right
spontaneously to reject those representatives'
decisions.' Kasapovic concluded by rejecting
the suggestion that her orientation had
changed. All her intervention had done was
to reject 'theoretically and politically the
challenge to the existing order's legitimacy
from the position of right-wing radicalism,
and forms of political activity consonant with
this.t

lf^sapovic's questions are very pertinent.

lSi,[:T":: ff ,1:"t't"l$LTffi:
the Serbian bureaucracy was because that
bureaucracy had in fact itself organised them,
in order to put pressure on the Federal party.
Far from being spontaneous, the recent mass
rallies in Serbia were in fact little more than
an instrument of inner-party struggle.
Moreover, their strongly nadsnalist and
anti-democratic charge is shown by the
slogans popular on these occasiorn: 'Give us
arms!'; 'Death to Albanians!';'We shallkill
Vllasi!'; 'H*g Vllasi!', 'Vllasi and lFadi[
Hoxha behind bars!' 'Slobodan Milosevic,

don't let Serbdom down!'; 'Slobodan, we
will march with you to Kosovo!'; 'Kosovo is
ours - don't let Enver [Hoxha] take it away!';
'Serbia asks: when will Slobodan replace
Tito?'; "Slobodan, we ure all yours - only
traitors arc against you!'; 'We are all Serbs!';
'Only Urrity Can Save the Serb!'; 'Montene-
gro is a jewel in Serbia's crown!'; 'Montene-
gro is a Serb land!', '[.,ong live King Peter!';
'Try F.Hoxha; K. Shiroke; D. Markovic; M.
Bakalli; S. Ikeigh"r; Dj. Stojsic; Dz. Nimani;
J. Vrhovec; A. Vlassi; K. Jashari; S.
Dolasevic; B. Ikunic; P. Matic; Dj. Rado-
savljevic; Z. Pupavci; D. Jashanci; V.Krstic;
V. Marelj!'; etc. etc. Photographs show
youths wearing royalist insignia on their
peasant hats or bearded and dressed in black
in the Chetnik style. As Kasapovic indicated,
the individuals whom the mass meetings
denounced, and for whom trial, imprison-
ment, and/or death was demanded - a list of
names that gfew ttroughout the summer and
autumg and that came to include all
prominent Yugoslav leaders, including Stipe
Suvar, current head of the Federal paffy - all
came from outside Serbia proper, with the
exception of Dragoslav Markovic, a retired
Serbian politician who had had the courage
to be openly critical of the present republican
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Class Anoer
Exptodes-
in'lylonteneqro
g n Lg87 MontenYgro, together with

I Macedonia and Kosovo, declared itself
, banlaupt. One third of its enterprises
are operating at a loss. 40,000 workers, in a

republic whose total population is only
600,000, are living and supporting their
families on the minimum wage of 230,000
dinars (n, per month. In the last two years,
6,000 workers have lost their jobs and
thousands of young people are seeking
non-existent work. The social peace ended
about a year 8go, when the Montenegrin
leadership decided to close down 'unviable'
enterprises in order to save the 'healthy'
sectors, but without offering any programme
for dealing with the social effects of this
policy. As a result, on 8 October 1988 the
hungry workers staged the republic's largest
postwar demonstration in the capital Titog-
rad. The demonstration was initiated by the
workers of 'Radoje Dakic', the construction
machinery enterprise, and by steelworkers
from the 'Boris Kidric' enterprise in Niksic.

'Radoje Dakic' occupies third place on
the list of the republic's loss-makers. There
is no market for its products, since the
constnrction industry is heavily depressed.
For a while the enterprise kept going by
doing work in krq; but when the Iraq- Iran
war began, the Yugoslav government was
forced to accept a postponement in Iraqi
payments, which led to a 13 bitlion dinar loss
for 'Radoje Dakic'. The 1987 law on
loss-making enterprises made 'Radoje Dakic'
a'prime target for closure, throwing its 3,000
workers into a state of complete insecurity.
The Niksic steelworks, for is part, accoun-

ted for 407o of the republic's deficit in the
first half of 1988, though some of this is
being blamed on high electricity prices.
These losses are subsidised by the combined
efforts of the republic and the Federation.
Closure of the steelworks, which is b"ing
proposed would lead to a loss of 7,000 jobs.

There is also the case of the wood-pulp
enterprise at Ivangrad, arguably one of the
republic's greatest mis-investments. Calcula-
tions show that the factory has since its
inception produced not a single unit of real
va1ue. It was closed in the suillmer of 1987,
shedding 1,800 jobs. There are those who
argue that the funre of the factory lies in the
production of fine newsprint, for which there
is a great demand in the country, but the
republic's current economic reconstruction
plan does not refer to this possibility.

The textile industry too is in dire srairs
and only a few days before the 8 October
demonsuation" the 'Teteks' workers were on
strike and ptanning a march to the republicqn
Assembly in Titograd. Meanwhile, Montene-
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gro's taditional sheep farming has been
destroyed, as a result of the industrial push
of the 1960s. And although much is being
talked about the possibilities of tourist-based
development, the sad truth is that the
republic's rivers are polluted, its canyons
filled, the remains of its Roman past buried,
the tourist infrastructure dirty and inefficient.

So on 8 October 'Radoje Dakic' workers
began their march in Titograd. Th"y were
joined by other workers, university and
secondary school childreru and by citizens
from Titograd and other Montenegrin towns,
including Ivangrad. Groups came from Koso-
vo and there was an announcement that
others from Serbia and Macedonia would
also be arriving. (Steelworkers, coming from
Niksic, were stopped half-way by police
using batons and tear gas; nrrning back, the
steelworkers with colleagues from other
enterprises staged a mass demonstration in
Niksic.)

The Montenegrin leadership tried to
address the crowd gathered in front of the
state and party official buildings, but with
little result. The demonstrators instead de-
manded their resignations. There were slo-
gar:l,s such as: 'We want to work and eiln otu
living!'; 'We demand bread!'; ''We have had
enough of waiting!'; '[,or,g live the LCY!'.
By the evening, however, nationalist slogans
became more frequen! which included:
'Long live the Serbian leadership!'; 'You
have betrayed Slobodan Milosevic - you have
beftayed Serbdom!'; 'Who says, who lies,
that Serbia is small? ! '; 'Slobodan, w€ are
your soldiers - we shall kill or we shall die!';
'Slobodan, you Serb son, when will you
come to Cetinje?!' At around 6 a.m the
following morning, the police, aided by
'specials', charged the remnants of the
crowd, again using batons and tear gffi, and
dispersed it. By now support for the
Montenegrin leadership had a:rived from the
Slovenian and Croatian party as well as from
Bosnia-Herzegovin4 since it seemed that the
tiny republic was about to be absorbed iruo
Serbia. A condemnation of the demonstrators
finally came from the Federal party leader-
ship, which also condoned the use of force
against the workers - an unprecedented event
in post-war Yugoslavia! There were 23
aJTests. The hospitals reported, however, only
two cases of light injuries. An attempt by
'Teteks' workers to stage another demonsfta-
tion that morning was prevented by the
police. For a few days Montenegro was
placed under a de facto state of emergency.

The events opened up a deep division in
the Montenegrin leadership: the republic's
government submitted its resignation, as did
the leadership of the Titograd party. Simul-
taneously, an urgent meeting of the steel-
works' Workers' Council condemned the use
of force, and issued a set of demands:
immediate acceptance of all constitutional
amendments (some of which were being
resisted by Stroveni&, ir particular); energetic

suppression of 'counter-revolution' in Koso-

vo; speedy reform of the economyi an end to
price rises and the falI in living standards;
reduction of taxation on indus$; the resigna-
tion of the Montenegrin leadership responsi-
ble for the crisis.

The unrest of October 1988 has brought
into prominence the Socialist Youth Alliance
'alternative', supported by the current Ser-
bian leadership. The youth organisation has
given its unreserved support to the workers,
and has demanded a collective resignation of
the Montenegrin leadership. Its president
Ljubisa Stankovic gave an interview to the
Zagreb weekly Danas (22.11.1988), in which
he argued that it was purely accidental that
the demonstrations had started with 'Radoje
Dakic' - worker dissatisfaction was bound to
erupt sooner or later. But he also confirmed
that the current unrest was initiated by the
recent mass rallies in support of Serbs and
Montenegrins in Kosovo, organised by the
Kosovo Committee. The Montenegrin lead-
ership had distanced itself from these 'soli-
darity' meetings, leaving, according to Stank-
ovic, 'a deep gap opened up between the
people and the leadership'.

Up to now, the Montenegrin youth
organisatio& unlike its Slovene counterpafi"
had appeared faceless and passive - and
hostile to the kind of initiatives coming from
Ljubljana. Asked if, in the light of the
October events, it would change its policy
and support such initiatives as the dropping
of Article 133 (defining so-called 'crimes of
opinion') from the Penal Code, Stankovic
answered that he was not sure. In his view,
what was important was the economic
reform, i.e. creation of a proper market
e@nomy - and the change of leadership.

Albanians \Vlarch for
Democracv
A " 17 Novembd 1988, a meeting of the

u l:"Hffil s " Tr'i[Tjj';x'il " s
convened in the provincial capital Pristina, to
discuss the planned resignations of Kaqusha
Jashari and Azem Vllasi, respectively the
current party President and her immediate
predecessor. Their resignations had been
a:ranged as part of a deal on the corutitution
reached earlier between the Federal and
Serbian leaderships. After years of wrangling,
the Federal party leaders had under duress
finally given their agreement to Serbia's
recentralisation, ard thereby also to a

significant reduction in the hard-won rights
of the two-million-strong Albanian nation,
thus rurning the Yugoslav clock back by two
decades. The Pristina meeting was supposed
to legitimise this. The resignations were pafi
of a pledge that the provincial party, which
had not condoned the deal, would neverthe-
less not resist the constinrtional changes
designed to increase Serbia's control over
Kosovo.

That morning, miners from the 'Stari Trg'

mine near Titova Mitrovica, the indusrial
centre of Kosovo, after completing the night
shift, emerged from the 38 degree Celsius of
their pit into the freezing dawn (the first
snows of winter had just fallen on Kosovo),
joined forces with the day shift and began the
70-kilomefte march to kistina. Th*y were
the vanguard of what turned out to be the
largest Albanian demonstration since the war:
half a million participants over the next five
days.

Journalists met them half-way. 'They
were wearing their shabby miners' outfits
and looked quite exhausted. The front row
carried a picnrre of Tito, two miners' flags,
the paffy flug, Yugoslav, Albanian and
Ttrkish flags. Their slogans: "Tito-Party!";
"Jashari-V11asi! "; "Tito-Kardelj! "13; "We will
not surrender our cadres!".'

Unemplbyment in Kosovo is over 50Vo.

Social product per employed person is 30Vo

of the Yugoslav average. The average wage
in the mining-industrial complex of 'Trepca'
(of which 'Stari Trg' is a part) - based on
one of the larges! though now practically
exhausted, lead and zinc mines in Europe -
is about $55 per month. This can barely keep
a miner's family from starvation. A corres-
pondent from the daily Borba (Struggle), one
of the rare journalists able to speak the
Albanian language (only 3 out of 30
Yugoslav journalists accredited to Pristina are
in possession of this essential element of
their trade!) asked one of them if they were
going to Pristina 0o complain about their
wages. 'Everybody gathered around to listen.
The miner answered that this was a day for
politics, not for tears. The journalist said that
politics was a dangerous business - the
"specials" were ahead and there might be
rouble. The grim-faced man responded
angrily: "Journalist, have you ever seen a
wedding without meat?".'l4

Once in Pristina, the miners were joined
by other workers, then by students and youth,
followed by secondary and primary school
children - 8A7o of the participants were below
the age of 20 - and soon also by the older
generation, coming from all parts of Kosovo
(as well as western Macedonia) in a

five-day-long demonstration of national de-
termination. During the bitterly-cold nights,
they camped outside the Provincial Commit-
tee headquarters, lopping the branches from
the young ftees planted in its forecourt to
warm themselves up. Their protest had two
aims: to express their rejection of the
proposed changes in the constitution of the
Republic of Serbia; to prevent, in that
contex! the enforced resignation of the two
provincial leaders. Although the Provincial
Committee acknowledged the resignations
(no vote was taken, the outcome having
being determined elsewhere) and the miners
thus failed to achieve their formal aims, the
fact that the police did not charge - at the
express order of the provincial government -
suggests that th"y had won the battle
honours, and perhaps a more lasting victory.
The Kosovo working class and the local
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party and state leadership still have many
differences to be settled. But a display of
unity was inevitable in the face of the
anti-Albanian hysteria flowing from Bel-
grade: only a week earlier, a member of the
Serbian Trade Union Alliance had argued
publicly that 'counter- revolution' was deeply
embedded in the Kosovo party and state
organs and at kistina University, but above
all in the Albanian working class - angering
the Trepca miners and providing a stimulus
for their march. After the demonstration, the
Serbian party described the Pristina events as

the latest example of an escalating 'counter-
revolution'. The Federal pa$y came very
close to agreeing with themls. The Kosovo
leadership, however, argued that th"y were
'in line with the lTth paffy plenum'16.

This cacophony, of course, only illustrates
how deeply the I-eague of Communists of
Yugoslavia is split" and how unprincipled is
the politics that tries to pretend otherwise.
What is clear, however, is that the dialectic
of class and national liberation has in Kosovo
once again proved its potent force. Even the
normally hostile Belgrade reporters were
impressed by the demonstrators' fi.rmness and
self-discipline. The Albanian miners had
celebrated the 45th anniversary of the
revolution in the best possible manner: by
defending one of its fundamental
achievementslT.

The force behind the Kosovo demonstra-
tion may have been a defence of national
rights; but this defence was phrased in terms
not of nationalism but of democracy. In
interviews freely given, the miners made it
clear that if the province's status was to be
changed, if its Albanian leadership was tb be
purged" then this must be done in an open,
democratic debate and not imposed by force.
The workers said what the Federal pafiy
should have said - but did not. In those
freezing November days and nights, the
marching workers, students and children
acted as a true socialist vanguard.

The End of
Self- Irllanaoement?
lWhat follows is aX edited extract from a
recent article in the Zagreb journal Start,
based on an interview with Pero Jurkovic,
professor of economics at the University of
Zagreb. taking up the fate of self-manage-
ment under the projected economic reform.]

'An. interesting and characteristic dialogue
took place at a recent meeting of economists
rn Zagreb, convened to discuss the forthcom-
ing (19th) session of the Cenual Committee
of the I-eague of Communists of Yugoslavia,
at which the terms of the economic reform
were to be established. One of the partici-
pants concluded his speech by saying that the
reform needed an active social policy to ease
its negative effects. This term "negative
effects" has become a rirual part of all
discussion about the reform. There are many

differences in regard to its meaning, but there
is a common understanding that the reform
has its price and somebody will have to pay
this, including with the loss of their jobs.
Since the professor seemed to understand
what he was talking about, a member of the
Yugoslav cenftal committee present at the
meeting asked him hopefully if he could
explain what such a policy should consist of.
The professor answered with full honesty: "I
don't know. That isn't my speciality."

Whose speciality is it? Mikulic's
commission for the economic reform has
engaged 160 specialists to provide docume-
ntation, but the projected group for social
policy never materialised. The Committee for
Work and Social Policy played a game of
ping-pong with the trade unions, explains
Pero Jurkovic, but in the end both refused the
responsibility. As a result there is nobody
actively engaged in drafting social policy.
Why? The professor says that this is because
nobody wants to bite into the sour apple of
the class character of the reform. In the
meantime, a devious game is being played
between the Federation, the Republics and
the Communes over who should be responsi-
ble for social policy, i.e. who should pay for
it. The problem has been reduced to one of
money: who will pay for the narcotic to be
applied to the patient about to be subjected
to a long and painful operation.

Jurkovic: "No answer is being given to
the question of how the reform is going to
affect self-management. Instead, we hear the
victorious cry Alea iacta est!, which means
that the concepts of self-management and
associated labour have been suspended. This
Caesarist attitude is based in part on certain
documents which in truth do not offer
self-management but co-managemen! work-
ers' participation. The chances are that those
who think that self- management should be
abolished will win. And I ask myself: Why
are the party and the trade unions doing
nothing about this? If there was somebody
who supported the working class in this
counffy, they would ask the question: How
is it possible that workers' wages can be
allowed to fall to the level of social charity?
Where are the documents on housing, on tax
reform, on the effects of the planned
redistribution of income? If we understand
socialism as a system that reduces the
difference between rich and poor, then the
sinration in our counry is no different from
the one prevailing under capitalism. kr
Yugoslavia, the lowest, poorest 20Vo of
households command only 6.6Vo of total
household income. In Britain it is 7Vo, in
Belgium 7.9Vo, in Japan 87o, in Sweden
7.4Vo, in the USA 5.3Vo. The upper 207o of
households disposes of 39Vo of national
income, while in the countries mentioned the
range is 36-40Vo. Finally, the richest lU%o of
households in Yugoslavia dispose of 23Vo of
national income; in Britain the figure is
23.47o, in Japan 22.4Vo, in Sweden 28Vo, tn
the USA 2A7r. But in contrast to the
capitalist counfties, we have no taxation

adequate to the character of our system, not
even the social-democratic tax policy prac-
tised in some cowrtries."

Jurkovic belongs to those economists who
are in favour of a complete market, i.e. a

market not just in goods but also in capital
and labour. He believes that the attempt to
build social relatiors only on labour and not
on capital was historically premature, But
since he is also a socialist, he does not like
to see the crisis as an excuse to suspend
self-managemen! which will mean that the
workers will find themselves in a position
that could be worse than that envisaged in the
prograilrmes of Western Social-Democracy.

Start: 'Is the system of self-managed
labour not a utopian project?'

Jurkovic: 'You ask if the system of
self-management is utopian. No, it is not, if
one takes into account the real situation, the
dialectical relationship between the develop-
ment of material forces and relations of
production, the state of consciousness in
society. Today, however, alea i.acta est!.

Laws are being introduced whose aim is
clearly to do away with associated labour.
History does not forgive failure. But today,
when the society of labour is being suspen-
ded, it is much more difficult to find the real
measure of compromise with capital. What
rights will capital have over the workers? No
document is addressing this question. In fact,
the rights of workers are being largely
disregarded. The new rules do not differenti-
ate between the rights of the owners of the
means of production and the rights of
workers who do not own anything."

Start: "You say that for socialism to
survive, social property must remain domi-
nant. Is this not contrary to some current
reform positions?"

furkovic: "You are referring to those who
argue that social property has no chance of
survival, that it must be privatised. I do not
agree with this. I am against the notion that
individual, private ownership should become
the only and absolute form of ownership. We
are dealing with proposals that the whole of
social ownership should be transformed into
individual ownersHp; that workers should
become shareholders in their enterprises. We
must, however, protect the dominant form of
social ownership, in order to protect the
socialist character of society. Some will say
that this will lead to inefficiency, but I
disagree. That would mean that socialism as

a system was impossible."'

Footnotes

1. See interview with Miha Kovac in N*y
Left Raiew, L,ondon, No. l7l, and M. Lee,
Labour Focus on Eastern Europen Vol. 10,
No. 2.
2. Latinka Perovic, then head of the Serbian
ptrW, after her expulsion from the party
earned a doctoral degree with a thesis entitled
"From Cenralism to Federalism", in which
she traces the rationale of Yugoslavia's
decentralisation to Lenin's policy on the
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national ouestion. A fine piece of analvsis.
it has bden treated with ?eafening sil6ncd
thanks to the author's political "disgrace".
3. See Labour Focus on Eastern Europe,
Vol. 9, No. 2, where the text of the petition
is reproduced.
4. See Labour Focus on Eastern Europe,
Vol. 9, No. 3. The Belgrade party organisa-
tion is naturally the counffry's largest and
most important. Pavlovic has since published
an account of his downfall n Olal<o obecana
brzina (The Speed Too Easily Promised),
Zagreb 1988. [The title refers to his
complaing just prior to the pw8e, that
Slobodan Milosevic was promising an im-
possibly speedy resolution to the Kosovo
probleml.
5. With the exception of Macedonia: the
Macedonian party's anti-Albanian policy has
made them the Serbian leadership's natural
ally, despite the fact that Serb nationalism
also has an anti-Macedonian edge (Macedo-
nia was once included in the mediaeval
Serbian empire and Macedonians were classi-
fied as "South Slavs" in pre-war Yugoslavia).
6. Attempts to mobilise the Serb population
in other republics (Slovenia, Croatia and
Bosnia-Herzegovina) failed thanks to the firm
resistance of the local leaderships. Montene-
gro proved !o be a partial exception, due to
the historic ties between Serbs and Montene-
grins.
7. In a recent interview Dusan Dragosavac,
a former partisan and member of the political
leadership in Croatiq who had been targeted
in this wa), summed up the situation as

follows: "This is nothing but an anti-
conrnrunist strategy, the creation of hared
among the nationalities, the creation of
discord in the League of Communists. It is

lawless." Danas 13.12.1988. Dragosavac's
"crime" lies in his open hostility to national-
ism - compounded by the fact that he is
ethnically a Serb.
8. This wurs for many a surprising result,
indicating that a considerable number of
Serbian members must have voted agafuut
him in the secret ballot. An editorial in the
Sarajevo daily, Oslobodjenje written after the
17th Plenum, spelt out the worries of the CC
LCY: "Confronted with the frightening
possibility that after each session of the CC
its members would be publicly attacked and
condemned for what th"y said at the session,
the decision was taken to resist. For the final
outcome of such a practice would be that an
individual, or a narrow group, would decide
the membership of the CC LCY, and vet
each intervention in advance. The CC
members were united in their rejection of
such a 'unity'".
9. Front-page headline tn Politil<n, Belgrade,
2A.L1.1988. It must be stressed that the
Serbian meetings and demonstrations, despite
their openly aggressive tone, never in fact
resulted in violent action.
10. Just prior to the 17th Plenum, Stipe
Suvar, the head of the Federal party, accused
the Serbian leadership of an uncritical
attinrde towards anti-communist trends bub-
bling up in the Serbian Academy. At the
same time Belgrade workers - particularly
those of the indusrial Rakovica belt of
Belgrade - were ttreatening to go on strike.
This also contributed to the Serbian leader-
ship's sudden discovery of the working-class
constinrency.
11. For Mirjana Kasapovic's paper, see Start,
Zagreb 19.10.1988. Zagorka Golubovic's
letter is in Danas, 1"5.11.1988. Kasapovic's

reply is rn Danas, 22.11.1988.
L2. Josip Vrhovec represents Croatia in the
federal state presidency. Janez Stanovnik is
the state president of Slovenia. Both were
attacked at the mass rallies in Serbia for
being critical of that republic's pa$y and
state leadership. Dusan Ckrebic is a Serbian
representative on the Federal party executive,
who failed a vot'e of confidence at the 17tll
plenary session of the party's Central Com-
mittee in October 1988. Slobodan Milosevic,
in an unprecedented move, refused to accept
the verdict, and the Serbian press subsequent-
ly denounced the federal CC as an "unprinci-
pled alliance directed against Serbia".
13. The late Edvard Kardelj, one of Tito's
closest collaborators, was the chief architect
of the L974 constitution giving wide auton-
omy to the provinces of kosovo and
Vojvodin4 in recogrution of the equality of
Yugoslavia's non-Slav national minorities
with the Slav nations.
L4. N/N, Belgrade, 10.11.1988.
15. The kesidency in fact took this position
without consultation with the CC, breaking
the pafiy statutes in an unprecedented
manner.
16. Remzi Kolgeci, current joint head of both
the party and state organs, said in a recent
interview: "As long as I live I shall have
before my eyes the picture bf those wet and
frozen children - what made them march? -
and the determination of those who walked
to Pristina in such hostile weather ." Danns,
Zagreb, 20.12.1988.
Ll . It is rrniversally known that the Albanian
population of Yugoslavia would like to see

Kosovo given republican status., Yet this
slogan (deemed counter-revolutionary by the
officialdom) was not raised: the demonstra-
tion contained no nationalist charge.
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'An mdlcnl W, full of rdaxat shlbtils od
intaating inar ,. . r{ r[os] wlueilc drttw,
t ds,' Ahilan,trrtdgtr{r
nf {npp, t$le+ryn E0N0}tffiru5 &.o

TITE RUSSIAN AIVOtUNON
Hitbrical Prcblemr rnd Pcrcpcctlvrr
Dictskh Gayrr

Thio short tnd updated intmduction by one
of Eurup's leading apchlista in Rusian rnd
Soviet histry pesenlr r brord sury€y
conbined with r pcnetrating rnrlysie of the
key ieeues of ttr Rusian Revolutbn.

tW t72yp. lS[N0SlSSt30 6l"E(hb]
OlBtssltl &I(pb)

NffiA II'XEMBUNG
nichd Ahhrn
A cmdse lnuoductlon h the life and
rchhvements of Rocr Luxembury one of the
buly rerna*aHe women o{ thb enrury. This

vohrne offers a synthesis o{ thc findings ol
nctnt maior monognphs ard an

examination of the materhl cunmfly
available in C*rman, Pdish, Russian Fnrrh
and other Euopean languages. Written in r
lvdy mrnru and olfering uptedrtr
infrmation, this is rn ideal fir* guilte O Rou
Luxernbrrr(r lih urd work.

t{.fih l9O o.l{{pp. $urh., titlkf., dronol, hdm
lSlN 0l$tli ttll o^f,L$

FOUN CONTEMPORARY N,USSHN
WRIITRS
fobut Foftr

Thb book exrmines the wo* of Rasputin,
Aitmtlw, Voynovich and Vkdirnov- four
mrjor rvriten who repreeent mrny eepeds of
rucenl plitical and arltural dedoprnenb in
the IISSR and demonokate the diveruity rnd

lqhnes of contemporary Rushn writing, A
full intrcductory cfuptu mnsiden th€ nrod
imprbnt hcndo in Russirn litmtutu tod.y
rnd places the bur writen fi*ly in the
ontext of the mmt mcent da,ebprnens,
im'luding glasnst,

F*il&f t9S cr,t$pp bt{io&,bda
EoNottis2st o.orx

rNOM BREZHNEV TO GONBACTIEY
Domttic Affein.nd SoyiGt Fonign
Policy
EdiH by Hrnrfodrln Ylcr

A tim€ly olloc{ixr of ermp by r numhr of
h{ing Amsrian rnd Gcrmrn Sodctobgiru
who try to asoe$$ lhe lmpct of mcmt
domegtic darclopmenb in [E USSR -
pditi..l, eeonomk, milihry md socirl - qr
SwiG( furcign Flry in [ra lgilh.

I}IE ECONOIIfY OF DEIENTE
Ih€ Sovist Unbn rnd Wcrttrn Crpihl
Gcorgrr Sokohff

Why doer the Soviel Union trde with thc
crpihlirt bloc? On th€ hsh d r vrst rrny of
Sovitt Firnary and *omdnry surrc*, tlr
ruthor condudc thrt lt h the ryarJl
eoononric &wlopent of the $ovict Union
that cqrstitutes the mrln oncrn of So\ricl
politict, althou$ this shurH no letd the
West to betieve thrt sh€ ir d:pendent on
Wertem tnde. Forafully rrgud rld pded
with infqmrtim, ilrb *udy ir cknrly
pm*ntod with numrour grrphs, t bhs,
dhgramr rnd rppndial
tn w. 68lr0flnsn5tl e["r

tor finther inforrnatbn write b
ur offie in0xford"

n Uorrr[ Areuc,
Oilord OX{ tNQ
T.[ {Ba$ 2{sl0l
Frx ili$7n166 ffiBERC PUBLISHERS
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@ZEGH@SLOVAK[A
DEFENCE CAII'/I/PAIGTU
FOR CZECHOSI-OVAK

PEACE GHOUP
ACTtulsrs

I t lhil" protesting its allegiance to the
tllf reformist new course of the Soviet
U I ieudership, the Czechoslovak regime

continues the repressive "normalisation" poli-
cies pursued ever since the Warsaw Pact
intervention against the Prague Spring of
1968. Prestavba, the Czech word for peres-
troika, may litter the pages of the party organ
Rude Pravo, but remains strictly limited to
economics in contents and for glasnast no
translation has been made yet at all. But the
illusion of "normdity" is ever harder to
maintain: since last summer, there have been
repeated mass demonstrations in Prague on
occasions such as the twentieth anniversary
of the Soviet invasion and, more recently, the
anniversary of Jan Palach's self-sacrifice.
Around the counffy, the activities of unoffi-
cial groups and campaigns have gained
momenhffi, and while the authorities have
reacted with their familiar recourse to arrests

and intimidation it appears but a question of

time until the rising tide of discontent and
reform expectations breaches the dams so

desperately shored up by Husak's successors.
Intemational solidarity with the Czech and

Slovak opposition movements is of crucia1

importance at this time. British Foreign
Secretary Geoffrey Howe has already de-
nounced the Prague authorities for violating
the Vienna human right accords the day after
th"y put their signarures to them, but the Left
has tended to overlook the continuing
repression in Czechoslovakia in its excite-
ment over the Soviet reforms and the
developments in Poland. Below, we docu-
ment the steps taken by a number of Labour
Members of Parliament and sections of the
British peace movement and left - co-
ordinated by European Nuclear Disarmament
(END) and supported by l-abour Focus - in
defence of nine Czechoslovak peace and
human rights activists facing trial on serious
"incitement" charges.

LABOUR IIIIPS WRITE TA GORBACHEV
Dear Mikhail Sergeyevich

In October 1988 a number of Czechoslovak
citizens (Ivan Martin Jirous, Jiri Stencl, Jiri
Tichy, Dusan Skala and Petr Cibulka) were
imprisoned in connection with the writing,
reproduction and distribution of a letter,
signed by 27 | people, and addressed to ttre
Czechoslovak authorities. This letter called
for reform of the criminal law, improvement
in prison conditions and the release of
political prisoners.
We believe that the imprisonment of these
people who, after &[, had merely expressed
their opinioru in an open letter, was a very
harsh and unjustified measure. Actions like
this merely give support and succour to those
in the West who oppose better relations
between East and West and who would like
to maintain the old policies of hostility and
confrontation.
We realise, of course, that you or your

lgovernment would not want to interfere in

I 
th" iruernal affairs of a friendly alty.

lHowever, in view of the friendly relations

which you and your government have with
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic we hope
that you will be willing to convey our
concern to the Czechoslovak authorities
about the events that we have brought to your
attention.
We follow with interest and sympathy your
initiatives in the Soviet Union and would like

Eric Heffer MP James Callaghan MP
Bob Cryer MP Alice Mahon MP
Bernie Grant MP Mildred Gordon MP
Deruris Skfuurer MP Dennis Canavan MP
Ken Livingstone MP Jeremy Corbyn MP
Alan Roberts MP John Hughes MP
Ann Clwyd MP Roland Boyes
Lawrence Cunliffe Ken Eastham MP
Bob Litherland MP

Yours sincerely,

to use this opportunity to express our
wishes for your success.
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Forum Polek
Polish Women's Forum
Published by the Forum Publication
Group. Orders to:
Tumaround Distribution
27 Horsell Road
l.ondon N5 IXL
f,5.95

7-fI he comer of South Wa1es

I where I grew up had been
'r- ransformed by an ffiux of

Poles. This gave us access to better
delicatessen than was usual in Wales
at that period. Po1ish and Welsh
children afke grew up accustomed to
clots of consonants in each other's
names. But the sense remained that
the Poles were different. Being
Polish gave them a seriousness, a

history, that we lacked.
This book explores that differen@.

It's large, heavy and handsome - a
legacy from the late, lamented GLC -
designed with a grace that makes it a
joy to handle. It's also a sturdy book.
Which leads me to an obvious
comparison with its contents: they
are also elegant and tough, a wonder-
ful combination. Bits are also very,
very funny.

It's a very coherent collection, to a

degree that's unusual in an antholo-
gy, and to single out contributions
would be as irrelevant as pulling
currants from a fruit cake. The
coherence doesn't imply any easy
nostalgia - the poem "On seeing the
Pope on TV" deflates sentimentality.
One of the book's strengths is that it
recognises that there are many ways
of being a female Polish ffiabitant of
the twentieth century.

There are moving mernories of
war and resistance shared between
mothers and daughters, together with
the smaller wars and truces between
the generations. The contents move
from the particular to the universal
without losing that freshness and
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BO@K REVIEWS
humour which come from a close
attention to the details of daily life.

My review copy has bern sitting
on my desk for a few weeks now,
and in that time has been picked up
by many people (none of them Polish
and only some of them female). All
of them have read something; several
of them have wandered off absent-

mindedly clutching it until rebuked. I
don't know that many kleptomaniacs.
It's a beautiful and covetable book.

Lin James

Tariq Ali
Revolution From Above.
Where is the Soviet Union Going?
Hutchinson 1988, fL2.95

fl or many y@N, the discourse
J{ ' 

on the Wlstem Left cmcern-
l' ing the Soviet Union closely
mirrored that on the Cold War Right
in its preoccupation urith essentially
static models: while the gurus of
I{ATO academia worshipped at the
temple of totalitarianism, the Left
debated the "class nature" of the
USSR. As a contest in scholastic
hairsplitting it was just about a draw.

Common to both was the notion
that change could only come about
by means of some cataclysmic act of
Iiberation, be it a popular uprising for
bourgebis liberty and civilisation or
the revolutionary overthrow of the
bureaucrary/ruling class by the pro-
letariat. In most such scenarios, the
Communist Party was little more
than the bureaucratic instrument of
power: devoid and incapable of real
political life, destined for destruction
when Liberation would finally arrive.

Perhaps such abstractions had a
degree of justification for as long as

the Soviet Union really did appear a

static monolith. Krushchev's de-
Stalinisation briefly ratttred the model
merchants until Brezhnevism pro-
vided the reassurance that nothing
could change under the existing
system. Now, however, that the
sweeping effects of perestroika and
glasnost are there for all to see,

abstract definition mongering as a
substitute for analysis is quite inex-
cusable. Yet much of the Left
continues to discuss Gorbachevism in
terms of "confidence tricks from
above" versus "revolution from
below".

Tariq Ali's timely book declares
war on such sterile phrase-

mongering. The title, of course, is a
provocation in itseH but it also
expresses the author's central argu-
ment that "Gorbachev represents a

progressive, reformist current within
the Soviet elite, whose progftlrnmB, f

successful, would represent an enor-
mous gain for socialists and demo-
crats on a world sca1e". Gorbachev is
compared to Abraham Lincoln whose
second revolution abolishing slavery
laid the foundations for the survival
and emergence as a world power of
the United States of America.

It is not necessary, however, to
folly agree with Ali's thesis and

historical analogy to appreciate the
refreshing unorthodoxy of his
approach. The Gorbachev reforms
are not shoehorned into some prccon-
ceived notion of their inevitable
outcome. Instead their proclaimed
intentions are described, their
achievements registered, their short-
comings, limitations and ambiguities
noted, their origins in the protracted
social and economic crisis of the
"years of stagnation" analysed. As
Revolwion From Above is based on
the experience of short visits to the
Soviet Union as a guest of the
W'riters' Union, and was written in
an obvious hurry by an author who
cannot read or speak Russian and has
no extensive background in Soviet
Studies, there is plenty to pick on in
a detailed critique: rather swecping
generalisations, factual inaccuracies,
stylistic lapses and annoytng spelling
erors abound. But then this book
was written for neither the profes-
siural Sovietologist nor the bib-
liophile collector of literary classics.
It is a rushed book because of the
urgency of the political debate and
the speed of devetopments in the
Soviet Unim, and it is a polemical,
book because the author wants to
make a political statement.

This political statement is as

simple as it is necessary. In essence,
it insists that the Western Left need
not, and must not, remain passive
bystanders in the upheavals shaking
the Soviet Union. The real problem
with theoretical abstractions is not

ttrat they are abstract or theoretical,
but that they can affect the will to
bring about practical change because
of the desire to see one's models
cqrfi.rmed in reality. Tariq Ali never
even comes close to writing as an
uncritical apologist of Gorbachev, on
the contrary, he takes the side of the
most radical reformers (Yeltsin)
against the cautious centrists, of the
unofficial movements (the indepen-
dent socialist clubs) against even the
most radical of bureaucratic refor-
merrr, and of ttre Soviet workers
against the most "liberal" intellec-
tuals. But above all, he acknowledges
the fact that the new openings in the
Soviet Union today for all kinds of
new politics were created not by
rebellion from below, but initiatives
from above. Whatever its critique of
ttre limitations and ambiguities of
Gorbachev's programme, it has a
responsibilily to do its utmost to
ensure that the process initiated by
Gofuachev is deepened and acceler-
ated rather than stifled. This, as Tariq
Ali constantly stresses, means both
engaging in a dialogue with the new
political forces now emerglng in the
Soviet Union and fighnng here, on
our own terrain, to hft the Cold War
seige which has for so long inhibited
political change on the other side of
the "hon Curtain".

Revolution From Above is not, I
think, primarily a book about the
Soviet Union at all. It is about ttre
interdependence of the project of
socialist democracy in East and
West, a passionate reminder that, in
the final analysis, the democratisation
of the Soviet Uniqr is inseparable
from the advance of socialism in the
capitalist world, especially in West-
em Europe.

Giinter Minnerup
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rF h" fate of the Germans", said Gor-

I bachev, in an interview in Der Spiegel
I (24 Oct 88) during Chancellor Kohl's

visit, "is inseparably linked to the fate of the
whole of Europe... and that means, to the
perspective of creating a European Home".
This concept of a "European Home" has been
heard a lot in Moscow recently. A strategy
for Europe, East and West, is a key question
for the new Soviet leadership. Within the
space of a year Gorbachev will have met
most of Western Europe's leaders. Although
the immediate issues of these meetings may
have been disarmam_ent and trade matters, the
framework is increasingly one of fundame-
ntal and historic changes to the post-war
sftuchre of Europe.

Although the public recognition of the
need for fturdamental changes !o post-Yalta
Europe is the result of profound social
processes - intense competition between
Western Europe, America and Japan; explo-
sive social movements and unrest in Eastern
Europe; the growing mood and movement for
disarmament in Western Europe - it has been
given impetus and immediacy by the new
leadership in Moscow.

What has been the response of the left to
this challenge? The British Labour leader-
ship, caught up in the need to prove its
allegiance to NATO, has been alrhost
oblivious to the challenge. But the Labour
Left also appears to offer little more than a
"left" version of an essentially neo-Gaullist
sftategy. -

The West German SPD has been in the
forefront on this issue, one of the results
being its historic agreement with the East
German SED in 1988. The German and
Italian Green Parties have also addressed it
as a serious issue, as have the Polish, Czech
and Hungarian democratic movements. But
there is clearly nothing approaching a

common European socialist approach to this
issue.

A socialist strategy for Europe has never
been more necessary. Simil*ly, the condi-
tions for its development have seldom been
more favotrable. Anti-Sovietism, one of the
political pillars of capitalist politics since the
?nd. World War, appealing to the workers'
genuine abhorrence of Stalinism, has been
decisively undermined in Western Europe,
especially in West Germany.

The beginnings of self-activity of the
Soviet workers has brought about a fundame-
ntal change in the world situation. The
irreversibility of the democratic reforms in
the Soviet Union and the impossibility of
Soviet intervention in Eastern Europe are
already major gains. Although the develop-
ments in the Soviet lJnion have removed a

major obstacle to socialist politics in Europe,
th"y present socialists with a major challenge
on three fronts: their model of a democratic
socialist society, their conception of how a

socialist economy would work and their
answer to the question: what kind of Europe
do we want.

The Gorbachev prograrnme, in spite of its
rhetoric, is not one of radical socialist
democrac!, but of something approaching a

liberal constitutional state. This would in'
volve more power to the soviets, a more
genuine election of executives, greater inde-
pendence for judicial and constinrtional
bodies, more possibilities for open and
organized political conflict, with the party
playing a different role from what it played
under Stalin or Brezhnev.

Advocates of radical socialist democracy
are a minority in the Soviet Union today, but
they do exist, as they do in the rest of
Eastern Europe. Of course, the question of
which of those prograrnmes would find
favour with a self-active and self- determin-
ing working class is another matter. Confron-
ted with Gorbachev, or the one hand and the
emerging embryonic (West) European state
on the other, the left tluoughout Europe
needs to formulate its conception of what a
democratic socialist state would look like.
This is a matter of interse interest to the
emerging Soviet left and is one where an
exchange and cross- fertilization of ideas
would be of immense benefit to the left in
the whole of Europe.

On the issue of the economy, the absence

of a clear socialist model has been highlighr
ed even more by the exposure of the
banknrptcy of the East European models,
including the self-management model in
Yugoslavia. As Western Europe moves
towards the single free market, with dereg-
ulation triumphant and social programmes
under tlreat, the regimes in the East extol the
virnres of market and competition. Their
allies in the would even

further. While the Labour right may draw
some ideological sustenance from this (Har
tersley: "If the market is good enough for
Gorbachev, it's good enough for us"), what
alternative conception does the European left
have to offer ?

And, finally, the pretence has once and for
all been lorocked on the head that Europe
could ever mean "Western Europe". This
raises a number of major questions, not the
least of which is the division of Germany. A
socialist strategy for Europe which ended at
the Elb was always wrong, but in the 1990s

it will be an irrelevancy. Any socialist
strategy for Euope has to immediately
confront the issue of the nature of the
regimes in the countries of East Central
Ewope.

This raises even now a number of practical
questions. Should West European socialists,
for instance in the European parliament,
actively assist moves to integrate countries
like Hungary into the structures of the EEC,
as th"y do, while making no demands or
conditions concerning the issue of political
liberties in those countries ? The left in
Western Europe has not raised its voice in
the defence of Armenia's national rights. Too
many socialists in Western Europe since the
war have implicit$ accepted the division of
Europe into "spheres of interests", in many
cases even seeing the official regimes in
those countries as aIlies. But even the
exposures of the Gorbachev supporters them-
selves, the open recognition of the means
used to achieve Communist Party control in
Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc., have under-
mined the legitimacy of this approach.
Gorbachev's notion of a "European Home"
may not be the answer, but it does force the
left to take the question seriously.

These are some of the issues that will be
discussed at a major conference in Aprifi\tIay
around the theme "Gorbachev and the
European Left", with speakers representing
various currents of thought from both Eastern
and Western Europe. It is hoped that this
conference will be the beginning of a process
of discussion and clarification for the Euro-
pean Left" enabling it to move towards a
socialist strategy for Europe in the 1990s and
into the next century.
Gus Fagan

GORBACHEV AND
THE EUROPEAN LEFT

i)
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